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THE POPULAR
BATTERIES FOR
PORTABLE SETS.

Portable 1. 63 volts.
6" x 5" x 3" 8,6

Portable 2. 99 vote.
9`x5"x 3" .. 136

Portable 3. 108 volts.
10"x 5"x3" 15/-

*ifie4 LE Ss
1N1 -1,* PRIMA/,00

BECAUSE air
pure H.T. current comes only from a
dry battery, for it contains steady,
direct current and does not depend
upon humming generators for its
source of supply.
Batteries are handy, portable and safe,
too, and cheaper in the long run-no
expensive valves or windings to burn
out.

Buy a Battery and get the best in
EVER READY, the battery that
has stood the test for 25 years.

Use an EVER READY
refill battery for your
Electric Hand Lamp.

Eua
PEG° TRADE MARK

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES
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MISCI1A LEVITSKI
hears f.tite

"I bare heard what I thought impossible," Leritski, the
brilliant pianist-" the true authentic notes of a piano coining from a radio
loud speaker. The radio was a Marconiphone, and on Wail the speaker."

Choose your programme-orchestra, dance music, a
speech. On a Marconiphone loud speaker it will come through
clear-cut, flawless. Sir Edward Elgar, Theodor Chaliapine,
Albert Coates, many other famous musicians, have found in
the Marconiphone tone and volume unrivalled today.

Marconiphone engineers make these speakers. All the skill
of thirty years' leadership in wireless is in their construction.
Ask any dealer for a demonstration. If there is no dealer near
you, write to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

Listen with a
THE FIRST AND GREATEST itiiort.4`

NAME IN WIRELESS -

MARCONIPHONE LOUD

TvI n7r, 6o CAnINET CO1s1
(.lbo:i'n nll fr:fi)

Obtainable at the very moderate
price of L3, the Model 6o is an
extremely efficient "all-purpose"
speaker. Embodying the Mar-
coniphone reed system, it is out-
standingly clear in tone.

THE FAMOUS
MOVING C011. SPEAKER

The highly accurate centring of
the Moving Coil and the one-piece
fibrohs diaphragm ensure abso-
lutely accurate reproduction.
Units from £4.10.0. Cabinet
models : for 6 -volt accumulator,

; for D.C. mains, £7.1 o.o
for A.C. mains, £12.12.0.

ONLY 300
The Octagon Cone gives excellent
reproduction equally from a 5- OF
a 5 -valve receiver. Made in two
different and pleasing designs, it
can be placed on the table ur hung
from the wall.

SPEAKER
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DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

ARE USED IN ALL TILE MOST
SELECTIVE SETS

K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial and Without knob, dial
slow-motion device, or s I o o t i on
'0003 or 10l. device, '0003 2 I
'0005 A./ or '0005 - "1'

K.C. DRUM
CONTROL

CONDENSERS
With Drum Control
and slow-motion de-
vice, '0003 ig/6
or '0005 - 1.6F
Triple K.C. each con-
denser, '0003 02
or '0005 - ""I
Triple K.C. Combina-
tions of '0003 An/Liu aand 0005

MIDGET CONDENSER
A small variable condenser for pane!
mounting, '00005, '0001 or g

//60002. Complete with Knob u

re,-?/',.
.7) 0Joy ,

2' z?
e. lec' e

of L
Q

"Go Home and Listen." Radio Week, Jan. 12-18.

UBILIE
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

if you have any difficulty in obtaining Dubilier products write to us
direct giving the name and address of Sour dealer.

Dttttilier Condenser Co. (i925), Ltd.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton,

London, W.3.

BC 275/V

Invaluable to
EVERY Amateur
and Constructor.

The " POPULAR WIRELESS "

BLUE PRINTS
of TESTED CIRCUITS

The following is a list of the P.W.- 6d. Blue Prints for
Constructers in stock, showing the different circuits available :

" P.W." BLUE PRINT
Number
1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. OUT OF PRINT.
3. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION.
6. H.F. AND CRYSTAL (Transformer Coupled, without Reaction).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Tuned Anode).
8. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Employing H.F.

Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.AF.noAdNeD). DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with Reaction on

10. OUT OF PRINT.
11. OUT OF PRINT.
12. OUT OF PRINT.
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
14. OUT OF PRINT.
10. OUT OF PRINT.
16. H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F. (With

Switch for Last Valve).
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS (With

Switching).
18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with 1 -VALVE

L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
19. OUT OF PRINT.
20. OUT OF PRINT.
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."
23. THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS."
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver employing

1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with Non -Radiating Reacticu
Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.

25. OUT OF PRINT.
26. A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER Det. and 2 L.F. with Switch-

ing).
27. OUT OF PRINT.
28. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 5-VALVER (H.F., Det. and 3 L.F.).
29. AN H.T. UNIT FOR DIRECT CURRENT MAINS.
30. A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
31. OUT OF PRINT.
32. THE " CUBE SCREEN" THREE (H.F. Det. and L.F.).
.33. A " KNIFE EDGE " CRYSTAL SET.
34. AN H.F. AND DETECTOR TWO-VALVER.
35. THE " UNIVERSAL THREE " (Det. and 2 L.F. stages resistance -

coupled).
36. THE " SPANSPACE FOUR " (H.F.. Det. and 2 L.F.).
37. THE " LONG SHORT " CRYSTAL SET.
38. A TWO -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
39. THE " SYDNEY " TWO.
40. THE " SUPER SCREEN " THREE.
41. THIS YEAR'S " CHITOS " ONE-VALVER.
42. THE " Q AND A " THREE. A simple set (Dd. and 2 L.F.).
43. THE " INEXPENSIVE FOUR."
44. THE " ECONOMY FIVE." For long-range loud -speaker work.
45. A SIMPLE A.C. H.T. UNIT.
46. THE " REGIONAL " THREE.
47. THE " WAVE -CHANGE " ONE.
48. THE " REGIONAL " CRYSTAL SET,
49. OUT OF PRINT.
50. OUT OF PRINT.
51. OUT OF PRINT.
52. OUT OF PRINT.

ALL " POPULAR WIRELESS "
BLUE PRINTS -6d. EACH
All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the
' Popular Wireless" Queries Department, Fleetway House,
Forringdon Street, London, E.C.4, enclosing a eamped
addressed envelope and a postal order for 6d. fcr each Blue

Print ordered.
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TUNE IN WITH THIS
THE Watmel Dou-

ble Range Tuner,
which does away once
and for all with coil
changing, is the ideal
tuner for the modern
Radio Set. Shunted
with two '0005 vari-
ables (one for reac-
tion) it controls ac-
curatelyand smoothly
allwaves on the bands
between 250 and 600

metres, and 1,000 and 2,000 metres. Change
over is effected by a push-pull switch supplied
with each tuner, and the price complete with
switch and diagram of connection is

12'6
AND TUNE OUT WITH THIS

CONNECT this neat
and attractive Wat-

inel Wave Trap in series
with your aerial
lead, and you will
be able to cut out

those trou-
blesome
unwant e d
stations
with ease
and c e r-
tainty.
There are

six possible positions for the two plugs in the four
sockets, so that you can suit your own aerial
conditions precisely, and tune out stations simply
by turning the small micro condenser knob.
A combination of the Watmel Tuner and the
Watmel Wave Trap assures you of the finest,
most selective tuning possible to the Modern
Radio Receiver.

The Wave Trap costs only - 8'6
We shall be glad to send you on request

"11 our Folder No. 102, showing you how to
make up a very fine Loud -speaker from a
Kit of parts, also Folder and Blueprint for
building up a modern 3 -valve Set.

Wireless Co., Ltd.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Middlesex.

Telephone: Edgware 0323. P. S T.

Easily operated by connecting to any A.C.
1\Iains light socket-no batteries needed-this
Lotus All Electric 3 valve S.G.P. Set is highly
selective and covers a good range of British and
Continental stations. Cash Price 2r (with
valves and Royalties paid).
The same circuit is used in the Lotus 3 -valve
S.G.P. Battery model-Cash Price i3 15s.
For home construction get the Lotus 3 -valve
S.G.P. Battery Model Kit at e 525. 6d. Cash.
See and hear these Sets at any wireless dealer's,
or write for the Lotus Sets Catalogue and Hire
Purchase terms.

GO HOME AND LISTEN RADIO WEEK, JANUARY

RUMS
ALL ELECTRIC
RECEIVER

GETS THE BEST RECEPTION.
Made by the makers of the famous Lotus components in one

of the most modern radio factories in Great Britain.

GARNETT WHITELEY & CO., LTD., Dept. P.W.5,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane. Liverpool.

Cua,r
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REAL SETS NOT SET -BACKS.
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HEAR WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT IT ! 10Q

All receiver designs described in

MODERN WIRELESS
1.1

to

tt

MODERN WIRELESS
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ARE GUARANTEED.

Success is assured to all who build

THE "KENDALL" REJECTOR
AND

THE "B.P." THREE
NO INTERFERENCE. PERFECT QUALITY.

For full constructional details see the

JANUARY

Build Britain's Best Broadcast
Receivers.

Jan. Modern Wireless Price 1'. Jan. Modern Wireless
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,SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
S THE THRONE OF

imp

Dead and gone are the days of Magic.
The inventor works no longer with the old -dine elements

considered necessary in the ,art -,,of creation-those
unknOwn cmalities which were assumed to the stock -

in -trade of magicians.
In these clays the basis of invention is scientific research-

definite knowledge of every small detail, every element
which ultimately constitutes the finished article.
is on this basis of scientific research that the work of
Lewcos Laboratories is 'carried onhenp thij
world-wide reputation for -" perfection- in every

The Lewcos Dual Range Binocular Coil, illustrated
above, is designed to meet the demand for high efficiency

astatic or field-leSS coils, having wave -length ranges of -

235/55o metres and r000/z000 metres, the wave -length
range being selected by a simple push-pull switch which

protrudes through the receiver panel. Three types are
manufactured, as follows :

Aerial Coil without reaction (Reference D.B.A.).
H.F. Transformer for neutralised 3 -electrode valve with

Reinartz reaction (Reference D.B.P.). -

H.F. Transformer for screened grid valve with magnetic
reaction (Reference D.B.G.). Price 17,6 each.

A special switching mechanism can be supplied so that
one or more coils can be mounted on the baseboard of

he -receiver with switching mechanism parallel with the
-panel. :Price 3/-. (Reference 5:111.5.)

`A specially; written leaflet on this marvellously efficient
Coil will be sent on request. Please quote Reference No,

R.55.

COILS FOR
SUPERIORITY

(Regd.)

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
Church Road, Leyton,

London, E.10,

11111611111111111111111611111111t:

LEWCOS DUAL
RANGE BINOCU-
LAR COILS (Refer-
ences D.B.A. and

Ell
D.B.G.) ARE
SPECIFIED FOR
T H E "TWIN
WAVE" THREE,
DESCRIBED IN

- THIS ISSUE.

ffluunintinmonnimui0

Trade Counter:
7, Playhouse Yard,
Golden Lane, E.C.1

AND SMITHS LIMITED
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THE NEW Cossor Screened Grid
Valve is shock -proof, noise -proof
and break -proof. Its Interlocked

Construction makes it the strongest
and most robust Screened Grid
Valve ever produced. Its elements
are immovably locked in position-
vibration is impossible-all risk of
microphonic noise is eliminated. And
because of the girder -like rigidity of its
elements the NEW Cossor has exceptional
strength, even the hardest blow cannot mar
its remarkable performance. Use the NEW
Cossor Screened Grid in your Receiver-no
other make has Interlocked Construction.

The NEW Cossor 220 S.G.
12 volts, .2 amp.) Impedance
200,000. Amplification
Factor 200.
Anode Volts 22120-150. Price

Cosset. 4- and 6 -volt
Screened Grid Valves are
also obtainable from all
Wireless Dealers.

A. C. asset Ltd. Highbury Grove, London. N-5.

?he NEW
ossor

Screened Grid
Valve

',WAJ 30 9S
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SHORT ANSWERS.
WHO INVENTED IT ?
RADIO RUM RAID.
HOPE FOR HUBBY.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Chief Radio Consultant :
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

Editor : NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Assoc.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors : K. D. ROGERS,

P. R. BIRD, G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.
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RADIO NOTES & NEWS
Short Answers.

CHEERIO, and thanks to N. L. T.
(Clapham), T. G. (Nairn), M. F. R.
(Bexley) and our old friend, A. W. M.

(Middlesbro'), whose kind greetings are
reciprocated. All inquire anxiously about
the gramophone, the advent of which
appears to have tickled some of the
hardboiled radio " fans." A. W. M. tells
me that 2 M E advertises the telegraph
services of Amalgamated Wireless, Ltd.,
on its confirmation cards. A cheering
sign that one bit of the Empire is awake.

Mrs. S. G. Brown
THE close of the old year was clouded for

a great many radio people
by the news of the sudden

and serious illness of Mrs. S,.G.
Brown, of the famous Acton firm.
She was stricken with double
pneumonia, but I am glad to say
that as we go to press the news
of her progress is very hopeful
and satisfactory.

I am sure that all " P.W."
readers will join with me in wish-
ing Mrs. Brown a very speedy
recovery to complete health.

Wireless Invented by American ?
WE all thought so, of course,

but now we know!
According to Mr. C. F.

Jenkins, the television expert,
the first message by radio was
sent by an American dentist,
Dr. M. Loomis, as early as 1865.
This pioneer built an oscillating
circuit, sent up an aerial by
means of a kite and by interrupt-
ing a " buzzer -spark circuit "
sent dot- and dash messages to
a station fifteen miles away,
where reception is said to have
been done with a galvanometer.
The " Loomis Aerial Telegraph
Company " was incorporated in
1869, but nobody would buy the stock.
It would be useful if some of the circuits
used could be dug out and described.

When to Re -Charge.
IHOPED to begin the year without quer-

relling with an expert, but just before
sitting down to write my bad angel

focussed my eyes upon half .a column in a
provincial Gazette ' all about accumu-
lators-a subject which invariably tempts
me into a scrimmage. " Gazette " says that

NEXT WEEK
IS

RADIO WEEK
SO

LET YOUR FRIENDS LISTEN !

it is wrong to wait until signals drop to a
murmur before recharging the L.T. battery,
and verily he speaketh sooth. But I greatly
doubt whether the average listener would
be so long suffering as to do so.

CLEARING THE ETHER!

A PRETTY STORY.
CRASH -PROOF VALVES.
X-RAYS NUISANCE.
ONE FOR THE A.A.

theoretical, for I think listening -in would
be a nuisance to most of us if it involved
arithmetic and the keeping of a diary. If
signals begin to weaken and you find that
they become stronger when you work the
rheostat (or filament current control),
recharge the battery.

That Radio Rum Raid.
THE recent capture of 32 rumrunners

and oceans of " rum " on the New
Jersey coast was " all along o' thet

dingbusted raddio," for if the illicit station
had not been so prominent in the ether it
might have remained undetected. As it
was, however, an ex -Signal Corps man paid

its signals a lot of attention, and
the result was a "clean up." As
a side issue, the operator who

Dr. James Robinson, the British inventor, with his new " wonder -box."
This contains the " Stenode Radiostat," a device with which he hopes
to enable five thousand stations to be heard between 300 and 500 metres,

without interference.

Counting the Hours.
IF you are using an H.T. battery the

falling off of the signals may be its fault
and not that of the L.T. battery, any-

way. " Gazette " desires us to guard
against over -discharging by the use of a
hydrometer ; here he is excessively practi-
cal. If we won't do that, then he wants us to
work out how many hours the battery ought
to give the full current required by the
valves and to recharge several hours before
that period expires ; here he is excessively

was actually working the set at
the time of the raid is in a sticky
situation, because the penalty for
his offenceis, at its maximum, a
fine of £1,000 and five years in
prison !

Hope for Hubbies.
THE introduction of radio into

the New York State
Reformatory for Women

has led to a discovery which I
hope may cause a mild boom
in the sale of receivers here, and
bring peace to certain households.
The great discovery is that " the
artistic emotional stimulation"
produced by radio programmes
" has a definite tendency to
reduce to a minimum tempera-
mental outbursts of an individual
nature," Need I explain further ?

A Pretty Story.
AWRITER in the " Derby

Daily Express " tells a
story. which contains the

elements of " the true romance "
of which Kipling sang. A friend

of his, looking for a case for his radio set,
knocked out the side of an old chest which
had lain in his attic for years, and found
that concealed in a false bottom were
some letters written in French on tattered
paper. Investigation by experts showed
that the letters had been written by certain
French soldiers imprisoned during the
Napoleonic wars in the Medway hulks.
Somehow the plan to deliver the letters
miscarried, the chest found its way to

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from precious page.)

India, came back, and over a century later
the letters saw daylight again:

The Decay of Melody.
THE receipt of a letter from an Eye -t alien

gentleman, addressed from a York-
shire workhouse, complaining bitterly

that broadcasting has thrown the organ -
grinding profession on to its beam -ends,
reminds one that barrel -organs have almost
vanished from the streets, another curious
example of the unlooked-for results of
wireless telephony. Unfortunately, this
very amusing letter is a " fake." Signor
" Giovanni Marita " forgot to disguise his
excellent Englist handwriting.

Grease the Grooves.
ASCHOOLBOY sympathiser with me

in my trouble with the gramophone
which " struck " and stuck, tells of

his own apparently similar experience. His
remedy was to anoint the record with bicycle
oil; he thinks that the grooves on that
particular record were too wiggly " for the
needle to negotiate. Sounds rather a

1".1111111119111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P.i

SHORT WAVES.

TELEVISIONAL ROMANCE.
Jim : "I saw a ripping girl last night."
John: " Did you ? What was her name? "
Jim: "I don't know. But do you think, if

ring up the tailor again to -night, the exchange
would give me the same wrong number as
last night ? "

u

"To test a choke," runs a headline in a
wireless magazine.

Take a few small fish bones, swallow them
hurriedly, and we think the result will be
quite satisfactory.

' *

LOOKED LIKE 'PHONES.
It -was so cold that day that the traffic

cop stationed at the school corner had to
wear muffs over his ears. But he was slightly
surprised when one little lad stopped to
look at him carefully, and then came up
close and inquired confidentially :

" Say,mister, what station are you getting
now ? "-" Radio News."

WIRELESS TERMS EXPLAINED.
Feed Back.-What you expect to get when,

after inviting guests to your house to dinner,
you are asked to return the visit.

Gang Control.-Popular game in America,
played with tear bombs and .45's.

Hard Valve.-One that does not break
when hit with a hammer.

Key.-A handy little gadget used to open
doors and to put down the backs of necks
to stop nose bleeding.-" British Radio."

*

A HAPPY THOUGHT.
Householder (suddenly awakened by noise

in night, from bead of stairs) : Who's there ?
(Clicks gun.)

Resourceful Enrglar (hoarsely) : This is
station I 0 U, Washington, signing off.
Good -night, ladies and gentlemen.-" Radio
News."

.7alasaifismalliaaisafiefisifisscalasSafillialallansfi'

heroic remedy, and I would prefer to confine
myself to dry records. However, my
trouble affected all records, and was due
to a faulty governor. I am now in the
throes of a hunt for the perfect non -steel
needle.

The Crash -Proof Valves.
CONTINUING my series of anecdotes

illustrating the invulnerability of
modern valves, I beg to report that in

September a Gipsy Moth aeroplane. fitted
with a wireless receiver embodying Mullard

P.M. valves, was fetched- into a crash and
completely wrecked ; but not so the wireless
gadgets. The set, with quite undamaged
valves, was put into service again and is still
O.K. (Next week Camera stunned by
a Valve).

Why Not Do It Here
HERE is a tip for the B.B.C. or P.O.

Why not issue a voting slip with every
licence or renewal, for listeners to

register their views and preferences; as is
done in Denmark. Most people would use
the opportunity, and the analysed results
would be vastly, interesting and useful.
The " Daily Herald " states that in Den-
mark two-thirds of the listeners asked for
less opera and more drama, and that there
was an eight -to -one majority in favour of
an increase of older types of dance music
in preference to jazz.

A Bob a Branch.
CERTAIN householders in the vicinity

of Enfield Town Park have taken
advantage of their natural resources

and hitched their aerials to trees standing
within the demesne of the Town Council.
By this stratagem. they avoid the expense
of poles and the possibility of offending the
eyes of the Councillors with a regiment of
poles of different heights and angles. But
they came grievous wear and tear of the
trees, which, of course, are grown at the
great expense and personal effort of the
Councillors, and so the Council charges
them-the real owners of the trees-a
shilling per annum as " rent " !

Xhe X -Rays Nuisance.
THE use of anything between 7 p.m.

and midnight which may interfere
with broadcasting, (including X -Rays

and the unholy contraptiona of modern
massage methods), has recently been pro-
hibited by the police of Klagenfurth,
Carinthia. Even doctors using X -Ray
apparatus must prove to the authorities
that the case is urgent. Let us hope that
no patient expires while the doctor is trying
to convince a policeman how ill he is.

Radio -Telephony Afloat.
ISN'T is rather wonderful to be able to

sit at home by the fire and talk by
telephone to a ship battling with the

rollers in mid -Atlantic ? Yet it seems that
this experience will within a few years be
a commonplace thing. Already the " Levia-
/tan " has been equipped for such service
and placed in the world's telephone system,
and it is said that the " Berengaria " and
" Majestic " will be equipped also. Less
than twenty years ago we marvelled at the
idea of a ship telegraphing over distances
of a few hundred miles by means of electric
sparks.

The Van Errant.
HAVE you seen or heard the wonder van,

that travelling demonstration room
of Philips ? It has a stall of four

and is divided into driver's cabin, engine
room, sound -proof studio and control room,
making altogether a complete broadcasting
station, including an " uncle," from which
can be sent out either relays from B.B.C.
or foreign stations, or the car's own pro-
grammes. I may add that there are also
windOws in which are displayed samples of
the firm's products.

Wireless on Wheels.
ALL the power required is provided by

an alternator driven by a petrol
engine.. Tho amplifier is extra-

ordinary. It is rated at 600 watts and the
rectifier carries a potential of 5,000 volts.
The transmitting valve has a filament as
thick as a lead pencil ; 4,000 volts is applied
to its anode. Communication with the
announcer is done entirely by means of a
highly -ingenious indicator hoard operated
electrically. Quite the best bit of radio
advertising I have seen so far,
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E is to be filled with special E.-_

programmes in celebration of E-

DON'T FORGET

RADIO WEEK!
Why not let your friends hear
what your set can do - so
that they

DON'T FORGET
NEXT WEEK! g
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One for the A.A.
NR. S. (Forfar) is good enough to tell
. me that he made up our " Antipodes

Adaptor" as a self-contained short.
wave receiver and has with it heard pro-
grammes from U.S.A.,Canada, Australia,
and Africa, besides 0 British amateurs
and several Continental amateur's. He
states that hand -capacity is extremely
slight and that it is fairly easy to tune
in Australian stations with this circuit.
We have examined his diagram and find
that it is exactly as we published it, plus
the pair of telephones.

Radio Rounds the Corners.

I WAS dispirited to observe in the Press
recently that there still 'exist people
who profess to believe that the earth is

flat. A world with eight corners six sides
and twelve edges is a dangerous object to be
floating about in the universe. But when
one tries to imagine what the Planarians'
theory of radio must be like the mind
becomes numbed. The thought of a wavy
putting on the brake or banking in order to
negotiate a corner is a noble thing, and I
present it to Mr. H. G. Wells to play with.

The " Magic " Two.
NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that

short-wave conditions have been
somewhat " off colour " recently-

so 1 am informed-our "Magic" Two has
agreeably surprised even some of the " old-
timers," and my own particular post -bag
has been filled with screeds from delighted
constructors, who will kindly accept this
note as an acknowledgment, with thanks.
In general the letters show that for the long -
distances and large number of stations it
can tackle the manipulation is easy. Be-
ginners in short-wavery had better look
into the " Magic " Series.

ARIEL.
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MR. KENDALL of POPULAR WIRLESS
has designed a rejector about which
you, as readers, have heard a lot.

As one is anxious, apart from other
reasons, for the success of the Regional
Siheme, -1 am particularly glad to recom-
mend to your notice what appears to me
to be a most efficient form of rejector
circuit.

The main function of a rejector is, as its
name implies, to reject an unwanted
transmission. One of the problems in-
cident to the policy of fewer stations and
higher power is that inevitably the " local "
scheme makes it more difficult for the
listener to reach out for foreign programmes,
even though these programmes are that
much; easier to receive owing to the higher
power policy.

" D X " Listening.
I am a confessed sceptic in the matter of

"reaching out " and believe it has little
to do with broadcasting; what I know is
that it provides many people with a
fascinating hobby, and I can understand
those who say that it gives them sometimes
needed relief when they find little that
pleases them locally.

I say I can understand, but I do not
necessarily sympathise, believing that wire-
less exists, much as do cinemas and theatres,
for giving occasional but not everlasting
entertainment. Nevertheless, let us be
broadminded and realise that many do
sincerely desire not only to cut out the
local programme (which can always be done
by putting the switch in the " off position)
but desire simultaneously to listen to a
programme coming from far away.

There are two or three ways in which
this can be done, and each gives certain
advantages and disadvantages. As I have
continually preached, it's all a matter of
the shape and amplitude of the resonance
curve.

Improving Selectivity.
The resonance curve is a curve showing

the amplitude of the response of a receiver
against the frequency to which it is tuned.
If the amplitude is less than a certain
amount, the incoming. signal; for a variety
of .reasons, is inaudible. If it is greater
than a certain amount it is audible, and
its " loudness " increases as the received
amplitude is greater.

.Consider Fig. 1, which shows. a resonance
curve. Along the bottom we have a scale

Capt: ECKERSLEY rr1.1.E.EON

CUTTING OUT
UP 'LOCAL'

The problems arising from the com-
mencement of the dual programme broad-
casts from Brookmans Park are many and
difficult, but these solutions suggested by

our Chief Radio Consultant will be found to be extremely effective.

(>f frequency to which
the device is tuned,
upwards we have the
amplitude of response.
In the case given, if
a signal comes in at

say A as well as B, and if both are of equal
intensity (conditions of the Regional
Scheme) A will be faintly audible when the
receiver is tuned to B. This is just what we
don't want.

There are three possible courses open to
us to effect a curve as follows :

(1) Reduce the maximum amplitude of
the signal so that the skirts of the ourve
come (at A) below the audibility line,

(2) sharpen up the resonance curve as
shown, and so achieve the desired result
again, or

(3) connect a rejector in series with the
aerial which makes A quite inaudible
because the rejector circuit offers a very
high resistance to frequencies of value equal
to and around A.

The black curve is hat of the response of an in-
sufficiently selective receiver which will not reject'
transmissions of frequencies round A when the
set is tuned to B. We can reduce the sensitivity
as shown in method 1, when the apparent selec
tivity increases, or we can sharpen up the reson
ance curve (Method 2). A rejector having a
high impedance at frequency (A) has the same

effect qualitatively as methods (1) and (2).

,The best method of achieving (1) is to
shorten the aerial physically or electrically,
the conditions of (2) can be obtained by
using a coupled circuit, cascade tuning,
lower resistance coils, etc., etc. (3) can be
best implemented by using a rejector
circuit in series, with the aerial and aerial
terminal, or an acceptor circuit (" by-
passing " the unwanted frequency to
earth) in parallel with the aerial terminal
of the set and earth.

The advantage of (1) is that it is -an
extremely simple method applicable in its
essentials to any set whatsoever. Its dis-
advantage is that once done it reduces the
overall sensitivit- of the set-.

If the aerial has been reduced physically
(e.g., with a pair -of pliers !) it's not easy to
put it back if distant station listening is
required (say on Sunday when, as it is a
day of rest, the B.B.C. denies us con-
tinuity of programme). .That's why I
like a small variable aerial series condenser
which with a twist of the hand can throw the
set. into a condition for local or distant
listening.

The "Brookmans " Rejector.
As to (2) (sharpening up the resonance

curve), this has the advantage of alwaYs
having a definite performance, and when the
sharpness can be varied at will is supremely
advantageous. It is however complicated,
costly, and not easy to adjust if ultra
Selectivity is required.

As to (3) its supreme advantage is that
it does act to give a practically distant
listening set at small cost. It partially
achieves the conditions of (2) and enables
the reacher out to tune close to the local
station and all at small expense, and only
by adding something to the set rather than
re -building it.

Mr. Kendall's rejector strikes me as being
the best I have ever used, and I strongly
recommend it to those who want to retain
their distant listening qualities in spite of
the strong local station. One point must
be remembered, however. Brookmans Park
transmits on two frequencies, each powerful,
and the rejector can only reject one. (Two
rejectors may inter -act in curious ways and
give one trouble in adjustment).

In the particular case Of London one will
he able to reject the upper wavelength, say,
and be sure of lots of medium -wave stations
above it in wave -lengths ; below the 360
metre point, however,' the second Brook -
mans Park transmission will surely come
in and wipe out the shorter medium -wave
stations.

Three Methods to Choose From.
In- conclusion then we have three possible

ways of conserving distant listening even
though Brookmans Park has invaded our
ether. (1) by means of connecting a small
variable condenser in series with the aerial,
(2) by means of -re -building our set with
several H.F. stages, etc., (3) by a rejector
for one of the two unwanted stations.

(1) reduces sensitivity !- and reduces the
possibility -of- getting many foreign stations,
but when the local station shuts up we can
by a flick of the fingers restore all out-
stations (we can; of course, with a reasonable
connection get 7 or Seven when the local
station is transmitting), (2) is theoretically
perfect., BUT (3) is an excellent Compromise
but fails to reject two unwanted trans-
missions.
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THE KING TO BROADCAST 1
TO AUSTRALIA?

New Year Broadcasts -Extra Test Transmission-Lectures on Religion.

4.
By THE EDITOR.

IT has been suggested in one of. the
1 leading Australian newspapers the

" Melbourne Herald "-that the Federal
Government of Australia should try to
arrange for the King to broadcast an address
to Australia by radio. As a wireless tele-
phone service between London and Aus-

ON 352 METRES.

The water-cooled transmitting valves of the
Gras (Austria) relay station.

t ralia will shortly be opened, it will be seen
that the suggestion is at least technically
feasible.

A Fine Idea.
The Federal Prime Minister, Mr. Scullin,

has given the suggestion a warm welconie,
and there is no doubt that Australia would-
be delighted if the King consented and the
broadcast were arranged. No finer send-off
for the new London -Australia radiophone
service could be imagined ; and thousands
of loyal Australians who, in the ordinary
course of events, will never hear the King's
voice, would thus have an unique oppor-
tunity of listening to His Majesty.

Imagine the thrill-listening, perhaps, in
t he heart of some Australian bush camp,
to the voice of the King speaking, let us
say, from Buckingham Palace !

We hope this fine idea will be put into
practice.

The B.B.C. informs us that the programme
of broadcasts to schools for the spring term.
(January 20th to April 4th) Shows that on
Mondays the broadcasts to schools will

consist of readings and dialogues in foreign
languages for secondary schools, history,
and stories for younger pupils ; on Tuesdays
of music, elementary and advanced, French,
and special talks for secondary schools ;
on Wednesdays, of nature study and
English literature ; on Thursdays, of speech
and language ; and on Fridays, of rural
survey and farming, geography, miscel-
laneous courses, concerts, and plays.

Two new important series of broadcasts
will start in January-" Modern Poetry,"
by Miss V. Sackville West, herself a modern
poet ; and " Newspapers and the World,"
by Mr. Wilson Harris, a journalist of wide
experience and authority.

Foreign Language Courses.
The foreign language courses will be

undertaken by Mademoiselle Camille Vier°
and Monsieur E. M. Stephan, who, in
addition to their respective courses, will; on
alternate Mondays, broadcast together
amusing dialogues of everyday French life.
Dr. Herbert Schroeder will give German
readings, and Dr. A. R. Pastor readings in
Spanish. Miss Rhoda Power will continue
her history broadcasts, and will also be
responsible for the narratives from the
mythology and folk -lore of the World. Sir
Walford Davies will be in charge of the
music broadcasts, and the speech and
language course will be in the care of Mr. A.
Lloyd James. Nature -study talks are
again to be giVen by Miss Clotilde von Wyss.
and rural survey talks by Miss Charlotte
Simpson, B.Sc. The latter series is com-
plementary to the
farming talks of Dr. B.
A. Keen, D.Sc.

Professor H. J.
Fleur e, D.Sc., has
planned the series on
-Peoples of the
World, and T heir
Homes," and the talks
will be broadcast by
various travellers of
repute, including Sir
Herbert Samuel, Cap-
tain G. I. Finch, and
Mr. L. S. S. O'Malley.

The B. B. C. an-
nounces that on every
Sunday until further
notice an alternative
programme test trans-
mission will take place
from 2 to 3 p.m. from
the two transmitters
at Brookmans Park
and from Daventry 5 X X. This test- is
being added to the existing series in order
to assist those who cannot take advantage
either of the morning or evening tests on
weekdays.

One transmitter at Brookmans Park will
radiate on the Regional programme wave-
length of 356 metres, while the other will

radiate on the national programme wave-
length of 261 metres. Daventry 5 X X will
radiate the same programme as the 261 -
metre Brookmans Park transmitter. It is
not intended to publish details of the pro.
grammes, since the transmissions are for
test purposes only but, states the B.B.C.,
they will be sufficiently contrasted to
prevent all possibility of confusion.

A New Psychology Series.
The first Sunday in the New Year

(January 5th) saw the beginning of an in-
teresting new departure in broadcasting ; for
Dr. E. S. Waterhouse, lecturer in Psychology
and the Philosophy of Religion at the Wes-
leyan College, Richmond, and a member of
the Senate of the University of London,
started a course of twelve lectures on
religion in the light of pyschology. The
following is an outline of the course :-

1. Where from and where to ? The
Beginnings and Ends of Religion. 2. " As
a Little Child " : how children see it.
3. The Self we do not Know : Unconscious
Experience-its Meaning. 4. Sense and
Symbols: The Value of Imagination.
5. Belief, Over -Belief, Unbelief : Suggestion
as a Factor in Belief. 6. Reasoning.
Feeling and Acting : Intellect and Heart
in Religion. 7. " Like Lost Sheep " : The
Soul Astray. 8. Turning Again : Con-
version and its Value. 9. The Heart of
the Matter : Prayer. 10. The Crowd and
the Group : Fellowship in Religion.
11. Health and Healing : The Religion of
Body and Soul. 12. The Mystic Way :
Things that pass Understanding.

This course has been arranged to meet
the needs of thoughtful students of religion
in general. The series is to be broadcast
every Sunday from 5.45 to 6.15 p.m. from
Daventry 5 G B and subsequently from
Brookmans Park No. 2 transmitter when
that becomes available.

It is hoped that in many places listening
groups may be formed for the discussion of
these lectures, which are bound to provoke
and stimulate thought and discussion.

HIER RADIO WIEN !

The H.F. oscillator and tuning section of the Vienna transmitter.

Dr. 'Waterhouse has already given a
course on Comparative Religion, which
attracted more than the average amount of
interest and appreciation.

11111111111111111111111111111111111

Next Week is Radio It-eek,
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LIFE STORIES OF FAMOUS BROADCAST STARS NI27

BROADCASTIIIG FOLK"
SONGS to the WORLD'

BY ERNEST BUTCHER

Muriel George and Ernest Butcher are
among the most popular radio artistes.
Here Mr. Butcher tells the interesting story
of the couple's introduction to broadcasting,
and some of their microphone adventures:

HOW the tables have turned ! How
oddly the pendulum of Fate has
swung ! Here am I asked by the

Editor of POPULAR WIRELESS to tell the
story of Mrs. Butcher and myself-for
Muriel is really my wife-yet less than four
years ago we were opponents of the B.B.C. !

It was our contention then that they
did not pay enough for valuable and
exclusive material, and for many months
we would have nothing to do with broad-
casting. And now ? Well, we've both
changed our view -point. You should see
our morning mail !

Enemies of Radio !
In any case, opponents or not, our first

broadcast could not have been made under
more auspicious circumstances. It was part
of an outside broadcast from the Albert
Hall ! We had agreed to assist in a charity
concert there, and found at the very last
moment that the proceedings were to be
heard by listeners. -

Enemies of the radio as we were, we
attempted to draw back, but when we
heard that all the other artistes had con-
sented, we could not very well continue
in our opposition, and finally agreed. That
was the end of our disapproval of the B.B.C.
The next day brought such a delightful pile
of correspondence entreating us to appear
again before the microphone that we did
so, and gave a performance from Savoy
Hill.

Itwas one of the most frightful events
Of our stage career-from our point of view
-for we felt quite lost in the unfamiliar
surroundings of the studio, even though
we had previously made gramophone
records. Now, however, you might say
that we are hardened broadcasters. At
least, we do think that we understand the
microphone, and we are not quite so
afraid of it.

The First " Engagement:"
As with our wireless activities, so with our

stage careers. In each case, we were both
given the most auspicious start. Mitriel's
musical gifts are inherited from her father,

, who was a professor of singing at the Royal
Academy of Music, London, and she
practically started her stage 'career when
little more than a child,- in the never -to -be -
forgotten " Follies," .founded by Harry
Pelissier, where she was the original singer
of " Moon ! Moon I " a tune that has almost
become a folk -tune itself. But I'm afraid
that here I must skip a little. I could fill

pages with " Follies " memories, for my
wife can talk for hours about those early
days.

Meantime, I had myself studied at the
R.A.M., and had joined a concert party,
and it was shortly after this that we met.
Of course, it was something like love at first
sight. I said " Can I escort you home ? "
and she said " Yes "-but, anyhow, this
has nothing to do with wireless.

From that time we linked up. and began
to sing the Folk -Songs I had always, loved,
at first at concerts and then on the halls,
where no one had ever thought of doing
them. Work was interrupted by the war,
but from 1919 onwards we made headway,
and so come to the present day.

With television the lot of the broadcast " turn
would be far easier. Here is a cathode ray tube
which forms the receiver of a new American

television system.

Nowadays, we both enjoy studio work.
For one thing, when you get accustomed
to it, the silence and the privacy are very
delightful conditions under which to work.

I shall never forget when we were appear-
ing at a certain music hall where a
performing donkey was quartered right
under the stage. He was so enchanted
apparently by our song about the Nightin-
gale and the Moon that he attempted to
join in, and his loud " Hee-Haw ! " made
the audience scream with mirth. You get
nothing like this in the wireless studio !

Nor do you get performing sea -lions.
We were once appearing at a small theatre

where a pack of these creatures were housed
just behind the stage, and they made such a
noise barking, and splashing about in their
tanks that our songs were almost drowned
in the din !

Every night we sat by them and gave
them biscuits just prior to our appearance on
the stage, but would they be silent ? They
would not. Directly the curtain rose on
us, the sea -lions' chorus commenced.

An Announcer's Dilemma.
No, you get none of that in the studio. It

is absolutely silent, if anything -too silent.
The quiet is apt sometimes to be oppressive,
and I am sure that the audience we occasion,.
ally have in the studio feel it as much as we
do. Quite a number of them are so
unnerved by it that they quite forget to
laugh or clap and are relieved when the
programme is finished. As my wife would
say : " Poor darlings ! "

Still, the studio is not always like a
padded box. Strange things sometimes occur
of which the public know nothing, and I
must violate secrets if I am to mention
them,

One of the announcers, for instance, was
a great. humorist. One night, when we
were waiting in the studio for the red light
to 'flicker, and our programme to begin, he
was busy in a corner eating sandwiches
and drinking tea-apparently having a
makeshift dinner. And the poor fellow must
have been hungry, for when the microphone
was switched en by the Control Room,
his mouth was so full that he could not
speak and could only gasp, gobble, gulp
and choke, whilst we silently shook with
laughter.

While Listeners Waited !
The next night we were again due to

broadcast and when we entered the studio
he signified his delight by doing a fairy
dance round the room in true Maud Allan
style I joined him, and round and round we
went, leaping about with arms wide and
generally behaving as though the padding
of the studio were fully justified.

Imagine the scene ! My wife shaking with
laughter in a corner, and the announcer
and I leaping around the studio-with the
red light flickering impatiently and un-
noticed. It was five minutes before we
realised that we were keeping listeners
waiting, and then we were so breathless that
the announcer could hardly speak, and my
Opening song might just as well have been

. Now pants the hart 1 "
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SHORT-WAVE NOTES.
Some details of particular interest to those who listen on the really short waves.

Ey W. L. S.
*1 -1. ..... 1-41 1-4-1-4.-1-1.1-11.- *

IHAVE a large number of interesting
letters to acknowledge from readers
who have been kind enough to answer

my appeal for information regarding new
stations, etc., and will deal with those of
general interest' this week.

H. S. H., of Coventry; reports hearing
two aeroplanes ever the Cardington airship
hangar working on telephony, on a wave-
length that I should imagine, from his
description, to be in the neighbourhood of
kid metres.

They were. using the- " call -signs " of
Buttercup and Buffalo Red. Has anyone
else beard them ? I often used to receive,
on a higher wave -length still, two MySterious
stations called Daisy and Stark; who used
to converse about everything in general,
but were obviously not amateurs or pirates.

The Leviathan " Service.
:1.4) P, of Glasgow, reports a trans-

atlantic telephony service operating on
72 metres between Deal, New Jersey,: and
\V S B N, which - appears to be the
. Leviathan."

He says that the W S B N operator is
very bothered over harmonics of the ship's
other transmitters, which form an annoying
accompaniment to American millionaire;'
small -talk !

He makes another remark, with which I
agree entirely, regarding the excellent
properties of this wave -length (round about
70 metres), for work of every kind. Skip
distances work out conveniently, and it is a
thoroughly useful all-round wave -length.

And British amateurs have lost the
75 -85 -metre band from their licences,
because they didn't use it when they had
got it, because of the tremendous 40 -metre
craze.

A reader from Jubbulpore, India, sends a
very interesting account of receiving con-
ditions in that part. Regarding 5 S W,
he finds that the midday programme
received out there at 6 p.m. is usually
excellent, whereas the programme from
7 p.m. onwards is not worth anything.
Also, since 2 L 0 has shifted to Brookmans
Park the strength of 5 S W appears to have
gone up!

" Brooklyn's Own Station."
We talk here about unaccountable noises,

but one of the Jubbulpore variety eclipses
all that I can boast experience of myself.
A tremendous roaring noise in the speaker
for the whole of one evening was traced
at daybreak to a large "flying fox" that
had flown into the overhead power lines
and electrocuted itself 1

Two or three enthusiasts have been
querying about a station up in the region
of 60 metres, which announces itself as
" Brooklyn's own station," and occasion-
ally gives a call -sign, which is believed to be
W 2 X B H.

Can anyone enlighten me or give definite
Particulars ? I, personally, must plead
guilty to keeping well below 60. metres
nowadays, and have not heard it myself !

A Xanchester reader suggests that a
short-wave set with the following refine-,
ments incorporated would be very popular.:
(1) H.F. with switching or extra aerial
terminal for going on to detector. (2) Pro-
vision for eliminatimis- of hand -capacity
effects and H.F. current in the 'phone leads.
(3) A vernier adjustment for the reaction

A RUMANIAN STUDIO.

A view of the studio of the Bucharest broadcasting station which clearly
shows how it is draped to avoid echo.

coil as a cure for fiat spots in the tuning.
(4) The name of a reliable slow-motion dial
that is noiseless (lie has bought four and
isn't satisfied yet). (5) A totally enclosed
S.G. H.F. stage. (6) The names of proved
chokes. (7) A good aluminium panel.

Certainly there are some good points in
this list. Regarding chokes and slow-
motion dials, though, I am afraid he has
been unlucky. I have used at least six
.makes of dials over protracted periods
without any grumbles whatever. As for
chokes, my present short-wave receiver
doesn't ,possess one.

The "Elettra " Again.
I should be glad to have other readers'

remarks on the above list, and would
probably be able to describe a receiver
incorporating most of the " refinements "
mentioned without unduly departing from
the circuit arrangement of my present one,

E. J. \V., of Ware, thinks he can.culighten
the OxfOrd reader who was asking for
particulars of a mysteriouS transmission he
heard on 25 metres or thereabouts.

E. J. W. has heard, on this wave -length,
the Dorchester beam station calling the
yacht " Elettra," and giving gramophone
records. Apparently he transmits every
half-hour or so from 11 a.m. till 7.30 p.m. -
Many thanks, E. J. W. I hope this has
solved the other reader's problem,

A "Hornless " Mains Unit.
S. S of Oldham, is very anxious to know

the. make of the eliminator I. mentioned
recently as,being in use on my.short-waver.
and as giving no hum whatever. Wild
horses would not drag it from me in print,

S. S., but it is ni t
the make you men-
tion !

In any case, I
should ima'gine that
every commercial
eliminator worthy of
the name would give
equally good results,
particularly if one
were to connect a
few more microfarads
across the detector
H.T. tap.

I have made at
least four eliminators
for myself, and the
standard by which
they were passed' as

fit " was that they
should supply the
H.T. to a short-wave
et down to 12 metres

without hum. I had
153 trouble in any
ease.

i...c-coupling Devices.
" Hum " due to a

bad eliminator, and
" motor - boating,"
clue probably to feed-
back and coupling
effects in the set,
should not be con-
fuse& In' any case,
a short -waver ought
to be provided with
de - coupling resist-
ances, even if it is
to be worked off

batteries, or all sorts of horrible symptoms
are likely to be present.

I have standardised a 20,000- or 30,000 -
ohm resistance, bypassed to earth by at
least 2 mfd. (preferably 4), and a choke
output circuit on all my- future short -
wavers, and, in addition to these precau-
tions, I often find it beneficial to connect a
further 2 or 4 mfd, right across the H.T.
and L.T.

Naturally, a poor earth is a great draw-
back to the use of a short -waver operating
from the mains. Also the presence of mains
leads behind the wall or under the floor
near where the set is operating, eauses nasty
troubles that are rather difficult to obviate,

Next Week is Radio Week
Let Your Friends Listen.
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MANY are the uses of a milliammeter
to the experimenter who tackles his
work in a truly scientific manner,

and if this were an article on " Trouble
Hunting," they could probably be enumer-
ated but in this article we are really con-
cerned with the instrument itself, and with
the simple means of increasing its sphere of
usefulness.

Arranging the Range.
You may have an instrument, for instance,

reading' from 0 to, say, 10 milliamps, but
to deal with the larger output- you are
now using, you wish the instrument could
measure 20 to 30 milliamps. Your wish
can easily be fulfilled without purchasing

another in-
s t rum ent.
In fact,
the meter
could well
have been
of only 2
milliamp
range, yeteasily
adapted tohandle

even filament current without the least
deleterious effect.

Fig. 1 shows the principle. A resistance,
R, is shunted across the instrument, of
such a value as to divert all the current in
excess of that necessary to actuate the
pointer.

Thus, with a 0-10 milliamp range, the
current required to move the pointer over
the measuring scale is obviously 10 milli -
amps, and the same instrument will serve
to measure 20, 30, or a 100 milliamps if
matters are so arranged that only 10 milli -
amps always traverse the instrument for a
full-scale reading. In other words, the
meter and shunt together form a " divided
circuit," and it is only a question of arrang=
ing the shunt resistance relative to the
instrument resistance.
The Multiplying Factor.

But it is at once clear that' the meter
now reads only a fraction of the current
to be measured, and to obtain the latter,
the readings must be multiplied by the
reciprocal of this fraction. This " multi-
plying factor " is the first point to decide ;
it is simply the new, divided by the old
range, e.g., if the present full-scale reading
is 15 milliamps, and the range is to be raised
to 60 milliamps, the multiplying factor is
60 -:-15=-4, and so on.

We have next to find what resistance
shunt is required to give the multiplication
decided upon. In order to calculate this,
the resistance of the instrument itself must

Showing how the milliammeter
can be shunted for the measure-

ment of large currents.

* -4-4-4-4-4.- -4-

i A milliammeter is a most valu-
able instrument and can be made
to fulfil a number of purposes,
as shown in this practical article.

By H. REES.
if-----.---------- -4- -4, -4- 1.--4^4.- *
be known. If this is not given on the instru-
ment, it should be obtained ' from the
Makers. . '

: Knowing this, and the multiplying factor,
subtract 1 from the latter, and divide the
resistance of the meter by the remainder ;
the result is the resistance of the shunt in
ohms. Or, expressing it mathematically :
if n= the multiplying faCtor, r = resistance
of instrument, then R, resistance of shunt,

is given by ohms.
n - 1

As an example suppo3e a nailliammeter
of range 0-5 milliamps is to be multiplied
to measure up to 30 milliamps. Let its
resistance be 30 ohms. The multiplying
factor will be 30 ---5=6. Subtracting 1

from this, and dividing the remainder 5
into 30 ohms, gives a value of 6 ohms for
the shunt resistance. Or, using the formula

30
R.- -6, as before.

6 -1
Only Ohm !

A shunt of this value could be obtained at
a fairly low price from a firm of instrument
makers. It would be corrected within very
small limits (0.1 per cent, 0.2 per cent. etc.),
the price, of course, varying with the
accuracy desired. -For ordinary measure-
ments . on a receiver, however, very great
precision is not essential, and an error of
2 or 3 per cent would be of little conse-
quence. The shunt can, therefore, be easily
made by winding the proper length of
resistance wire on a small former fitted
with terminals (Fig. 2).

A voltmeter is really nothing but a high- .
resistance milliammeter with its scale cali-
brated in volts. The milliammeter can,
therefore, be used to measure voltage if a
high resistance is pit in circuit to limit the
current to the working value.

Actually, a very high resistance will be
required when the voltage is high, as a
milliammeter is a low resistance instrument,
and so the method is apt to prove costly if
corrected instrument resistances are to he
bought.

- Again, however, closely corrected multi-
pliers are not really essential, and for low -
range instruments (not exceeding, say, 10 to
'15 milliamps), ordinary wire -wound anode
resistances can --be used without intro
dieing serious errors,

Consider a milliammeter reading from
0-10 milliamps. Neglecting the compa na-
tively low resistance of the meter itself, it
is clear from Ohm'S Law, that if a resistance
of 1,000 ohms is connected in series, the
instrument current will be about 1 milliamp
with an applied voltage of 1.

That is. the meter will register 1 milliamp;
which also now stands for 1 volt. If the
applied voltage is 2, the reading will be
2 milliamps again, also representing 2 volts,
and so on. With a multiplier of 1,000 ohms,
therefore, the milliammeter will be a direct
reading voltmeter up to 10 volts:

With a multiplier of 2,000 ohms, the
same instrument will serve to measure up.
to 20 volts, but the readings, will now
obviously have to be multiplied by 2.
Similarly, 0-100 volts can be measured with
a resistance of 10,000 ohms and multiplying
factor of 10.

Cutting Down the Current.
Now, it is apparent that, in the last

example, a total 4.esistance of 10,000 ohms
for a range of 100 volts, is equivalent to a
resistance of 100 ohms per volt. This is
rather on the low side for the measurement
of the voltage of small H.T. batteries, etc.,
for good instruments for such purposes have
resistances of 500 to 2,000 ohms per volt.

Another way of putting it is to say that
the maximum current of 10 milliamps
required for a full-scale reading is altogether
too high a drain on- a small type H.T.
battery; so that means must be found of
reducing the current to, say, a half.

This can easily be accomplished by " over -

multiplying " the range. That is, by
increasing the resistance to 20,000 ohms and
ising half the working scale only. The

The shunt is easily made by- winding a length of
resistance wire on a piece of fibre or ebonite.

multiplying factor will, of course, now he
20, and the full-scale reading 200 volts,
but the current for 100 volts will be reduced
to 5 milliamps.

It is thus evident that the milliammeter
-is a very flexible instrument, for by making
a set of shunts and multipliers, the amateur
can possess practically a universal testing
-set, which although not the last word in
precision, yet is sufficiently accurate to
meet all his requirements.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

" JOE" LEWIS FULL -OUT
AT BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON DRAWS ON SCOT-
LAND-MANCHESTER'S
LUCKY DIPS-SIR WALFORD'S
SUCCESSOR-SPORT ON THE
AIR-ARSENAL v. CHELSEA-
NEXT NATIONAL LECTURE.

THE Birmingham Station (or, as it is
known officially, the Midland Regional
Station) enjoys a greater reputation

than any other for the popular type of its
programmes, possibly because its functions
do not include the arranging and broadcast-
ing of any studio talks to 5 G B listeners.

Mr. Joseph Lewis, the Musical Director
there, is " great " on community singing
and other jolly, rollicking stuff, which
appeals to a large section of listeners not
yet so musically educated as to dote on the
ultra -modem items which the programme
builders elsewhere think so essential.

After all, it must be confessed that real
enjoyment can be derived from an hoUr
of listening to songs which soldiers sing as
they march or sit round the camp -fire, and
the spirited shanties as warbled by sailors.

That is the type of programme arranged
for Thursday evening, January 16th, when
songs sung in the days of Waterloo, in the
distant campaign of the Crimea, in the
South -African War, and by the Tommies
in France and Flanders during the Great
War will be broadcast from the Birmingham
Studio.

The artistes are Edgar Lane, Vincent
Curran, Donald Davies, William Hughes,
John Rorke and Harry Saxton, who will
have the assistance of ' the Birmingham
Studio Chorus and Orchestra. It will be
little short of a tragedy if the B.B.C. carries
out its intentions of axing the Birmingham
musical organisation. Anyway, nothing
untoward can happen until next autumn,
and much may come to pass in the'interval.
London Draws on Scotland.

Two important items originating in
Scotland are included in forthcoming
programmes for London and other stations.
The first is a Burns Night concert arranged
by the Glasgow Station for Saturday,
January 25th, further details of which we
hope to give in due course.

The other is a broadcast adaptation of
" Huntingtower," the well-known novel
by John Buchan, in the film version of
which Sir Harry Lauder took the leading
part. The radio version of this story has
already been broadcast to Scottish listeners
under the title of " The Holiday Adventures
of Mr. Dickson McCunn."
Manchester's Lucky Dips.

The Regional Scheme resulted, as every-
one knows, in the closing down of the
majority of the old relay stations, with the
exception of retaining their transmitters
until the high -power stations are working,
but the old studios still remain.

Northern Region listeners will hear
another " Round the Region " programme
on Tuesday, January 14th, when Remit; by
the Orpheus Male Voice Quartet will be
taken from Sheffield, after ;which a switch -

over to Bradford will be made for excerpts
from a concert to be given by the local
branch of the Music Society. Finally,
pianoforte items by Sidney Graham will be
heard from Liverpool.

Sir Walford's Successor.
The first talk in the new series on " Music

and the Ordinary Listener," by Dr. G.
Dyson, who succeeds Sir Walford Davies in
what has become one of the most important
features of the broadcast programmes, will
be given on Tuesday, January 21st, under
the title of " Progress in Music."

Sir Walford Davies has received hundreds
of letters expressing regret at the circum-
stances which have compelled him to cease
his famous evening talks, and although
many people find consolation in the fact
that his talks to schools will continue to
bring him regularly before the microphone,
the general body of his enthusiastic listeners
do not at all relish his complete absence
from the evening programmes of 1930.

The B.B.C. and Sir Walford Davies are
probably well advised to arrange to give him
a rest from microphone work, but, unfortu-
nately, Savoy Hill is strangely evasive when
asked when Sir Walford is to return. There

THE " TWIN -WAVE " THREE.

Here is a back -of -panel view of the fine three-valver described elsewhere in
this week's " P. W."

is apparently a powerful movement bent on
permanent exclusion. This must be watched
and defeated.

Sport on the Air.
Provided weather conditions are not too

inclement fully 65,000 people are expected
to be present at Cardiff Arms Park on
Saturday, January 18th, when the great
Rugby International match will be played
between teams representing Wales and
England.

This number, however, is only a small
proportion of those who will be interested
in the match, and arrangements have been
made to broadcast a running commentary
on the play from London and other stations.

The commentary will be given by Captain
H. B. T. Wakelam, whose ability to give
accurate descriptions of what he sees has
made him famous in many branches of
outdoor sport.

Arsenal v. Chelsea.
A running commentary on the second

half of the F.A. Cup match between Arsenal
and Chelsea, which is to take place at
Highbury on Saturday, January 11th, will
also provide another sporting 0.B." to

which many listeners
will look forward.
The commentators
will be Mr. George
F. Allison and Mr.
Derek McCulloch.

The Next National
Lecture.
Sir J. J. Thomson

is to giVe the next
of the series of great
national- lecture s
which is to be broad-
cast from all stations
on January 27th.
This lecture will be
the fourth in the
series, others having
been given by the
Poet Laureate (Dr.
Bridges), Professor
Eddington, and Pro-
fessor Trevelyan.

-------- -0-04

FOR THE LISTENER.
A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events.

By CECIL LEWIS.
(Formerly Director of Programmes of the B.B.C., and well known to

radio enthusiasts as " Uncle Caractaens.")

NEW YEAR resolutions ! We make
'em, and, alas ! we break 'em ! But
it is well to make a good start. Here

are one or two " for the ordinary listener "
That's you !

" I will be thankful for mercies 1" Never
since " Adam delved and Eve span " has
entertainment of such wide range and high
standard been brought right down to your
fireside ; and at a price which, when you
come to think of it, is almost ridiculous !

You can hear the best music, tap the best
brains, dance to the best bands, and be
turned either to laughter or tears, for the
cost of a set and ten shillings a year-for
" a couple o' ducks," as a jolly song had

4.. *
it the other night. You're lucky ! Re-
member that you can hear Wagnerian Opera
or Mabel Constanduros in your slippers by
the fire, and no need for a long ride home
on the top of a bus on a wet night when
the show is over ! You're very lucky !

Remember that if it hadn't have been
for wireless you might never have known
Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir Watford Davies,
Mr. A. J. Alan, or even me ! You're very,
very lucky I Be thankful.

* * *

" I will give Savoy Hill a fair chance ! "
Broadcasting is a new art. Every man
engaged in it is still learning his job. They
are experimenting, exploring all the time.

(Continued on page 979.)
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VALVE COMPARISONS
AT one time or another you have prob-

ably spent half an hour or so looking
through valve -makers' catalogues, or

studying a valve guide in a wireless peri-
odical. This may have been for the purpose
of learning something about valves in
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General, or of choosing a particular valve
for your own use.

In any case, you have almost certainly
found it a confusing business, and found
it very difficult to obtain a mental picture
of the points of difference between the valves.

By means of simple diagrams, however,
we can see at a glance how any one property
differs in various types of valve, and so we
will review the types which are now manu-
factured by nearly all makers, and have
become practically standardised.

Seven Types of Valves.
First, there is the type usually recom-

mended for high -frequency amplification;
and sometimes for use in low -frequency
resistance -coupled circuits. This we will call
the H.F. type.

Secondly, there is the type specially made
for use in resistance -coupled circuits,
referred to as the R.C. type.

Thirdly, we have the general-purpose or
G.P. valve, which may be used either as
high -frequency or first stage low -frequency
amplifier or detector.

An 71
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Here is a chat about valves which
will do more to give the amateur
a thorough grasp of the application
of the various types than could a

whole book of orthodox theory.
By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.

Fourthly, there is the low -frequency
amplifier, or L.F. valve, often recommended
for use directly after a detector, before an
intervalve transformer.

Then come the power valves, and here
classification is rather difficult. We might,
however, recognise two types, which we
will call the power valve (P.V.), and the
super -power valve (P.V.A.).
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Finally, there are the two new types-,
the screened -grid (S.G.) valve, used for high -
frequency amplification, and the pentode,
which iS a power valve with a very high
amplification factor.

Amplification Factor.
The feature of a valve which, at first sight,

is of the greatest importance, is the
amplification, factor. This is practically a
measure of the number of times by which
the valve magnifies signals, no account
being taken of the inter -valve coupling.

Thus, in the case of a valve with an
amplification factor of 10, voltage variations
-and, therefore, the signal strength-in the
output circle of the valve are ten times as
great as those in its input circuit. In Fig. 1
are  shown diagrammatically the relative
amplification factors of the 'types of valve
enumerated above, all the figures being
taken from the catalogues of leading valve
manufacturers.

The heights of the black lines rept c ent
the amplification factors of the valves
drawn to scale. You will gain an idea from
the diagram of the enormous strides that
have been made, for instance, in the manu-
facture of H.F. valves, when you remember
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that In the early days of broadcasting the
only valves available for high -frequency
amplification were general-purpose valves
with an amplification factor similar to, or
less than, that of the low -frequency amplify-
ing valve shown in the diagram.

Impedance and " Slope."
In Fig. 2 are shown the relative im-

pedances of the valves under discussion. It
will be seen that the valves with the highest
amplification factor also possess the highest
impedance, which, unfortunately, is not a
desirable characteristic. A very low
impedance is necessary for a power valve,
because this means a large possible power
output for operating a loud speaker, and a
capability of handling a large voltage input
(i.e. strong signals) from the precedino-valve.

In the case of H.F. and R.C. valves, a
high impedance means that a relatively
small percentage of the available output
from the valve is expended upon the coup-
ling resistance or tuned circuit, and handed
on forfurther amplificatiii.

(Continued on next page.)
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VALVE COMPARISONS. t
(Continued from previous page.) I

Since valves are required to have as high
an amplification factor as possible, consistent
with the lowest possible impedance, he
ratio of these two figures, i.e. the ampli-
fication factor divided by the impedance,
is a very useful criterion of a valve's per-
formance, especially as a low -frequency
amplifier.

This figure is given by the steepness of
the slope of the ordinary plate current -grid
voltage characteristic curve of the valve,
and so is often simply referred to as the
slope, but more technically as the mutual
conduetanre. The relative slopes of the types
of valve under consideration are shown in
Fig. 3, but it must he remembered that,
while the slope is a feature which largely
determines the relative merits of two valves
of the same type, it cannot fairly be used
for comparing, for example, a power valve
with a high -frequency amplifier.

Output Qualities.
In Fig. 4 are shown the relative voltages

available from the different types of valve
at the following valve grid, the type of inter-
va!ve coupling being assumed which will
give the greatest signal strength combined
with good quality of reproduction. Thus,
the small power valve is assumed to be
followed by a 5 to 1 ratio transformer, the
L.F. valve by a 3 to 1 transformer, the R.C.
valve by a half-megohm resistance and four-
megolmt grid leak, and the H.F. and S.G.
valves by H.F. tuned transformers.

It is noticeable from this illustration that,
in spite of its very high amplification factor,
the R.C. valve will hand on considerably less
voltage to the following stage than will the
L.F. amplifier or power valve followed by a
suitable transformer.

The signal strength obtainable from a
loud speaker depends almost entirely upon
the power output from the last valve of the
receiving set. This, in turn, depends upon
the amplification factor, impedance, and
possible grid swing of the valve, and is a
figure which is seldom given by valve
manufacturers.

In Fig. 5 the relative power outputs pos-
sible from the valves under consideration
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are shown. From this diagram it is evident
what an enormous increase in available
power results from the use of a really large
power valve.

Fig. 6 shows the values of grid bias re-
quired by these valves, and is thus an
indication of the relative strengths of
input signals that can be handled by the
different types. The remarkable properties
of the pentode will be clear from Figs. 5
and 6 considered together, for you will see

that the outputs of the pentode and the
super -power valve are practically equal,
whereas the signal strength necessary to
produce these results in the case of the
pentode is only about a quarter of that
required by the three -electrode valve.

Now, what about the cost of upkeep of
these valves Y In Fig. 7 are shown the
relative plate currents taken under proper
working conditions. This diagram will
serve to emphasise the need for large high-
tension batteries, when good loud -speaker
results, involving the use of a large power
valve, are required, for it is evident that
the drain put upon the battery by a super-
power valve may be several times as great
as that produced by all the other valves in
the set put together.

It will be realised, of course, that the
constants (amplification factor, impedance,
and so forth) of any one type of valve vary
considerably according to the make of valve.
These diagrams should, nevertheless, enable
the essential differences between the types
to be seen at a glance, and should serve to
emphasise the importance of using the right
valve in the right place.
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RADIO REMINDERS.

Among the easily tried cures for electrical
interference are the better spacing of leads, the
avoidance of hidden mains wiring in the walls,
the provision of screening, and the placing of
large condensers across sparking contacts.

In home-made H.T. units the rated working
voltage of the fixed condensers connected across
the maths should be greatly above the normal
voltage which the finished unit will take, so
that for 200 -volt mains a condenser tested for
500 volts is advisable.

* * *

The frayed edges of flexible wires may be
tidied either by a little blob of sealing -wax,
binding with cotton, or by pushing on a length
of bicycle valve tubing.

If your output filter is to incorporate only
one large fixed condenser instead of two, be
sure that its insulation is above suspicion as it
will have to bear the full voltage of the H.T.
supply across it.

* * *

The damping effect of a close -coupled aerial
circuit is very much greater in a short-wave set
than in the case of a set working on ordinary
wave -lengths.

* * *

Instead of loose induetanckl coupling between
the aerial and grid circuit it is often an advan-
tage in short-wave work to use capaeitative
coupling, obtainable by means of a neutralising
condenser.

* * *

Before trying to find a fault in a receiver,
always disconnect the batteries.

AMERICAN RADIO I
PRACTICE. +

(FROM A CORRESPONDENT.)
* +6-0-1-0 *
IT is interesting to make comparisons

between our popular radio ideas and
those of America. The Americans

have developed the A.C. receivers to a
high state of perfection, and battery -
operated receivers are in the minority. This
state of affairs has been brought about by
the fact that in that country nearly all
mains voltages are identkal and all A.C.

Of course, there are exceptions, and in
those places the battery receiver still reigns
supreme. Of course, all the .new receivers
am screen -grid models. Here it might be
mentioned that the average commercial
American receiver employs four screen -grid
valves.

The American prefers to use a _large
number of valves and to work them all at a
low state of sensitivity, whereas the practice
in this country is to use as few a number of
valves as we possibly can .and work each
valve at its highest point of efficiency.

Four S.G. Stages.
The American receiver is now practically

a standard article. Practically all manu-
facturers build their sets on the following
plan : They use four screen -grid vahts, a
detector valve and two stages of L.F.; the
last stage being a push-pull combination.
The receiver is, as before mentioned, A C.
operated, and so four hundred volts or so
can be applied to the output valves.

A moving -coil loud' speaker is invariably
employed. Only three controls are used,
one to switch on with, another to tune in
with, and another for volume control. . The
better -class receiver is invariably placed in a
" tall -boy" cabinet, the receiver in the
upper half and the loud speaker in the
lower half. The set is invariably built ;on a
metal chassis, and looks very neat -and
sturdy. Ganged condensers are always
used to provide one -dial control.

The one -dial control set has been greatly
developed in Americas but, of courses has
been hampered over here by the fact that we
have two wave -bands to deal with. The
only wave -length range used in America
is from 200 to 550 metres.

Reaction receivers are absolutely the
wrong thing in America, and are never
used. Where screen -grid valves are not
used, the usual method of obtaining
sufficient sensitivity is to adjust the H.F.
stabilising devices until the set is practically
oscillating.

Screening the Components.
The screen -grid valve has the grid (not

the screening grid) taken to the top of the
cap (which, by the way, is not a terminal as
with our valves, but merely a round metal
cap on to which a wire is fastened by a
crocodile clip). Our method of placing a
valve halfway through a shield is never
used.

The whole valve is generally placed in a
shielding Can as, also, are the coils. In the
newer models the tendency is not to place
a valve and all its components in a shield
altogether, but to shield each separate
component.
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not a sound upon
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A dead silent background is the first thing you
notice about the reproduction a Lissen Trans-
former gives ; you get volume, you get purity,
because the notes of music stand out with startling
definition.
It is well worth while to replace any specified
transformer in any circuit you are building with
THE LISSEN SUPER TRANSFORMER

-with which you get almost perfection amplification-
The laboratory curves taken of the Lissen Super Transformer
prove that there is exceptionally even amplification over the
whole band of audible frequencies, and it should be noted that
these curves have been taken with ordinary
standard. valves. Two ratios . 31 to 1 and
25 to 1. Each 19'

a Lissen Transformer ; and if you want to bring
you old set up to date, the first step is to get a
new Lissen Transformer for it. Because by doing
this you get rid of the rustling background which
less carefully -designed transformers always will
produce; the notes of music, words of song or
speech are amplified in a background upon which no
other sound is heard.

The
Famous 8/6 LIS SEN TRANSFORMER
F it all ordinary purposes this Lissen Transformer at 8/6 has
proved itself the equivalent of many at double the price, and its
popularity has been reflected in huge sales. In the two years
since it was introduced it has earned the title of 8'6"The Transformer that never breaks clown."

Ratio 3 to 1

I.SSE14
TRANSFORMERS

Obtainable of all Radio Dealers.
LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTR, Middlesex. Eactories.also at Richmond (Surrey) and Edmonton.

(Managing Director T. N. COLE.)
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MADE IN
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Sold by allwith the Wireless Dealers

"TENACIOUS COATING"

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House; Kingszbay, London, W.C.2,
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How Does An Electrolytic Condenser Work?
F. P. D. (Harlesden).-" Could you

explain roughly what is the general prin-
ciple on which electrolytic condensers (such
as those used in L.T. eliminators) work ? "

An electrolytic condenser is made up of
metal plates suspended in an electrolyte, and
works on D.C. voltage only. If a uni-
directional voltage is applied a current
flows from plate to plate. This makes a
gas form on the electrode.

This gas forms a thin film between
electrode and electrolyte, and this gas,
being an insulator, stops further flow of
current because, contrary to practice in
primary cells, there is no depolarising sub-
stance present.

The thin layer of' gas thus also forms an
effective insulation and makes plate and
electrolyte form a condenser. If the gas
film is very thin the capacity is extra-
ordinarily high, higher for given voluble
of container than if thin paper were used.

The condenser is only useful for D.C.
current, and as far as I know cannot be
used for very high voltages, when the gas
film would break down.

Disconnecting H.T.
S. C. (Cobham).-" When the H.T.- is

connected to the L.T. -, and the L.T.
goes through the " on -off " switch, is it
safe to leave the H.T. leads plugged in
without any fear of the H.T. current
being consumed when the switch is off ?
If it is not safe, is there no other means of
making it safe than by pulling out the
H.T. + plugs ? "

If the valves are cold, no current can
flow from the H.T. + if that terminal is
connected only through various circuits
to the anodes of the cold valves. There
may be, of course, some little leakage
through the components of the set to earth,
and sometimes electrolytic action is set up
in the fine wire of transformers owing to a
leaky current from the H.T. + to earth.

Some people prefer to " diss " H.T. before
going to bed, by removing the neg. plug,
but with modern components I don't think

*-11.-4.--4-4-1-4.--4.---------4-4.--40-4.-*
fiUnder the above title, week by
week, Capt. P. P. Eckersley,
M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of
the B.B.C., and now our Chief Radio i
Consultant, will comment upon f

I radio queries submitted by "P.W."
readers. But don't address your
queries to Capt. Eckersley-a selec-
tion of those received by the Query
Department, in the ordinary way +

will be dealt with by him. f

it's really necessary. The very careful
person will diss both H.T. and L.T. (All
this does not apply to mains units.)

YOUR 1930 RESOLUTION !
" I will always keep plugs tight in their sockets,
by occasionally opening them with b penknife."

Howls When L.S. Is Touched.
T. C. M. (Bradford).-" Why does my

set squeal when I touch the loud -speaker
terminal ?

" Apart from this annoying howl, the
set functions perfectly well, and the quality
of reproduction is excellent."

Probably a low -frequency reaction effect
of some kind. The capacity of your body is
sufficient to throw back energy into earlier
valve stages.

This causes oscillations and these quench
themselves, but having quenched they

restart . . . nothing forces them to stop
except themselves! . . . and stopping and
starting some thousands of times a second
they throw in and subtract energy from the
loud speaker some thousands of times a
second and, of course, the faithful loud
speaker howls at its treatment.

A Frame Aerial Puzzle.
H. F. S. (Lee)." I am contemplating

the construction of a portable receiver with
a screened-grid-H.F. stage. The frame aerial
is to be built into the cabinet, and to
prevent interaction with the H.F. circuits
I am thinking of winding it astatically. Is
there any objection to an astatie frame
aerial ?

What do you mean exactly by an astatic
coil ? If you mean one which is wound a
bit one way and a bit the other so that no
appreciable external field is produced
you'll get no pick-up on it as a frame aerial.
Screen your H.F. stage, and use a conven-
tional frame aerial.

Condensers in Series.
L. V. (Huddersfield).---" What is the for-

mula for working out the value of two
condensers in series ? I desire to connect
a -0003 reaction coil to a 0001."

Let C1 equal the capacity of the one
condenser and C2 the capacity of the other,
then C the final effective capacity is equal to

01 02
C1 and C2.

I think your last senten.has gone a bit
wrong but a 0.0001 condenser in series with
a 0.0003 condenser is 3 x 1 x 10-8

(3 1) x 10 -4
which equals 0.75 x 10-4, or 0.000075.

Baffle -Board Dimensions.
J. D. U. (Wandsworth).-" Is it better to

employ a box baffle of reasonably small
dimensions or a flat baffle with a slightly
'larger frontal area."

The larger the frontal area " up to
reasonable dimensions is theoretically the
better. A flat 3 ft. by 4 ft. is good and
reasonable,
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RADIO suffers from a difficulty which
seems inevitably to afflict every art
or science which has developed very

rapidly : much of its current practice is
based upon assumptions made in the early
clays which no one has since had time to
examine critically.

Those assumptions may be right, and
they are very often, but things move so
fast that most of us are too busy taking
advantage of new developments to stop
and inquire into them. The result is that
those of them which happen to be wrong
live on indefinitely and lead us astray
in the same old way time after time.

In hopes of doing our bit in the direction
of abolishing a few of these fallacious and
misleading assumptions every now and
again, it is the custom of the " P.W."
Research Dept. to pick out some established
practice whenever time permits and
subject it to analysis and criticism in which
nothing is taken for granted.

Urgent Review Required.
Often, of course, we draw a blank, but

in a proportion of cases something useful
results, and we are able thereafter to
straighten out and rationalise our practice
in relation to the particular bogey we have
abolished.

As a rule we do not trouble the reader
with any special account of these alarms

and excursions, but merely embody the new
schemes we have developed in our future
set designs, or what not, but now and again
we come upon something which is interest-
ing in itself, and seems to call for separate
description.

Recently we have been sifting through
the whole subject of the use of the mains

NEW
SAFE POWER

UNIT SBy G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

for the current supply to wireless re-
ceivers, and here we have found so many
wrong, or at least incomplete, assump-
tionsc'behind usual practice, that we think
some account of our work would be
welcomed.

The whole question seems to have been
in urgent need of review, and the imme-
diate result of our investigations is that
we are now in a position to produce a
line of designs for mains units which will

be more efficient, safer to use, and more
logically and economically arranged than
those previously available. More of this later.

Let us take a few examples and show you
how often the usual methods hitherto
employed have been based upon ideas too
hastily assumed to represent the one and
only way of doing things. Consider, first of
all, methods of making the earth connection
to a set working on a D.C. mains H.T. unit

:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'=-:
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2, MAINS UNIT FACTS
LACIES.

Mains units and sets are becoming more
and more popular and their popularity wilt
increase as the new, electricity schemes are
brought into operation. In view of this, the
" P.W." Research Dept. has decided to carry
out intensive investigations into the subject
of radio mains devices with a view to the
production of safe designs that will com-
pletely meet the requirements of modern
times. Safety in installation and operation,
and inexpensiveness in construction and
low running, costs are the main ideals at
which we are aiming. Some indication of
the measure of our success is given in the
accompanying article, the seconi of a

short introductory series.
AND FAL-

FateffileilimillieleieineentimineiatelemnimmiHeimF

(we propose to deal with D.C. problems
first).

Now, the almost universal scheme has
hitherto been that illustrated in Fig. 1.
It is, of course, necessary to provide a large
fixed condenser (usually of 2 mfd.) in series
in the earth lead to eliminate risks of short-
ing the mains, and the custom has been to
include this in the H.T. unit..

Unnecessary Complications.
One side of this condenser is then con-

nected to the " E " terminal on the set, and
the earth lead is taken to the other side.

But look at the wire running between
H.T. - on the set and the " - " terminal
on the H.T. unit. Do you observe that
H.T. - in the set is wired to the L.T.
circuit, which is bound to be earthed in any
normal set ?

A glance at Fig. 1 will show that the
E terminal there is connected through the
filament wiring to H.T. - and so across to
the mains unit, and you can take this as
being typical of practically any set. Fig. 1
is really just a skeleton diagram showing the
filament, earthing and H.T. negative

connections of any set, although only one
valve is shown.

Just observe that we have here two
connections between the set and the H.T.
unit which could just as well be combined
in one. Why not arrange matters as in
Fig. 2 ?

Here we have a single lead from H.T. -
on the set to the negative terminal of the
H.T. unit, and the series earth condenser
is connected to this same point. The earth -
lead then goes on the other side of the
condenser, and there are your connections
completed with one less lead between set
and unit.

This is the scheme we have decided on
as the standard arrangement for our new
series of H.T. units. It is only a small
point, but anything which will simplify
mains working is welcome.

A Simpler Scheme.
A possible objection to it which may

strike the more experienced constructor is
this : In some sets a fuse is provided
between H.T. - and L.T. -, and our
scheme would bring this in series in the
earth -lead, with probable ill-effects.

The remedy is very simple : Join the
H.T. unit negative terminal to L.T. - on
the set, instead of to H.T. - thereon. The
fuse is thus cut out; and its safety effect
is lost, but this point is one we shall cover
in other ways in the mains unit itself.

The whole question of the earthing of sets
working on D.C. mains has been reviewed,
and we shall be making suggestions later
as to special methods of earthing which we
have found advantageous. In particular,
we have experimented with different ways
of using the mains themselves as an earth,
and some of, these have proved very suc-
cessful.

The whole subject is full of interest, and
we are sure that readers will enjoy this
probing of conventional practice just -as
much as we have done.

We must content ourselves for this week,
however, with just these introductory

_ notes, and leave more detailed explanations
of these and a host of other points for
future articles in this series.
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A 1tA1777,111r MairVEN
POWER PENTODE

miummumant.for
ANY SET WITH

ONE STAGE
OF L.F.

Now that Lissen have produced this new
battery -driven Power Pentode Valve, you
can get fine loud -speaker volume from
any set with one stage of L.F. amplifica-
tion. In any 2 -valve set this new Power
Pentode gives double volume ; in a 3 -valve
set-H.F. Detector and L.F.-it gives
abundant power on distant stations that
before were but a whisper.

The Lissen Power Pentode consumes only
7 milliamps of H.T. current. You can
therefore run it economically off ordinary
H.T. batteries-the only power pentode
valve with anything like such a low
consumption.

THE There is no rewiring of your set-just a
VALVEpiece of flex and a wander plug from the

pentode terminal of the valve to the
WITH THE highest H.T. tapping on your set (or +

WELT EXTENDED 100 volts, whichever is lower)-no alter-
ations necessary at all, and no extra

escrollt GRID batteries.

ifE LISSEN 2 VOLT POWER PENTODE P.T. 225 1 7/6

SEN
sv/ PROCESS

The Lissen Detector Valve is lively because
of the Extended Grid, which controls
every electron emitted from the filament.
Every fraction of energy is utilised, every
impulse definitely passed on. And the
liveliness LASTS because the emissive
surface of the filament is actually amal-
gamated to it and therefore does no'
disintegrate.

H.L. 210. Price 10/6 VALVES
LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX (Managing Director : T. N. COLE)
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THERE may be readers. of " P.W.7..who
are in standard 1 of the school of
radio linowledge, 'hut t refuse to

believe that there is a single o,ne that
couldn't beat me hollow at something
other_ than wireless.

Therefore, if anycne writes to me and
says he cannot follow this or that point
which I bring forWard, then it is genetally
my opinion that I haven't expressed. it
clearly.

On the other hand, I have deliberately
hastened past certain things simply because
it would take too long to give these adequate
treatment and because they are not relevant
to my " story."

Take, for instance, magnetic lines of force,
induction and current flow It has been
quite rightly pointed out that when I
briefly discussed A.C. and lightly touched on
magnetic fields and transformers, I said
nothing about the direction followed by,the
current induced in the secondary winding
of a transformer.

Facts for Physicists.
Now I maintain that the radio amateur

need not worry about such a point any more
than he need worry about the Atomic
Structures, Weights and Numbers of chemi-
cal elements, and many other things that
are the delight of the physicist.

Anyway, I don't mind admitting that I
know little of these myself, although I have
held down some fairly noteworthy radio
jobs, and am reckoned moderately successful
in this sphere.

If you wish to delve deeply into radio
you must undergo a -general scientific
training, for radio is interlinked- with all
the sciences.

In the " Rapid Guide " I am addressing
myself to the man who wants to know the
general principles on which his set works,
and who wishes to acquire enough theory
to enable him to tackle the devising of
circuit arrangements. But my little articles
alone are not enough; they must be
regarded purely as a guide to the other
articles that appear.iri P.W."

For this reason I would once more ask my
readers to be patient with me until I write
" Finis," and then ask themselves whether,
they feel they have found a key to a more,
intelligent appreciation of the work of Mr,
Kendall, Mr. Randall, Mr. Dowding, and
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+ From the large number of letters
Ireceived, our popular contributor
" Pentode " selects and discusses
a few of the queries asked about his

I articles.
*...-.--.p-..4.--.-*-s-......--s--..-..--s.*

their colleagues. On the answer to that
question the value of my contributions will
rest.

In the meantime, here are some of the
points raised by correspondents together
with my comments.

" I find ' Impedance' a hard word to
understand."

It is really quite simple ; it is the Resis-
tance offered in a circuit to Alternating
Current, current that flows first in one direc-
tion and then in the other. It is expressed
in Ohms, and Capacity and Inductance
contribute towards it as well as the ordinary
Resistance in Ohms that is the only factor
that limits the flow of Direct Current.

The confusion probably arises in the use
of the word Resistance. If you substitute
"Limitation" for the first Resistance I have
employed in the above paragraph it may
help you to get the idea.

The mechanical analogy for Resistance is
Friction. And sometimes you may say
something like this : " This wheel offers a
lot of resistance-it is very stiff to turn."
Whereat you expend more energy in over-
coming the friction of its bearings than you
would in turning at a similar speed a similar
wheel which had less " resistance in its
circuit " !

Some Useful Rules.
An electrical circuit having a lot of

resistance, demands a greater electrical
pressure to drive a given current through it
than a low -resistance circuit.

" You say the rule for capacities in series
is the same as for resistances in parallel,
and the rule for inductances in series is the
same for condensers in parallel, etc., etc.
Cannot you give us in a feW words exactly
how these things work out ? "

Afraid not ; but I can tabulate the lot
here and now !

When Resistances are Joined In Series,
or-

When Inductances are Joined In Series,
Or -

When Capacities are Joined In Parallel-
Just add the individual values together.

When Resistances are Joined In Parallel,
or-

When Inductances are Joined In Parallel,
or-

When Capacities are Joined In Series-
Use that Reciprocal business, i.e. the

Reciprocal of the total value is equal to the
sum of the reciprocals of the individual
values.

You will see that Capacity is the " odd
man out," and ruins an otherwise straight.
forward arrangement

"Why is it that metals of all kinds con-
duct electricity easily ? "

What Is a "Stage "?
This is a query that would take a long

while to answer in full. All I can say is
that it is because the constitution and
nature of their atoms are different from those
of substances such as mica and wood (which
you will gather from the physical difference
of these materials, which are of brittle
character).

" What is that ' Skin Effect' I have heard
of in connection with H.F. currents ? "

The tendency for H.F. current to skim
along the surfaces of conductors and not
penetrate right through such as does Direct
Current. The higher the frequency the less
the penetration. A tube of thin metal can
be as good an H.F. conductor as a rod of
metal of the same overall diameter.

" Why can't you hear radio waves when
you are very close to a broadcasting
station ? "

Because they are not air waves but ether
waves, and ether permeates all substances.
Your ear drums offer no resistance to ether
waves, they pass as easily through flesh
and bone as. wind does through an open
window. That is only one reason, but it is
sufficient, I think !

" What exactly is a ' stage " ? " What is
an L.F. stage " ?

The one valve detector circuit arrangement
the series has just covered is a " stage."
The word is used in this way. The detee-
.tor circuit constitutes a definite stage in
the handling of the energy developed in
your aerial by the broadcaster. An L.F.
valve and its intimate components- con-
stitute another " stage."
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ISSEN
ACCUMULATOR

gree
CARRIER
SUPPLIED

One more triumph of Lissen
organisation-one more example
of Lissen value for money-the
Lissen L.T. accumulator. Here
is a complete range of highly
efficient accumulators, sturdily
built to give absolute satisfac-
tion in use and long life. These
accumulators are designed to
give absolutely trouble -free
service. The plates are all very
thick, the containers are
strongly made, and the general
appearance and finish of the
Lissen accumulators is far in
advance of usual standards.
All the Lissen accumulators
listed below are supplied with
strong carrier, free.

PRICES
DULL EMITTER

(Type G.M.)

L.N.503 2 -volt, 20 amp. hours 416
L.N.504 2 -volt, 20 amp. hours ... 8/6

Multiple plate type, glass
containers.

L.N.500 2 -volt. 20 actual amp. hours, 9/6
L.N.502 2 -volt. 45 actual amp. hours, 13/6
L N.560 2 -volt 60 ac.ual amp. hour- 17/8

EXTRA CAPACITY
L.N.555 2 -volt, 24 actual amp. hours 10/6
L.N.557 2 -volt. 48 actual amp hours 14/6
L.N 559 2 -volt 72 actual amp hours 18/8

H.T. ELIMINATORS
YOU CAN USE
WITH YOUR SET
LIKE A BATTERY
The current you get frosts Lissen Batteries is the
purest power you can get for radio But if you
want to rise an eliminator, use a Lissen Eliminator,
You'll then get II.T current from your mains
smoother, steadier, better than before.
There are 4 types of Lissen Eliminator : one of
them will almost certainly be just right for your
set. Tell your dealer what voltage your mains
supply is and whether it is A.C. or D.C.; ten him
what output you require, or what valves you aro
using, and he will allow you the Lissen Eliminator
to suit your needs.
Then you only have to take your battery out and
put the Lissen Eliminator in its place, No need for
special wiring These Lioness Eliminators are cased
in insulating material and the lead is heavily
insulated cab -tyre flex.

TYPES AND PRICES.
D.C. MODEL "A" D.C. MODEL " B "
Employs 3 H.T.+ tap- gmploye 3 H.T.-F tappings :
pings : 11.T.+1 giv- II.T.+1 and LI.T.-1-2 are con.
in 80 volts for S.O. tinuously variable (by means
valves:H.T.+2 giving of two control knobs) and
60 volts at approx. capable of giving any desired
2 ncA for detector voltage up to 120/150 volts
valves; giv- at approx. 2 tn/A;
ing 1201150 volts at giving 120/150 volts at 12

PRICE 7/6 CF
rtstt AI for power valves 10/612 IA

Models working on 100/1.1.0 Mains Voltagegive output voltages of approximately 60per cent of above values.
A.C. MODEL ''A "

Tappings as in D.C. Model " A."
LN 576 for A.C. Mains voltage 2.00-210577 ... 220-230

578 240-250 639 100-110£3:0:0PRICE ... -
A.C. MODEL  B "

Tappings as in D.C. Model " B."
LN 579 for A.C. Mains voltage 200-210580 220-230

240-250581
... 100-110640 .,

PRICE £3: 15 :0

ISSEN
(ELIMINATORS

LISSEN LTD
Worple'Road. IOLEWORTH Middlesex.

(Managing Director T. N. COLE)

Y41 ISSEN
ou R Po 901111.10

ADJUSTABLE BALANCED
ARMATURE UNIT
The Lissen 4 -Pole Balanced
Armature Unit brings some-
thing approaching loud-
speaker perfection within the
reach of everybody who owns
a radio set. You can build
any type of cone loud -speaker
with it ; you can use it with
a big baffle board, or put
it in a cabinet. You can
build a linen diaphragm loud-
speaker with it, or you can
buy it completely assembled
and ready to connect up to
your set. It has a fine adjust-
ment, and you therefore get
the utmost volume from it
without chatter.
In brown moulded case with attach-
ment for fitting to any
type of cone

PRICE 1216
Cast aluminium Chassis, specially
designed to give the best
results from the Unit PRICE

-/6
13 -in. cone for use with the above 2'6

COMPLETE
ASSEMBLY

with which you get the
nearest possible approach to
moving -coil tone and flue ful.
volume without chatter.

Ready for use
or to mount in
a cabinet. Price

22'6



WE have recently been making one of
our customary periodical surveys
of the set designs published in

" P.W." in the last few months. (We
make a practice of doing this at suitable
intervals as a check upon the correct
" 'nixing " of the series of designs we provide
for our readers.)

We aim, as the regular reader will no
doubt have observed for himself, at the
production each season of a well-balanced
line of receivers incorporating the latest
and best ideas and providing at least one
specimen, of each of the most popular and
useful types of sets. In the more important
types, of course, we usually succeed in
producing quite a number of examples in
the course of a season, with varying special
features to suit them as closely as possible
to the different needs of individual con-
structors.

Excellent General -Purpose Type.
Our survey this time showed us that it

was time to turn our attention to one very
valuable type of general-purpose receiver,
namely, the three -valve set containing
one high -frequency stage, de-
tector, and one low frequency.
This, as the more experienced
reader will know, is one of the
most useful of all combinations
for general purposes, especially
where the user is limited to
a rather inefficient type of aerial,
as so many of us are who live in
towns.

Not merely is a good specimen
of this type capable of giving
really good volume from the local,
5 G B and 5 X X, almost any-
where in the British Isles, but
the extra sensitivity conferred
by a good screened -grid H.F. stage enables
it to put up a good show on foreign stations
even in very unfavourable circumstances of
a small and poor aerial, and so on. Again,
the fact that it usually incorporates two
tuned circuits means that it will, if properly
designed, provide to the full that higher
degree of selectivity now so desirable.
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We have produced the " Twin -Wave "
Three as a representative of this type of
receiver, and our special aim in designing
it has been to secure the greatest possible
simplicity and ease of operation and
construction, combined with really high
sensitivity and an efficient wave -change
switching system.

Very Easy to Work.
This may seem a rather formidable list

of requirements to combine in a single
receiver, and so it is in actual fact, but it is
by no means an impossible one to satisfy
with the aid of modern screened -grid valves
and the latest wave -change coil units now
available to the designer. The " Twin -
Wave " Three has amply met our require.
ments on actual test and we are placing
it before our readers with every confidence
in its power to meet their needs. _

First of all, about its simplicity of
operation. If you will examine the
photograph -showing the front panel, which
you will see in the heading of this article,
you will observe that there are very few
controls indeed. There are two tuning
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dials, and these are very easy to handle as
a result of the fact that they keep together
quite well over the tuning range, and when
you have once discovered the correct small
difference in reading between them you will
find that this holds fairly constant for all
stations, except those at the very bottom
of the range.

Immediately below each
tuning dial you will see a
small knob projecting from
the panel and these are the
wave -change switching con-
trols. When these knobs
are pulled outwards the set
is switched for the ordinary
broadcast wave -lengths, and
when pushed inwards it goes
.over to: the long waves with
no other alteration of tap-
pings or coil changing of
any kind.

To the right of the second
tuning dial is the reaction
control (marked C, in the
diagrams), and immediately
below this the on -off switch.
This completes our list of
panel controls. There are
no other adjustments of any
kind in the set, and we be-
lieve it is just about as
simple to work as any set
of its excellent standard of

This is the Detector and L.P. end of the receiver.

sensitivity and selectivity very
well' can be.

Simplicity of construction
is an item which really speaks

for itself as soon as
you look at the
photographs of the
interior of the set.
The wave -change
switching, you will
discover, does not
in any way com-
plicate the con-
struction of the set,
because it is obtained by means
of some very neat and efficient
special coil units which incor-
porate a built-in switch.

The connections to these units
are just the standard ones for

this type of coil, and the switch is actually
an integral part which makes no difference
whatever to the wiring. All that the pro-
vision of wave -change switching does is to
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1 Panel, 18 in. x 7 in. (Resiston,
Trelleborg, Beeol, "Kay Ray,"
Paxolin, Goltone, etc.).

1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 10
in. deep (Cameo, Raymond,
Pickett, etc.).

2 .0005-mfd. variable condensers
(Lissen, Lotus, J.B., Igranie,
Bowyer -Lowe, Raymond, Igranie,
Dubilier, Utility, Ormond, Burton,
Formo, Polar, etc.).

2 Slow-motion dials, if condenser not
of slow-motion type (Lissen, J.B.,
Igranie, Formo, Lotus, Utility,
Brown, Ormond, etc.).

1 .0002-, or .00025-mfd. reaction
condenser (Polar, Dubilier, J.B.,
Utility, etc.).

1 On -off switch (Lotus, Igranie,

p,)i)nlar Wireless, January 11th, 1930.

Here is a set which +
is extremely easy
both to construct and

to operate. Nevertheless$ it em-
bodies an efficient wave -change
system and attains a wonderfully
high order of sensitivity. Just the
kind of " household " set needed if
you want distant:: stationson the
loud speaket without having to
juggle the controlsrdelicately.

Designed:11nd Described by
THE " P.W.tt RESEARCH AND
CONSTRUCTION' DEPARTMENT

* -0-4,-11-40-0-4-------- -41-*

care to make the wiring very,
easy, and with this end in
view we have aimed at
rather open arrangement of
parts on the baseboard, the
net result being a set which
is most exceptionally easy to
put together.

Only very simple
screening is re-
quired, the coils
being of the semi-
fieldless or binocu-
lar type, and the
actual screen em-
ployed is of a
standard variety

which you can buy ready made
quite [cheaply and just screw
down upon your baseboard in
the correct position. The use
of such simple screening as this
adds scarcely anything to the
constructional work.

On test the " Twin -Wave" Three per-
formed exceedingly well, and brought in on
the speaker all the more important foreign

COMPONENTS.

Benjamin, Bulgirt, Ready Radio,
Raymond, Junit, Lissen, Wearite,
etc.).

3 Sprung valve holders (Lotus, Benja-
min, W.B., Igranic, Lissen, B.T.H.,
Dario, Formo, Magnum, Wearite,

etc.).
1 D.B.A. and pne D.B.G. wave -

change coil units (Leweos).
1 H.F. choke (Ready Radio, RI.,

Dubilier, Lisser, Varley, Lotus,
Igranie, Wearite, Climax, Mag-
num, Lewes, etc.).

1 Low -ratio LeP' ransformer (Var-
ley, Ferranti; n,.R.I., Cossor,
Lotus, Tels ie, Brown,
Mullard, P areoniphone,
etc.).

1 -0003'-mfd. ibt condenser
111111111111111U111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIM111111111111hiliiiim11111111M:

require you to drill two extra holes in the
panel and fit the extension handles which
project through them.

Carrying on the idea of making the
construction as simple as possible we have
worked out the lay -out with a great deal of

(Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard, Gra-
ham-Farish, Clarke, Goltone,
Igranie, T.C.C., etc.).

1 -001-mid fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
etc.).

2 1-mfd. condensers (Dubilier, Lis-
sen, Hydra, T.C.C., Ferranti,
Mullard, etc.).

1 2-meg. grid leak and holder
(Lissen, Igranie, Ediswan,Dubilier,
Mullard, etc.).

1 Standard " P.W." screen, 10 in. x
6 in. (Ready Radio, Paroussi,
Wearite, Magnum, Keystone, etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 18 in. x 2 in. or
16 in. x 2 in.

10 Terminals (Bening & Lee, Eelex,
Igranie, Burton, etc.).

Wire, screws, Clix plugs, flex, etc.

-5-

stations. It did this, too, without requiring
the use of reaction to any very great extent,
and altogether gave us the impression
that it would form a very excellent set for
the man who is particularly keen on long-
distance reception, but is handicapped by

A WAVE -CHANGE SET FOR DISTANT STATIONS

adverse local conditions, and so requires
the aid of a good H.F. stage.

At the same time, special pains have
been taken to keep it extremely simple to
operate, because we particularly wanted to
make it thoroughly suitable as a domestic
receiver for the B.B.C. programmes.

Its selectivity is particularly good, even
for a two -dial set. It is naturally very
much better than that of any ordinary
single -dial receiver, although such a specially
selective specimen of the latter type as the
" Magic " Three approaches it fairly
closely.

Excellent Selectivity.
Our tests lead us to believe that it will

be capable of separating the two Brook -
mans Park transmissions, and of cutting
them out and receiving foreigners over a
considerable part of the dials, at com-
paratively short distances. This question
is a little difficult to estimate accurately,
but we think we are safe in predicting
that it will do this at distances of about
seven miles and upwards from the new
station.

This may not strike you as a very en-
thusiastic claim at first sight. but you
must remember the tremendous power of
the new Regional station. If you know
anybody who lives less than seven miles
from Brookman's Park, just ask him
what he thinks, and he will probably tell
you that we are confounded optimists, and
he doesn't believe it

It is really a tremendously difficult
problem at shorter distances, you know,
and something ultra -selective is needed,
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such a combination, for example, as the
"Magic " Fonr, and a comparatively small
aerial. Brookmans Park at such ranges
is really equivalent to an ordinary- main
station at a distance of perhaps one
mile.

We are rather stressing this point,
because we find that a lack of appreciation
of the really acute nature of the difficulty is
leading some of our readers to feel disap-
pointed with their sets quite unjustifiably.

The fact is that if you live less than
about 6 or 7 miles away from the new
station you need something really pheno-
menal in the way of selectivity, unless you
use a rejector.

So you see, we are really making pretty
considerable claims for the present design in
saying that it should deal satisfactorily
with the new station at ranges of about
7 miles upwards, without a rejector. That
really means that it will meet almost any
demands likely to be made upon it.
Simplicity & Efficiency.

The circuit of the " Twin -Wave " Three
is very plain sailing, as you will see, and

shows very clearly -what a very
simple type, of set it really is. It
really does not call for any de-
tailed explanation, beyond point-
ing out that transformer coup-
ling is used in the B.F. inter -
valve circuits. The ingenious
system of wave -change switching
used by the coil makers will
interest the more- advanced
reader.

Just one point about the
choice of your components. As
used in this receiver, at any
rate, the usual capacity of .0001
or U0015 mfd. for the reaction

condenser does not appear to be sufficient
for these coil units. We found that a
capacity of -0002 mfd. was required, and so
we are specifying a reaction condenser of
.0002, or U0025, mfd.

Constructing the set you will find is
quite unusually easy for an instrinnent of
this size, and there are only a few points
we shall need to mention. First, note that
the holes for the operating knobs of the
coil unit switches require to be drilled

(Continued on next page.)

A " bird's-eye view of the set whieN very clearly illustrates its exceptionally simple character.



WE have recently been making one of
our customary periodical surveys
of the set designs published in

" P.W." in the last few months. (We
make a practice of doing this at suitable
intervals as a check upon the correct
" 'nixing " of the series of designs we provide
for our readers.)

We aim, as the regular reader will no
doubt have observed for himself, at the
production each season of a well-balanced
line of receivers incorporating the latest
and best ideas and providing at least one
specimen, of each of the most popular and
useful types of sets. In the more important
types, of course, we usually succeed in
producing quite a number of examples in
the course of a season, with varying special
features to suit them as closely as possible
to the different needs of individual con-
structors.

Excellent General -Purpose Type.
Our survey this time showed us that it

was time to turn our attention to one very
valuable type of general-purpose receiver,
namely, the three -valve set containing
one high -frequency stage, de-
tector, and one low frequency.
This, as the more experienced
reader will know, is one of the
most useful of all combinations
for general purposes, especially
where the user is limited to
a rather inefficient type of aerial,
as so many of us are who live in
towns.

Not merely is a good specimen
of this type capable of giving
really good volume from the local,
5 G B and 5 X X, almost any-
where in the British Isles, but
the extra sensitivity conferred
by a good screened -grid H.F. stage enables
it to put up a good show on foreign stations
even in very unfavourable circumstances of
a small and poor aerial, and so on. Again,
the fact that it usually incorporates two
tuned circuits means that it will, if properly
designed, provide to the full that higher
degree of selectivity now so desirable.
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We have produced the " Twin -Wave "
Three as a representative of this type of
receiver, and our special aim in designing
it has been to secure the greatest possible
simplicity and ease of operation and
construction, combined with really high
sensitivity and an efficient wave -change
switching system.

Very Easy to Work.
This may seem a rather formidable list

of requirements to combine in a single
receiver, and so it is in actual fact, but it is
by no means an impossible one to satisfy
with the aid of modern screened -grid valves
and the latest wave -change coil units now
available to the designer. The " Twin -
Wave " Three has amply met our require.
ments on actual test and we are placing
it before our readers with every confidence
in its power to meet their needs. _

First of all, about its simplicity of
operation. If you will examine the
photograph -showing the front panel, which
you will see in the heading of this article,
you will observe that there are very few
controls indeed. There are two tuning
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dials, and these are very easy to handle as
a result of the fact that they keep together
quite well over the tuning range, and when
you have once discovered the correct small
difference in reading between them you will
find that this holds fairly constant for all
stations, except those at the very bottom
of the range.

Immediately below each
tuning dial you will see a
small knob projecting from
the panel and these are the
wave -change switching con-
trols. When these knobs
are pulled outwards the set
is switched for the ordinary
broadcast wave -lengths, and
when pushed inwards it goes
.over to: the long waves with
no other alteration of tap-
pings or coil changing of
any kind.

To the right of the second
tuning dial is the reaction
control (marked C, in the
diagrams), and immediately
below this the on -off switch.
This completes our list of
panel controls. There are
no other adjustments of any
kind in the set, and we be-
lieve it is just about as
simple to work as any set
of its excellent standard of

This is the Detector and L.P. end of the receiver.

sensitivity and selectivity very
well' can be.

Simplicity of construction
is an item which really speaks

for itself as soon as
you look at the
photographs of the
interior of the set.
The wave -change
switching, you will
discover, does not
in any way com-
plicate the con-
struction of the set,
because it is obtained by means
of some very neat and efficient
special coil units which incor-
porate a built-in switch.

The connections to these units
are just the standard ones for

this type of coil, and the switch is actually
an integral part which makes no difference
whatever to the wiring. All that the pro-
vision of wave -change switching does is to

'_-111111111111111111111111111111111101117119111111111 9111111111111

1 Panel, 18 in. x 7 in. (Resiston,
Trelleborg, Beeol, "Kay Ray,"
Paxolin, Goltone, etc.).

1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 10
in. deep (Cameo, Raymond,
Pickett, etc.).

2 .0005-mfd. variable condensers
(Lissen, Lotus, J.B., Igranie,
Bowyer -Lowe, Raymond, Igranie,
Dubilier, Utility, Ormond, Burton,
Formo, Polar, etc.).

2 Slow-motion dials, if condenser not
of slow-motion type (Lissen, J.B.,
Igranie, Formo, Lotus, Utility,
Brown, Ormond, etc.).

1 .0002-, or .00025-mfd. reaction
condenser (Polar, Dubilier, J.B.,
Utility, etc.).

1 On -off switch (Lotus, Igranie,
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Here is a set which +
is extremely easy
both to construct and

to operate. Nevertheless$ it em-
bodies an efficient wave -change
system and attains a wonderfully
high order of sensitivity. Just the
kind of " household " set needed if
you want distant:: stationson the
loud speaket without having to
juggle the controlsrdelicately.

Designed:11nd Described by
THE " P.W.tt RESEARCH AND
CONSTRUCTION' DEPARTMENT
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care to make the wiring very,
easy, and with this end in
view we have aimed at
rather open arrangement of
parts on the baseboard, the
net result being a set which
is most exceptionally easy to
put together.

Only very simple
screening is re-
quired, the coils
being of the semi-
fieldless or binocu-
lar type, and the
actual screen em-
ployed is of a
standard variety

which you can buy ready made
quite [cheaply and just screw
down upon your baseboard in
the correct position. The use
of such simple screening as this
adds scarcely anything to the
constructional work.

On test the " Twin -Wave" Three per-
formed exceedingly well, and brought in on
the speaker all the more important foreign

COMPONENTS.

Benjamin, Bulgirt, Ready Radio,
Raymond, Junit, Lissen, Wearite,
etc.).

3 Sprung valve holders (Lotus, Benja-
min, W.B., Igranic, Lissen, B.T.H.,
Dario, Formo, Magnum, Wearite,

etc.).
1 D.B.A. and pne D.B.G. wave -

change coil units (Leweos).
1 H.F. choke (Ready Radio, RI.,

Dubilier, Lisser, Varley, Lotus,
Igranie, Wearite, Climax, Mag-
num, Lewes, etc.).

1 Low -ratio LeP' ransformer (Var-
ley, Ferranti; n,.R.I., Cossor,
Lotus, Tels ie, Brown,
Mullard, P areoniphone,
etc.).

1 -0003'-mfd. ibt condenser
111111111111111U111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIM111111111111hiliiiim11111111M:

require you to drill two extra holes in the
panel and fit the extension handles which
project through them.

Carrying on the idea of making the
construction as simple as possible we have
worked out the lay -out with a great deal of

(Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard, Gra-
ham-Farish, Clarke, Goltone,
Igranie, T.C.C., etc.).

1 -001-mid fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
etc.).

2 1-mfd. condensers (Dubilier, Lis-
sen, Hydra, T.C.C., Ferranti,
Mullard, etc.).

1 2-meg. grid leak and holder
(Lissen, Igranie, Ediswan,Dubilier,
Mullard, etc.).

1 Standard " P.W." screen, 10 in. x
6 in. (Ready Radio, Paroussi,
Wearite, Magnum, Keystone, etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 18 in. x 2 in. or
16 in. x 2 in.

10 Terminals (Bening & Lee, Eelex,
Igranie, Burton, etc.).

Wire, screws, Clix plugs, flex, etc.

-5-

stations. It did this, too, without requiring
the use of reaction to any very great extent,
and altogether gave us the impression
that it would form a very excellent set for
the man who is particularly keen on long-
distance reception, but is handicapped by

A WAVE -CHANGE SET FOR DISTANT STATIONS

adverse local conditions, and so requires
the aid of a good H.F. stage.

At the same time, special pains have
been taken to keep it extremely simple to
operate, because we particularly wanted to
make it thoroughly suitable as a domestic
receiver for the B.B.C. programmes.

Its selectivity is particularly good, even
for a two -dial set. It is naturally very
much better than that of any ordinary
single -dial receiver, although such a specially
selective specimen of the latter type as the
" Magic " Three approaches it fairly
closely.

Excellent Selectivity.
Our tests lead us to believe that it will

be capable of separating the two Brook -
mans Park transmissions, and of cutting
them out and receiving foreigners over a
considerable part of the dials, at com-
paratively short distances. This question
is a little difficult to estimate accurately,
but we think we are safe in predicting
that it will do this at distances of about
seven miles and upwards from the new
station.

This may not strike you as a very en-
thusiastic claim at first sight. but you
must remember the tremendous power of
the new Regional station. If you know
anybody who lives less than seven miles
from Brookman's Park, just ask him
what he thinks, and he will probably tell
you that we are confounded optimists, and
he doesn't believe it

It is really a tremendously difficult
problem at shorter distances, you know,
and something ultra -selective is needed,
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such a combination, for example, as the
"Magic " Fonr, and a comparatively small
aerial. Brookmans Park at such ranges
is really equivalent to an ordinary- main
station at a distance of perhaps one
mile.

We are rather stressing this point,
because we find that a lack of appreciation
of the really acute nature of the difficulty is
leading some of our readers to feel disap-
pointed with their sets quite unjustifiably.

The fact is that if you live less than
about 6 or 7 miles away from the new
station you need something really pheno-
menal in the way of selectivity, unless you
use a rejector.

So you see, we are really making pretty
considerable claims for the present design in
saying that it should deal satisfactorily
with the new station at ranges of about
7 miles upwards, without a rejector. That
really means that it will meet almost any
demands likely to be made upon it.
Simplicity & Efficiency.

The circuit of the " Twin -Wave " Three
is very plain sailing, as you will see, and

shows very clearly -what a very
simple type, of set it really is. It
really does not call for any de-
tailed explanation, beyond point-
ing out that transformer coup-
ling is used in the B.F. inter -
valve circuits. The ingenious
system of wave -change switching
used by the coil makers will
interest the more- advanced
reader.

Just one point about the
choice of your components. As
used in this receiver, at any
rate, the usual capacity of .0001
or U0015 mfd. for the reaction

condenser does not appear to be sufficient
for these coil units. We found that a
capacity of -0002 mfd. was required, and so
we are specifying a reaction condenser of
.0002, or U0025, mfd.

Constructing the set you will find is
quite unusually easy for an instrinnent of
this size, and there are only a few points
we shall need to mention. First, note that
the holes for the operating knobs of the
coil unit switches require to be drilled

(Continued on next page.)

A " bird's-eye view of the set whieN very clearly illustrates its exceptionally simple character.
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4c...-....
THE " TWIN-WAVE "

. THREE.
(Continued from previous page.)

rather accurately, so check up their positions
carefully.

Then about the wiring ; as in all sets
employing screening, it is necessary to use
some sort of insulated or covered wire for
at any rate all those leads near the metal
screen, and we suggest some such material
as Glazite or ordinary tinned copper wire
and Systoflex sleeving.

Note carefully that connection is made
to the screen itself at two points, one near
the V, valve holder, and one near the ex-
treme rear of the set. An easy way of

making these connections is to put a small
screw and nut through one of the perforations
in the lower edge of the screen and solder
direct to these.

Now for the necessary working data.
Valves should be these : one upright type
screened grid of one of the reliable makes
(Cossor, Ediswan, Marconi and Osram,
B.T.H., Mullard, Six -Sixty, etc.) for V1,
one H.F. type (impedance 20,000 to
30,000 ohms) for the detector (V2), and
a power or super power for Va.

Working Voltages.
By the way, if you happen to have a

valve of the R.C. type, give it a trial in the
V2 socket. Some of them make very good
detectors.

The H.T. voltages should be as follows.
Terminal H.T. + 1 requires 60 to 80 volts
(adjust for maximum volume on a weak

station), terminal H.T. + 2 should be given
about 60 volts (adjust for smoothest
reaction), and H.T. -I- 3 needs 120 volts
(much less than this means very poor
results from the S.G. valve).

Controlling the Volume.
We were going to add some notes about

the operation of the set, but really there
is nothing we can say l There are no
preliminary adjustments, apart from H.T.
voltages, and all you do is to revolve the
two tuning dials in step and add a spot of
reaction as required on weak stations.

The use of the wave -change knobs we
have already explained, and it merely
remains to add that to control the volume
of the local it is only necessary to de -tune
one dial a little one way, and the other in
the opposite direction, keeping reaction
right back to minimum.
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Tke "MAC IC"
FeUR

ALL KITS ARE OFFICIALLY APPROVED
By "POPULAR WIRELESS"

EI READY FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
: KIT A
: KIT B

KIT C

less valvesand cabinet
with valvesless cabinet
with valvesand cabinet

£9:19:6
£ 12:15:6
£ 14: 8:0

 Short -Wave Coils (20-50 metres) can be supplied separately
if desired. Price 7 10.

For full list of approved components see issue dated November 30th. All kits
include special Ready Radio connecting links.

NO SOLDERING REQUIRED !

"MAGIC" THREE
KIT A

! KIT B
KIT C

less valvesand cabinet
with valvesless cabinet
with valvesand cabinet

£6 : 13 : 0
CS : 6 : 6

: 16 : 6
Deduct 10 6 from each kit, if Short -Wave Coils not required.

All kits include special Ready Radio connecting links.

411

THE OFFICIAL BLUEPRINT WITH FULL
WIRING AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
IS INCLUDED WITH ALL "MAGIC"

THREE KITS.
NO SOLDERING REQUIRED

Owing to extreme pressure of business we have been unable to thank individually all those
customers who have written appreciative letters regarding the "MAGIC RECEIVERS." We hope

to be able to reply to their letters personally at a later date.

Telephone No.
Hop 5555

Private Exchange.

159,

IT PAYS TO
BUY EFFICIENCY!
DON'T BE PERSUADED TO BUY
A CHEAP AND USELESS ARTICLE

FOLLOW A GOOD LEAD
MR. PERCY W. HARRIS actually
incorporates the READY RADIO
SELECTIVITY UNIT in his most
successful Set of this Season -The
Chassis " Three.

A complete Unit whit's is guaran-
teed to BLOT OUT BROOKMANS
PARK or any other interfering
station. A turn of a switch and
your Aerial is automatically
earthed.

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR A

SELECTIVITY UNIT
PRICE 20/ -

READY RADIO IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH SERVICE

When you buy radio parts you natu-
rally want them quickly. You also
would be happier with the knowledge
that in the event of subsequent
difficulties you can obtain technical

advice without trouble.
TO HOME CUSTOMERS

Your goods are despatched post free in
sealed cartons or carriage paid by rail.
Note.-You can if you desire avail

yourself of the C.O.D. system.
TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS

All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured, all

charges forward.

nemennumnim

BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE,

Telegrams:
Ready Hop 5555

London.

S.E.1
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You have heard this
message given to
British Industry; you
know who gave it.
At Progress Works it
is our constant aim
to adopt, adapt and
improve, as, indeed,
the name of our
factory indicates.

Adopt BurTon Com-
ponents, adapt your
set and you will im-
prove your reception !

Burton Differential
Condenser

A new addition to the famous
range of BurTon Condensers.
Scientifically designed, brass
vanes, interleaved with Bakelite
leaves, this ,condenser makes
shorting an impossibility. It
means easier tuning, better
selectivity and better de- gf
lection. The price is only a

BUY

Burton L.F. Transformer
Highest efficiency, high grade 1016finish. Price

Burton Mid -Log Condenser
Aluminium End Plates with Burton

Friction. Brake. 5P3Price without dial, '0005,
'0003,

Burton H.F. Choke
Wave band of 20-2,000 el /9
metres. Price w'
Binocular choke, wave band 519
50-3,000 metres. Price

BURTON
COMPONENTS

C. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, Walsall

I No more batteries
in your Portable
. . run it off the Mains

with an"Ekeo"11.T. Unit

Plug-in - Thairs all 2

Fit an " EKCO H.T. Unit to your portable in place of
wasteful, troublesome batteries. Its upkeep is much

cheaper ; it is no bother and lasts a lifetime. All you do
is plug the " EKCO " Adaptor into any electric light or
power socket and then - Switch - on - That's all

Illustrated is Model 3F, 20, for A.C. Mains, 3 tappings:- S.G.
Valve, and two fixed at 60 and 1 20/1 50 volts. For sets consum-
ing not more than 20 m/a. (size 7:1" x 6 x 4r) £3 19. 6.
D.C. Model ( size 5r x 3" x 2") . . . 17. 6.

There are "EKCO " models to suit any type of set and eliminating
either batteries or accumulate s, or both. Ask your Dealer or write to
us for Free Booklet on "All -Electric Radio" and Easy Payment Terms,

E. K. COLE, Ltd., Dept. A, "Ekco" Works, Leigh -on -Sea

KCo
POWER SUPPLY UNITS

137
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THE use of visible indicators for reading
incoming signals dates back to the
early days of ordinary telegraphy

when Morse impulses sent over a line were
first recorded by a vibrating needle. The
change -over from sight to sound came with
the introduction of the telephone and its
greater sensitivity.

In wireless signalling, owing to the
relatively small amount of energy picked
up by the receiving aerial, there would at
first sight seem to be no possible alternative
to the use of the earphones. In these days
of broadcasting, the valve amplifier and the
loud speaker, the term " listener " has, in
fact, stuck fast.

At the same time there are certain cir-
cumstances in which the ear cannot function
efficiently. so that the use of headphones

An uneonventional method of obtaining selectivity.

becomes unsatisfactory. For instance, in
an aeroplane the noise of the engines is
sufficient to deaden any wireless signal.

In practice this difficulty is overcome by
wearing a sound -proof helmet with the
earphones snugly encased inside. Although
effective in allowing wireless signals to be
received, the use of a sound -proof helmet
has certain decided drawbacks. For one
thing it cuts out all other external sounds,
a fact which is not altogether desirable when
the helmet is worn by a pilot who is in sole
charge of the machine. Also the headgear
is cumbrous and cannot easily be discarded
in case of sudden emergency.

Reception By Taste.
As an alternative, it has been suggested

that, for aircraft work, wireless messages
should be received by taste instead of by
ear. This may at first sight appear rather
. far-fetched, but the proposal has been
thoroughly tried out, and as the result of a
series of tests was favourably reported on by
Professor Goldsmith of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America. He found that it was
perfectly feasible to substitute the tongue
for the ear, and to detect incoming signals
by taste. The sensitivity was considerably

i A short article describing some un- 1
usual methods of radio reception.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR. I
4 4
*-4.-.4-4-4.-4- 4.-1.4 ---- *
less, but this could be made good by suit-
able amplification.

It is a well-known fact that a peculiar
and characteristic taste is experienced if
two wires at slightly different potentials
are applied to the tongue. To a minor
extent the sensation is felt when strips of two
different metals, such as copper and zinc,
or a copper and silver coin, are placed
together and applied lightly to the tip of
the tongue. The combination, when
moistened, forms a miniature voltaic cell,

and the resulting E.M.F.
is " tasted."

This effect was
utilised in the aeroplane
tests mentioned
above. The incoming
signals are fed to two
electrodes, preferably
made of strips of silver
so as to prevent the
formation of injurious'

salts. The electrodes-separated by a thin
sheet of insulating material and' fastened
together-are held lightly in the mouth,
with the tip of the tongue pressing gently
on the end, so as to bridge over the insulat-
ing strip between one silver electrode and
the other.

The incoming signals could not only be
definitely detected by their taste, but they
also gave rise to a curious effect on the sight.
At first the operator thought that a lamp
nearby " flickered " each time a signal was
received. It was subsequently found that a
definite " flash " accompanied each signal,
which could be " seen ' even when the
eyes were tightly closed.

In these days of television and still -
picture transmission the idea of visible
reception has lost most of the flavour of
originality. At the same time some ingenious
applications have been made of this principle
outside the transmission of pictures.

One, for instance, is that due to Mr.
Watson Watt, who utilises the cathode
stream from an oscillograph to make a
visible track of the direction in which
" atmospherics " travel through the ether.

By ,a further. development of the same
principle he has also produced an extremely

ingenious system for preventing interference
between signals of different frequency,
allowing a high degree of selectivity.

The latter arrangement is illustrated in
the diagram, from which it will be seen that
signal voltages received on the aerial A
are applied after amplification at B to two
plates 1, 2 mounted outside the bulb of an
oscillograph tube, C.

S!gnal Deflects Stream.
Normally the path of the discharge stream

flowing through the tube will be a straight
line. The effect, however of the signal
voltages is to deflect the stream to one side
or other. At the same time a local oscillating
voltage from a valve generator M is applied
to the opposite pair of control plates 3, 4.

The resultant path of the discharge stream
through the tube C will now depend upon
the relative frequencies of the incoming
signal and of the local oscillations from the
generator M.

By suitably adjusting the frequency of
valve generator M, the path of the cathode
stream can be made to trace out any desired
pattern, either a straight line, or an ellipse,
or a circle, across the flat top of the tube C.

A fluorescent screen K is fixed inside the
flat top of the tube C and the impact of the
electron stream is thus indicated by a
continuous path of light.

The templates used in the special separating circuit.

In order to separate one signal from
another, a template P, cut out to particular
shape (such as that shown separately -at
X or Y), is placed between the cathode
tube C and a light-sensitive cell S in the
input circuit of a valve amplifier V.

If the light path corresponds exactly to
the cut-out part of the template, i.e. to the
frequency of the required signal, then that
signal will be heard continuously in the

- 'phones, T. Signals of any other frequency
will not create the same light track, and
cannot, therefore, pass through the inter-
-posed template P, so that they are not heard
in the 'phones.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested and
Found--

FOR " MAGIC ". ENTHUSIASTS.
IT has been stated that the differential

reaction condenser made by the Ready
Radio people has been approved by us

for use in all "Magic" circuits. This certainly
is the case, so that there remains nothing
much for me to say in regard to the sample
submitted for test purposes. But I would
draw the attention of ' P.W." readers to the
very reasonable price of 5s. and the robust
and neat construction of the component.
For the particular purposes for which it

The Ready Radio Differential Reaction Condenser.

was designed, there is no more suitable
type, while it will undoubtedly find its way
into many future circuits.

WIRELESS FOR MODERN HOMES.
This is the title of the revised edition of

the new catalogue issued by the Marconi -
phone Co., Ltd. In an accompanying letter
the Marconiphone people say :

" You will note that components are not
shown, but we are still able to supply the
majority of transformers, condensers, etc.,
in last year's list. The -demand for the
' Ideal ' has been such that we are con-
tinuing its manufacture for the present."
Loud speakers, valves; H.T. units, H.T.
batteries, and a new gramOphone pick-up
are among the items listed.

A CHANGE OF NAME.
The official title of the Standard Wet

Battery Co. has been changed to The
Standard Battery Co.

ATLAS BATTERY ELIMINATOR.
I recently received one of Clarke's Atlas

battery eliminators for test. The particular

model is the A.C.16. It is for
C. mains, and it gives a

maxininin output of 25 milli -
amps. There are three tap-
pings of which two are fixed at
120 and 150 volts, and the one
variable which gives anything
up to 100 volts. The unit is
very compact in design, and is

substantially built. The price of the unit
is £4 10s.

One of the first questions I ask myself
when testing a mains unit is " Is it safe ? "
In the past there has been quite a large
number of mains devices on the market
that one could not pass in this respect.
In these " P.W." " write-ups " I have, of
course, always brought this point well
forward.

By " safe " I mean that the unit is
housed in a casing that prevents " shocks "
from being imparted to the operator or
short-circuits caused, and that the general
design is such that over -heating cannot
occur.

Many of us can stand 200 volts, and even
much more, but few like the experience,
and if there is a danger of over -heating and
sparks flying, the apparatus is best left
entirely alone.

But the Clarke's unit is, in my opinion,
quite safe-as safe as a vacuum cleaner of
good make. And it operates quite well.
It does not impose a liability to motor -boat
and its outputs are up to specification.

THE WATMEL WAVE -TRAP.
The wave -trap lias undoubtedly come into

its own. It is not so long ago that to use a
wave -trap was an admission that one had
a not -too -good set. But the adequate
selectivity of yesterday is easy meat for
Brookmans Park at every degree of the
tuning dial. That nasty " local " has an
uncanny way of breaking through even
barriers of tuned circuits.

One solution of the problem is found in
the wave -trap. -Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.,
have produced  qUite a good wave -trap at
the reasonable retail
price of 8g. 6d. You
connect it in series
with your aerial, and
Brookmans Park is
confined to a narrow
dial range. I tested
it where this power-
ful transmitter in the
usual way occupies a
good half of the tun-
ing dial of a straight-
forward Det.-L.F.

The Watmel wave -
t r a p limited the
station's activity to
three or four degrees.
Various tappings on
the device are pro-
vided to suit various

types of aerials. The base and all the
insulated parts are made of bakelite and,
altogether, the wave -trap is a  neat and
attractive article. The small condenser is
provided with an engraved scale which
facilitates adjustments for various stations.

BEAUTIFUL BAKELITE MOULDING.
Until quite recently America led the way

with bakelite moulding, and one could not
help making comparisons between the
various radio productions embodying these
and their British equivalents. We are now
very easily holding our own in this bakelite
business.

One of the best samples of the new art
is to be seen in the new W.B. Cone Speaker,
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Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components, and
accessories to the " P.W. ' Technical
Department for test. All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality
under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are asked
to note that this weekly feature is in-
tended as a reliable and unbiased guide
as to what to buy and what to avoid.
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a production of Whiteley, Boneham & Co.
This instrument is built into a bakelite
casing constituting one of the best mould-
ings I have seen. One wonders how such
can figure in art instrument costing no more
than two guineas.

However, appearance is far -from being
everything, and had the W.B. productions
stopped short at the bakelite cabinet it
would still not have been a bad speaker.
Happily nothing'Of the sort happens. In
my opinion, it is one of the very best
instruments at anything near its price
which has made its appeareance this season,
and I would certainly advise all loud -speaker
enthusiasts to get their local dealers to
let them hear W.B.s in operation.

Another interesting W.B. production is a
Cone Chassis and Stand which sells at
10s. 6d. This will take any unit and com-
prises a five-ply wooden frame with a cone
made of special paper. The cone is excel-
lently mounted and the stand is of polished

 aluminium.
The outfit enables you to make up a loud

speaker of really modern design for a won-
derfully modest outlay.
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NEXT "WEEK ISRADIO WEEK.
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The W B. Loud Speaker and the W.B. Cone Chassis.
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Yor 100
VARLEy

ALL- ELECTRIC RECEIVERS

Varley All -Electric
3 -Valve Receivers,
List Nos. A P 3
(A.C.) and A P 4

(D.C.)
(Marconi Royalty extra,

each 201-)

25 Gns.

Technical Press
in the strongest t
Behind them is
name that stands
for QUALITY,
performance, and

In London-in
Yorkshire - in
Lancashire -in
Scotland-in
Wales-on the
South Coast-
in the WestCountry-
everywhere
come the same
glowing reports
of the excellent
performance of
the Varley ALL -
ELECTRIC Re-
ceivers. Pro -
vincial new s -
papers all over
England - the
leading Journals
of the Wireless

-all recommend these Sets
erms.
the name VARLEY-the
for everything up-to-date,
for all-round excellent

for perfect finish.

and

Varley All -Electric
2 -Valve Receivers,
List Nos. A P 1
(A.C.) and A P 2

(D.C.)
(Marconi Royally extra,

each i5/-)

RADIO GRAMOPHONES
Write to -day for Section A of our new Catalogue.
which gives full particulars of Varley All - Electric

Receivers and Radio -Gramophones.

AND LISTEN

Radio Week, January 12-18.
A real pleasure if your set
is a VARLEY All -Electric.

Adrot. of Oliver Pell Control Limited, Kingsway House, 103, Kingswav, London, WY .C.2. Telephone : liothorn 5303:

16 Gns.
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All Editorial communications to be addressed to the Editor
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleases to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to Wireless
work. The Editor cannot .accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. 'All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed- to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John U. Lila, Ltd.,
it. Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and esperimentaPwork carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless receivers. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the Most recent developments in the radio world,
sortie of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of  Letters Patent, and the amateur
sod the trader would be well sdrised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing So.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

IS SOLDERING WORTH THE TROUBLE ?
L. N. (Bexley Heath).-" I have always

been satisfied with the results from screw -down
joints, but am a little mistrustful of this
now that I am starting short-wave work.
Is the extra efficiency really worth all the
laborious effort and difficulty and messy task
of soldering all the joints ? "

Soldering is worth While for shoit-wave work-
or, indeed, anywhere where good contact is essential-
but we are unable to agree with you in your de-
scription of it I There is no earthly need for it to
be messy, or laborious, or difficult at all, and if you
have an experienced friend, or know anyone skilled
at the job, you can soon have proved to you
how easily and quickly it can be carried out.

The main idea, of course, is to heat the two surfaces
which have to be joined together to that necessary
temperature when solder will " run." In this
condition it will adhere to them and, on cooling,
will set as one mass, thereby joining the two metal
surfaces together.

A point to remember is that both the soldering iron
Itself and the working surfaces must be kept perfectly
clean. The iron itself must be " tinned " first of all,
by heating it to the requisite temperature in a
clear flame, such as a gas jet.

Rave ready a shallow tin -lid into which a little
flux has been placed with a scrap or two of solder,
and, when the iron is sufficiently hot to burn with
a green flame, remove it, file it quickly till its faces
are bright, and dip it, into the flux and solder.

If sufficiently hot the molten solder will im-
mediately coat it with a nice bright skin on all its
faces, and the first step-the tinning of the iron-
has been accomplished. Place it in the flame again
to warm up for the next operation and, whilst it is re-
heating, thoroughly clean, with a file or emery cloth
the two surfaces which are to be joined together.

Clean them until the bright metal shows, spread
just a little flux so that it will run over the bright
surfaces, and then " tin " each surface also in turn.
This is done by waiting until the iron is hot again
(whgn it starts to 'burn with a green ;flame), and it
should then be brought into contact with the clean
surface until this, too, is sufficiently hot for the
solder to run over it.

Heat Both Surfaces Equally.
If there is not quite enough on the surface of the

iron, just a little more solder may be added, and it
will be found that it will run easily to any desired
extent over the iron when this is sufficiently hot,
and if it has been well -tinned. Each surface should
be attended to in turn until you have ready the
nicely -tinned iron and the two surfaces both tinned.

Now fix them in the desired position for joining,
heat the iron, again to the necessary temperuture,
get your solder ready in case you need a little more,
and then place the hot iron on the two surfaces so
that it can simultaneously and equally heat them.
Do not place the iron anyhow over the joint so that
one wire is hot and the other cold, or comparatively,
cold, or you cannot possibly make a good soldered
connection. Both surfaces should be equally heated
if the solder is to run easily over them.

The work should be held perfectly steady, and,
when hot enough, the blob of solder on the iron
will run smoothly over the two surfaces as though
they were one. Remove the iron, still holding the
work, steady, and almost immediately the solder
will solidify and give you a perfect joint.

If only a little flux is used, there is no need for
". Mess " at any stage, but do not forget that im-
mediately the solder has set, and before the joint
has had time to cool, it should be wiped with a
clean cloth so as to remove all traces of superfluous
flux. This will have been liquefied by the heat, so
that it can be removed quite easily and instantly
whilst hot ; but if left for a little while it will get
cool and become greasy and sticky, and then be
exceedingly difficult to clean off.

(Continued on rage 970.)

P.R. j
SALVES I

BRITISH
MADE

LIST OF P.R SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.
Fel. Imp. Amp.f Type volts. Amp. ohms, tar.

GPR 2 2 .095 24,000 13.5 H.F.Det.
GPR 3 2 , .095 12,000 9 - L.F.

EACK GPR 4 2 .095 40,000 32 R.C.Pest 9d GPR 9 3.5.4 .09 22,000 14.5 H.F.-Det.
Pow En GPR , 10 3.5-4 .09 10,000 9 L.F.

716
GPR

11
3.5-4,.

.14.0

44,000.
1471.5 m.crt.cliet.

EACH
Post 9d GPR 18

GPR 19
5-6
5-6

.14

.14
11,000
75,000

9.5
41

L.F.
R.C.

SUPER '

GPR 20 2 ' .15 6,000 7 PowerPOWER-
12/6.

EACH

GPR 40
GPR 60

4

6

.15.15st6,000
6,000

7
7

Post 4d,
GPR 120 2 .3 1,000 4.5 Super

SCREENED
GRID

,
GPR 140 4 .2 3,500 4.5

Power

15/- Rub
SG 25 2 ..2 220,000 150 S.G.Post 4,1

ABSOLUTELY
ASTOUNDING
The new Golden Series of P.n. Valves- give the most
astounding results. The amplification is simply
enormous and the selectivity abnormal. This is due
entirely to the new filament coating, which is
applied with scientific exactitude. It does not
matter how much you pay for a valve you will not
get better than a P.R. Golden Series at 4,6. Send
for one NOW. You are protected by a " straight "
Guarantee that fully covers any possible failure

PERFECT RESULTS
OR MONEY BACK
All postal breakages replaced free.
Each valve has attached to it a written
guarantee covering 7 months. In the
event of the valve losing emission or
becoming inefficient in any way
during this term, a new valve will be
supplied under the terms of the guar-
antee. If not fully satisfied that the
valves received are equal to any they
should be returned within a week,
full refund will be made by return

of post.

2 Valves or more sent POST FREE. Matched Valves 1'. extra per set.

Sent C.O.D. if desired. Ask your dealer for them. Accept no other.

P.R. PRODUCTS,
30, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE STREET,

LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station) Telephone: CITY 375S

THE AMAZING
P.R. SPEAKER EE

All British Made.
Full balanced armature powerful
cobalt steel permanent magnets. .1

: Special P.R. Cone floats against it
the baffle ; Cabinet of oak heavily ;'
reinforced by special frame de- ;

:: signed to prevent sympathetic
resonance. Finished in highly II
french -polished natural oak, and
measures 131' x 13" x 6" with 11" P:
cone. Test it at your heihure
against ANY Speaker at ANY price.
We know it is the qua) of any

5 I -I:
DOWN 11

and remit the ;
halanee 501
or it you pre I.;
ter it, 2/6 a
week our s,
teen weeks,

10/- in all.
C.O.D. 5/6. ts
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So iIng e)av . or
Report of test

by the
FURZE HILL

LABORATORIES
A thorough fest was made of the
Graham-Farish H.F. Choke by Mr.
Ileyner of the Furze Bill
Laboratories. The following figures
are extracted from his report:-
wave length.

200 metres.
245
380
480
500
880

Impedance.
43.500 ohms,
50.000
80,000

147,000
150,000
255,000

1,460 385,000
2,400 120,000 ,.
The Graham -Parish H.F. Choke wag
designed to obtain high impedance
with low D.C. resistance, and these
figures will show the success that
has been achieved by careful re-
search and scientific design.

,

The New  MICRO -
F ICI ENT" Condenser,
a brass -vaned log -mid -
line variable condenser
using Bakelite as a
dielectric. Robust in
construction, and. ideal
for portable sets. Can
be mounted for either
drum or ordinary dial
control.

.0005 mfd. 4/8

.0003 ., 4/3

.00015 4/3

4'6
each

With Base.
The

"MU LTI WAVE"
H.F. CHOKE.

ra

The famous " OH MITE "-a
moulded Anode Resistance with
a value that remains constant.
Infinitely better than wire -wound.
Hermetically sealed in Dakelite.
Noiseless and efficient. Negligi-
ble self capacity, so that the
high notes are retained. Also.
fitted with terminal ends. All
values, Lone to 500,000 Ohms.
Holders, Horizontal or Vertical,

gd. each

GRAHAM PARISH
BROMLEY
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Fittest Tonic --Succes
The finest tonic in life is Success, but it does not come to t
man who sits still, allowing the time to hang heavily on.his
hands ; who desponds and despairs-that is the way to
Pessimism. Success comes to a man who is " up and doing,"
the man who can recognise a good opportunity and be
energetic enough to GRASP IT I

We tett You haw to Eaver/
Here is an opportunity for YOU to taste tile's finest tonic.
By sending the Coupon below you can jump from Pessimism
to Enthusiasm in 24 hours ! We will tell you how you can
participate in the BIG PROFITS now being made in the
Wireless and Electrical Industry by manufacturing under
our Enormously Successful Patents. The work is easy and
simple and Z30o a year can very soon be'yours.

We tell. You how to Sell.
No special skill or knowledge is required. You can work on
the Kitchen Table at the start, with the assistance of the
whole family (including the Children), and no expensive
" Plant " or Machinery is needed, only small hand tools and
presses. We will tell you hoW to sell the articles you make.
The demand for them is simply stupendous, for our Patents
are far in front of ALL OTHERS-we can prove this by
Practical Tests !

We WA /'MAY FE Your Profits!
Your Profits are Large and Certain. WE GUARANTEE
THEM ! Your business is protected under Royal Letters
Patent. The Market can never be overcrowded. If desired
we arrange to purchase your stocks, providing the same reach the
required standard of efficiency which is easily attffinable. The little
instruction necessary is given ENTIRELY FREE! Be the "Man of
Action," not the "Pining Pessimist." GRASP this Opportunity
by filling in this Coupon for Free Particulars of this HONEST,
STRAIGHTFORWARD, MONEY - MAKING PROPOSITION.

EARN f300A
YEAR IN YOUR
OWN HOME!

What could YOU do with
k3oo Extra a year? It
would make you indepen-
dent of your Employers
and Industrial Disturb-
ances. That is what YOU
can earn if you like. No
large outlay, no drudgery'
and Profits Guaranteed I
Waste no more time I

SEND THIS
WAY -OUT -OF -DIFFICULTIES

-COUPON--
To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,

The England -Richards Co., Ltd.,
1119, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE, full
details as to how I can Makelloney at Home to
my spare time. I enclose 2d. stamp for postage.
rrifot your name and address boldly in capital
fetters on a plain sheet of paper and pin this
Coupon to it. " Popular Wireless " 11/1/ 30
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RAD IOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued front page 968.)

SHORT WAVES ON A TITAN.
J. H. v. Z. (Cape Town).-" In your Radio-

torial,' of 26th October, under the heading
Short -Wave Titan,', you refer R.C.A. to an

article by a correspondent in P.W.' No. 375 -of
10th August, but this article deals with a 2 -
valve set and, not being an expert, I find some
difficulty to adapt this short-wave contri-
vance to my Titan' Three which I built ex
actly as set out in your issue Nci. 348, with the
omission however of the central loading coil
from the Titan' coil, as there are no long -
wave stations in South Africa.

" Now my problem is this : The set, which
has a screened -grid valve, gives excellent results
for the local station, and when using a wave -
trap Johannesburg and Durban can be heard.
Would a coil as described by your correspondent
in No. 375 be suitable for the Titan Three
circuit so as to enable me to get oversea
short-wave reception, using the switch under
the reaction condensor for changing over from
medium to short waves ?

" Or would it be better to use two or three"
short-wave coils for this purpose I shall be
obliged if you could indidate how in each
ease the connections should be made with the
remainder of the set. using the Titan' Thtee'
blue print as a basis."

To adapt an existing three -valve " Titan " set
in the way you suggest would not be very easy. and
we think a far, far better plan would be to build an
" Antipodes " Adaptor.

This ingenious unit enables you to plug a short-
wave tuning unit straight into an existing valve set-
it works admirably with the three -valve " Titan."
'If you have back numbers of "P.W." you will find
we have published several different versions of it.

It is very easy to make, extremely inexpensive,
and uses the set's ordinary valve, batteries, etc., so

there isrI no expense for accessories. Its popularity
may be gauged from4he fact that since it appeared
first in PM," it has been very widely copied, all
over the world, and has becn quite the rage hi America.

(Another indication of. its Popularity is the fact
that all our issues containing details of it are out of
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"P.W." TECHNICAL
.75 QUERY DEPARTMENT

E /8 Your Set " Going Good" Y
Perhaps some mySterious noise has appeared,
and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Depart-
ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application

E. will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form you will know exactly =
what information we require to have before

:7. us in order to solve your problems. =
LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:

E Inquiries should NOT be made in person at E.
Fleetway House or Tallis House.
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print, but in answer to another reader's query the
circuit diagram will be reproduced in " Badiotorial "
very shortly.)

COILS FOR CHOKES.
P. T. S. (Port Sunlight).-" It is often re-

commended that tuning coils can be used as
H.F. chokes instead of specially purchased
chokes, but I have never seen any remarks on
what sizes could, be used for this purpose.

What coil should be used for 5 X X, for instance,
and what size for the ordinary wave -length " .

When the Daventry 5 X X range is being received
the coil used for an H.F. choke should be a large one.
say 500, or possibly 400 turns, but on the lower wave-
lengths a No. 250 plug-in coil will serve quite well
as an H.F. choke.

" GRAMMY " CONTROL.
W. E. (Lancs.) -" The set has no volume

control and in the ordinary way does not
need it, but when I use a gramophone pick-up
I get overloading on certain records. Is there
any other simple way out of the difficulty ? "

Apart from a volume control you call try the
effect of experimenting with various types of " soft "
needles to see if they give the desired effect. It is
worth while -also to ascertain whether there is any
method of adjusting -the sensitivity of the pick-up
which you are using, as sometimes there is a small
adjustment screw provided.

USING A LOUD SPEAKER.
M. M. T. (nr. Chester).-" What are the

.advantages of a filter -output circuit for use.

with a loud speaker ? "
One of the chief advantages of the loud -speaker

filter -output circuit is the fact that it confines the
high-tension voltage to the set itself, arid thus any
long loud -speaker leads to other rooms in the house
are not at high potential- voltage and there is no risk
of Shock or of leakage. Another advantage is that
the filter circuit enables the maximum magnetic
load to be given to the loud speaker by the " speech "
currents, as it removes the loading due to the steady
current of the last valve.

Other important advantages of the system are the
prevention of a wasteful drop in voltage applied to
the plate of the last valve through comparatively
high -resistance L.S. windings, the protection of loud-
speaker windings by relieving them of anode current,
and finally the chance it gives:of adjustment of out-
put Impedance.

POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE MAIN EARTHED?
R. S. M. (Huddersfield).-" When running

a mains unit from D.C. for a three -valve set,
(Continued on page 972.)
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Send for the Polar
Catalogue (P.)
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7hey aliplace Polar
behind their panels

Polar
"Ideal"

111111111111111:

When it is a question of efficiency and economy there are no con-
densers more worthy of being placed behind your panel than the
Polar " Ideal " (for Tuning) and the Polar " Volcon " (for Reaction).
THE POLAR "IDEAL"
Fast and Slow Motion Tuning Condenser. This is one of the moat popular types
of condensers because it can be Used most effectively with practically any
modern circuit. Gives both fast and slow motion. Remarkably smooth and
silent. It makes just that difference in selectivity that adds a few more
stations to your list of those "worth hearing" and improves the quality of
reception by giving you " dead -on " tuning.

0003 - 1 .00035 - 12/3 .0005 - 12/6
Phosphor Bronze Balls 6d. extra. Dram Control Type 2;6 extra.

THE POLAR " VOLCON "
A compact condenser for reaction control where slow
motion is not essential. Solid brass throughout. Can be
used with metal panel or screen. Specially suited for
Ultra -short waves. Silent in operation. Smooth, easy
control.
.00025 - 8/. .00015 - 5/9 .0001 - 5 '6

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.
1 88-1 89, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Polar Works : Mill Lane, CM Swan, Liverpool.
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GET THEM BOTH
TOGETHER

66K
UNIT 25/ -

When getting your 66K Unit,
ask your wireless dealer to
demonstrate the Blue Spot
Chassis.
You will then hear what the
66K Unit really can do-for
it is working under ideal
conditions, driving a chassis
specially made for it.
The Blue Spot Chassis is
made in two sizes complete
with cone,
The Major (13" cone) 1 5j -
The Minor (91" cone) 12/6
Both Blue Spot and both the
finest value obtainable.

BLUE SPOT
CHASSIS

Blue Spot
Major Chassis

157 -

Blue Spot
Minor Chassis

12:6

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Gt. Portland St.,London,W .1. Phone: MUSEUM 8630 -(4. lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North TV ales,

H. C. RAW SON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD.,
ioc, London Rd., Sheffield. ('Phone: Sheffield 26006.) 22 St. Mary's

Parsonage, Manchester, (' Phone : Manchester City 3329.) 11
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FIEF -PA Ti
COMPONENTS

are recognised by critical
designers as essential
for RECEIVERS and
AMPLIFIERS where
quality is the first con-
sideration.

Inferior components
may give temporary
satisfaction, but with
good components the
first cost is the last cost.

Unrivalled knowledge
is behind the design.

Great resources are
behind the manufacture.

And a great firm stands
behind the product.

That is your security

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

,.01.10111111111IIIIIIII,II1111111111111111 II I
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Only Brownie's huge production enables
them to offer this really splendid dial for
2/6. The special non -backlash design
makes hair- breadth tuning a matter of
delightful ease, while its handsome ap-
pearance (black or beautifully grained
mahogany Bakelite) will add to the good
looks of that new set you are building.
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED,
NELSON STREET WORKS, LONDON, N.W.1.

BROWNI
WIRELE SS,.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(co,ti.ed Pain page 970.)

what difference does it make if the negative
main is earthed, :or the positive ? "

The important point of difference is the fact that
the listener himself is always earthed, because he
walks about on the earth or on something which is
connected to earth. Especially is this the case if he
is walking on a damp surface when his body from an
electrical point of view can often be considered quite
well' connected to the earth.

If he touches electrical apparatus which also is
earthed there will be' no difference of potential (or
only very little) between him and it. Consequently
he will feel no shock But if he touched electrical
apparatus which is at a high voltage above or below
earth potential, the current will tend to Row through
him to earth, and he will feel a more or legs severe
shock according to the circumstances.

Thus in the case of a D.C. unit, if the negative
main is earthed, the earth terminal on the set and all
connections to it will be absolutely safe for the con.
sttuCtor to handle, for he too is at earth potential.
Filament, accumulator connections, the earth and
aerial lead, in fact all the ordinary connections on the
set will be free from the possibility of trouble, the only
place where the shock would be felt by him is touch-
ing the H.T. positive wiring, or anything connected
to the plates of the valve.

Quite Different Conditions.
Sometimes for reasons of its own the electrical

. supply company earths the positive main, and where
this is done the conditions from the point of view of the
owner of a mains unit are completely reversed.

Now it is the H.T. positive wiring which is safe to
handle, and he may with impunity touch the plates of
the valves of the H.T. *slave terminal on the mains
unit without experiencing any shock worth mention-
ing. But all the H.T. negative wiring is now "alive."

The aerial or earth wires, the earth terminal, the
- filial-lents, the L.T. battery leads, are all liable to give
a shock when touched because they may be relatively
as far negative to the listener, as formerly the H.T.
positive wiring was positiye to him. Obviously,
apparatus of this kind should be used carefully, and

- purchased from a reputable firm that understands the
possibilities of these potential differences and lays
down designs on safety -first principles.

NEXT WEEK IS
RADIO WEEK !

*_,,4-40-4-0-4,--.11-44-4-4.4,1 4- 40-4-*
ONCE every year there is a big gather

round,' and all the heads of radio
get together to make one supreme

effort for the listener. Here are some of
the special items arranged by the B.B.C. :-
SUNDAY, 12TH: St. Martin's Service and

Albert Sandler.
1VIONDAY, 13TH.-" Should the Speed Limit

13e Abolished " (A. P. Herbert versus
Gerald Barry), and Milestones of
Musical ,Comedy.

TUESDAY, 14m.-Flotsam and Jetsam and
Tommy Handley.

WEDNESDAY, 15m.-Gracie Fields in ex-
cerpts from " The Show's the Thing,"
and Play, " The Wrecker," by R. L.
Stevenson.

TRURSDAY, 16TH.-Vaudeville : Ronald
Frankau, Marie Burke, Wish Wynne,
Jack Hulbert and Cicely Courtneidge.

FRIDAY, 17m.-Symphony Concert from
the Queen's Hall, with Szigeti
(violinist).

SATURDAY, 18TH.-Pantomime from the
Theatre Royal, Leeds-" Mother
Goose." Wales versus England at
Cardiff, by Captain Wakelanl.

Why not let your friends shale in the
great goings-on " ? Get them interested
in the great radio game, too. Convert their
cold indifference into the frenzy of the
" fan." Show them what they're missing !
Make them realise, in fact, that NEXT
WEEK IS RADIO WEEK.

TOUR EUROPE
ONE STATION AFTER ANOTHER

WONDERFUL RESULTS. With the MULLARD
" ORGOLA " 3 Circuit using

"GOLTONE" COMPONENTS
and lVRILLARD VALVES. Supplied in sealed Kit with dia-
grams of wiring and instructions for easy assembly. Do you
realise the extraordinary range and volume of this set, combining
three mighty valves, Screened Grid, Detector and Pentode.
" Orgola " Kit including superb ea
cabinet as illustrated. Pfice Zall .1%,

Full particulars on request -
Radio catalogue
with particulars of Wand, Goida. From all first class

Kit on request. Dealers.
PENDLE ION

Refuse substitutes.

The type H.T.3
01WESTINGHOUSEn

METAL RECTIFIER
21/ -

Output 120 volts. - 20 milliamps.
Suitable for incorporation in eliminators to work sets of the popular 3 -naive
types such as Cossor Melody Maker, Mullard Master Three, etc., etc.

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road King's Cross r London, N.1

110,01:13 120 askmosoot
A.cvours us,u.

Our 32 -page booklet " The All -Metal Way,
1930," shows how to make any type of
eliminator or charger for A.C. Mains-
Full description, circuits and components

required.
Send 2d. stamp with your name and address

for a copy.
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DURING
RADIO WEEK

Will Day Ltd., as always, are co -opera
ating with British Radio manufac-
turers and all wireless receivers, com-
ponent parts and accessories can be
obtained immediately. Deal with a
firm that has a real British reputation

second to none.

ALL MAINS RECEIVERS
Dubilier - (3 -valve) £25
39. Marconi (3 -valve) £21
Lotus - (3 -valve) £21

ALL TYPES OF

NCV)35 S)rS
OW

NY'8")V1

O.,-91-43-63?
sup plied on easy payments.
Details and catalogue On request.

WILL DAY LTD.
LISLE STREET, LONDON,

RegentPhone:

r---CAUTION-N
There is ONLY ONE

GENUINE FORMO-DENSOR "G"
(see name on Article and Carton.)

used by designer
and specified for

THE BROOKMANS REJECTOR
THE WAVE -CHANGE REJECTOR

THE KENDALL REJECTOR

BE WISE !
Refuse Unspecified Substitutes and
thus Avoid Disappointing Results.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of post card.

THE FORMO CO.; CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

YO U RS
FOR A

FEW SHILLINGS

4

4

RilAGIC YkilAGIC
'WAG IC

4 Build one of these great sets in time for Radio
Week ! You can have the complete guaran

I teed Kit for only a small first payment down.
4 Simply fill in and post the coupon and
4 WARNER'S will send the Kit. That's all

0

4
--- no fuss-no 'references. And the set is

0
iust as easy to build.

4 WARNER'S are noted for their keen terms--
the best in the trade.

0 Three convenient kits for each set--choo.,.e
4 which you require, and send now.

4

4

4

1 NE .11.-1 &/C THREE-Reproduced by ImvntiS6ion.

MAGIC 2
KIT A 7 /10

less valves /

& cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at &I.
KIT B in /8

with valves `-'/
less cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at 9,11.
KIT C I I /6

with valves ° /
& cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at 11,9.

MAGIC 3
KIT A in /9

less valves
& cabinet DOWN
mid 12 monthly pay-

ments at 11/-.
KIT B 1 'A/6

with valves A "-
less cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at 13;9.
KIT c 5/10with valves' -

& cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at 16/1.

I.

4

4

4

1

4

4

4

4

MAGIC 4
KIT ARI/1

less valves s-/
& cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at 16,4.
KIT B Pn/8
wtthvalves
less cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at 20111.
KIT C 2.1/3

withvalves-'
& cabinet DOWN
and 12 monthly pay-

ments at 2316.

WARN E R'S
Radio Corner, 12, Norton Folgate, BishOpssate, E.1. 'Phone: 'Bishopsgate 8011.

I

4

4

POST THIS COUPON NOW
To WARNER'S (Dept. P.W.), 12, Norton Folgate, Cishopsgate, E.I.

I enclose P.O. value being first payment
for guaranteed Magic Kit and agree to pay
the balance in twelve monthly instalments of....

NAME

ADDRESS

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS.
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SERVICE MODEL

STEEL MASTS-' NO HOLES TO DIG
, 26 Feasecthien.s In

,,II in. Steel tube 5
tapering to 1 in.

3 nom

Carriage, London, r!6; Mid-

i...air
lands, 2/6; elsewhere, 3/6.
Weight 24 lbs.
34 Feet high. In 2116

C 4 sections of
ill in. Steel tube
tapering to, i in. Carriage,
London, 21- Midlands, 3!-;
elsewhere, 4/-. Weight 46. lb.

The " SUPER!' MAST.

42 Feet high,
In 5 sec-

tions of heavy
11 in. Steel tube tapering
to x in. A real bargain.
Carriage, London, 216 ;
Midlands, 3/6 ; elsewhere,
416. Weight 46 lbs.
D.R No bother. Theta

` masts are easy to
MASTS erect, damp and
rot proof. Made of
sturdy British steel tub-

..., ing tapering from r in.
to xi M. in 9 ft. sections
complete ice every
detail. Cast iron bed
plate, steel ground
pegs, stay rings and
galvanized wire stays
cut to length, pulley
bolts, washers, etc.-
No Further Outlay.

P.R: PRODUCTS. M.18.. P.R. HOUSE,
NEWGATE STREET. LONDON, E.C.4.
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.) Telephone CITY 3788.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The "MAGIC THREE
A FLOATING BATTERY

Letters From readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in mo way indicate that we associate
ourselves,with the views expressed by our.00r-
respondents,,and we.,cannot accept any respon-
sibility for information given.-EDITOR.

4.-41.

used for charging from a " Tungar " rectifier. The
acrtlainlatopi. And set are .pe.rmanently connected to.
the appropriate tetihitiatfi and the- switches' save
interfering with accumulator connections and, at the
same time, satisfactorily carry out the purpose for
which they were originally intended-viz. to prevent
the house mains pressure ever reaching the set even
-through a " floating-'" accumulator.

I doubt if the idea is so necessary with me now that
a valve rectifier is in use : but the scheme is to my
mind, essential when using D.C. mains.

When No. 1 switch is down and No. 2 up, No. 1
accumulator is available for use by the set, and No. 2 is
available for charging if the rectifier is turned on (or
if any lamps are on in the D.C. mains circuit) and vice
versa. If both switches are up the accumulators can
be charged in series, and if both are down they are

,available for use in parallel.
This method has been in use with me for some seven

THE " MAGIC " THREE.
The Editor, Port LAIL WIRELESS.
- Dear Sir, --S64 a kW lines -to let you linitw how I
appreciatethe Magic'.' Thtee. r And I thihk it has --.-

been rightly named, fur I tune in station a f er station.
About a week ego,L managed to get London and

at loud -speaker volume.- Seeing. that 1 reside, a
few thousand miles from London, in Pretoria,
Transvaal, S.A., to my mind it is jolly good, as my
aerial is only 16 ft. above the roof and 40 ft, in length.
And I am sure you agree with me that it is possible
With a "Magic" Three.

"Hoping that all the constructors of the " Magic "
Three are as well .sati&fied as I am. -

I renutiii, -

Yours faithfully,
A:"MosZ.

Pretoria, S.A.

A FLOATING BATTERY
The Editor, POPULAR 'WIRELESS.

Dear have read with interest Mr. Young's
article on page 601 of POPULAR WIRELESS for No-
vember 23rd. 1029, and would suggest that " floating "
batteries should be avoided. In 99 cases out of a.100
they are perfectly safe, but in the odd case of a dirty
terminal.. there is a risk of getting the full mains
pressure across the set. To get over this difficulty
I use two switches, as shown in the attached sketch.

Two 3 -pole double -throw switches are mounted on
a mahogany board (which, incidentally, also carries
a voltmeter and an ammeter). This was used origi-
nally for charging from D.C. mains from a fuse to one
of the principally used circuits in the house, and now

years, for the first four 6f which the accumulator
were charged from a loop taken out of the main fuses
of the D.C. mains, and for the last three years they
have been charged by a " Tungar " rectifier. The
use of two accumulators and two switches is not
essential.

Yours faithfully,
KEITH. SCOTT.

Newcastle -it po n -Ty ne.
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RADIO WEEK !
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ft -46 -46 -ft- A Sample of
" HARBROS " EASYFIX

CAPACITY REDUCING FLEX )
Patent

together with illustrated literature
will be sent Post Free on

application to the
manufacturers.

HART BROS. ELECTRICAL MFG. Co., Ltd.
OUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX

-

Superfine Qualiky

relleborg
GUARANTEED

44bliCrioNE
E BONI E

2?.000 VOLT!. KR,4;pres,...,, AWES

2..TE'smt 25% REDUCED PRICES.
.

Highly Polished 6x 9 7x14 7x18 7x21 84x/64 8X16
,q," Black or Wavy. sq. In. .72,6 "4/6 7/- 6/1
1'6' Mahogany. }" Black or'

Wavy. - In. - 3/8 6/3 8/- - 9/3- 6/- 8/-
I Mahogany. l d. sq. In. .. 4/6 8/2 10:6 12/3 8/- 1018

TRELLEBORG EBONITE WORKS LTD., Union Place, Wells St., London, W.I.

rivz

THE BEST

PANELS

-NOW THE

CHEAPEST!
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-ALL ELECTRIC
A SET WORTH LISTENING TO

The Igranic All Mains 2
operates entirely from .tU.
Mains. Compact design.
One knob control. Dual
wave switch to eliminate
coil changing. Perfect
reproduction.

Supplied in attractively de-
signed oak or mahogany
table cabinet. Price

. o . o complete with
valves and royalties.
Please state exact mains
voltage when ordering.
Write to Dept. R.I39 ,for detazis.

I NVEST
IN
A

SQUIRE

QUIRE Cone Speakers are a good
investment from all points of view.
For a very small expenditure,

they will bring you in reproduction
that is only equalled by the most
expensive speakers on. the market. We
Make this claim with the utmost
confidence because it has been tested
and proved true.
There is a Squire  Speaker to suit
every purse and every requirement.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate one
and prove our claims for yourself.

The No. rot is illustrated above.

Price of Cradle coin.
plete with Cones,
Octagonal front and
enamelled ,
backstand gns.
(including Royalty)

Set of four nay silver
chains 3)6
Art Silk lampshade
fringe ".. .. 41 -

Kit for making two
cones 7,3

FREDK. SQUIRE LTD.
10, Leswin Place, Stoke Newington, N.16

P&T

11110SE (CIL

G:TER.

NOW ONLY

JT CLIC)

This new Tuning Unit
gives you all wave lengths
between 220 and 2,000
metres on ode dial.
Easy to fix, simple to
connect and fool -proof
in operation. You need
no plug-in coils at all,
and the price is-

1 416
From all dealers of repute or direct from the manufacturers-

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO.,
LTD., BROCKLEY WORKS, LONDON, S.E.4,
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Ott CANNOT Go
wrvER QuAu*

isms

and

price?whypr

)

TUNGSRAM

You will not get better results from
the most expensive valve on the
market than from -the Tungsram
Barium Valve. Yet it costs you
nearly 50 per cent less. The Barium
filament gives these valves efficiency,
richness of tone, greater volume.
They are made by the makers of the
famous lamps and they have the
same reputation for reliability.

2-, 4- and 6 -volt types from

s/6 te.

TUNGSRAM
BARIUM
Valves

Factories in Austria, Czecho
Slovakia, Hungary and Poland.

TUNOSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS
(Ot. Britain}, LTD., Commerce House,

72, Oxford Street, London, W.1.
Branches: Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol,
Cardiff, Glasgoiv, Leedsl )1anchester, New-

castle, Nottingham:

"CALLED UP"
A. few of the radio war tales 'told by
readers in response to our recent
invitation. Will correspondents
note that we cannot accept any
further contributions for this
feature after Monday, January 20th,

1930 ?

* *
A DESERT CALL.

The. Editor.
Dear Sir,-I was: attached. to the :Royal

Engineers and -was on the staff of a small
Ifio station planted in the Syrian desert.
One night I was staggered to hear, very

plainly; -the dramatic S.O.S. call which
came in very clearly and loudly.

We were miles from the coast and with
1915 apparatus we seldom if ever heard a
" dot " from shipping.

But that pitiful 'call for help came in as
though the ship was riding across the very
desert itself.
" S.O.S. S.O.S. HELP, HELP, WE ARE

SINKING."
The message was repeated a large number

of times, but no ship's name or bearings
were given.

For half an, hour this went on, the call
becoming more and more frantically
desperate:
" S.O.S. SAVE US, WE ARE

LEVEL WITH THE RAGING
OCEAN."

- I passed these messages on to Head-
quarters, who told me to try to get in
touch with the sender. I had tried, of
colir,.e, but was quite unsuccessful.

At last came the following tragic finale,
S.O.S. WE ' ARE SINKING,

SINKING SINKING (a pauSe)-WE
HAVE SUNK ! "
believe the man who so deplorably

misused the ether and made a mockery of
the S.03. was an R.A.F. man, but am not
sure. Did any " P,W." reader bear these
messages ?

Yours faithfully,
L. K. H.

London, N.

BREAKING REGULATIONS.
The Editor,

Dear Sir,-Regarding your request for
stirring or amusing tales of wireless in the
Great War, the following was amusing to me
after the event.

It happened when I was senior operator
on an oil tanker, position about 200 miles
west of Port Nolloth Naval Wireless Station.
Direction -finding was then being carried
on by the enemy with a fair amount of
success, so much so that only transmissions
of an important nature were allowed.

A switch was fitted in the master's room,
so that no transmission -could take place
without his authority ; on our undertaking
strictly to 'observe the rules and' regula-
tions the master kept the switch constantly
in the closed position so that we could
transmit at any time we thought fit.. We
carried an emergency aerial.

I was on watch one afternoon (my. last
entry in the log was, " All quiet ") when I
heard " CQ, CQ, what ship on port bow ? "-
1 at once looked out on the port bow, but
saw nothing. I decided to take pot luck in

(Continued on:page 978.)

ENGINEERS!
Carft we get together?

WRITE FOR THIS

IT'SBOOK

TO -DAY Aroir

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500, per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you
can do the same.

We have an unrivalled and world wide organization,
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than a
" bread and butter lob you owe it to yourself to
investigate our Service.
Our handbook "Engineering Opportunities " has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Ennis., outlines home study courses in all branches
of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES.
In a Brilliant Foreword Prof. A. M. Low shows
clearly the chances you are missing.
"Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that " upward urge " and send a postcard NOW,
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford Street, W,1

--EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in " Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.
send us a list of the parts you require, and thepayments that will st quotation.ec, and we
will send you a definite Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET
'Phone: Museum 1414. Ot. Portland St., W.1

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH-TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.

KIM OP PARTS FOR:
A.C. Unit, 5060, 5080, Bet. 60,

All -Power A.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages £2 2 6
D.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages ... 19 9
Battery Charger, complete with valves,

charging current 2 amps. .S1 15 6
Wiring Diagrams Free. State A.C. or D.O.From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY,103, Parringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
Telephone Clerkenwell 5312

wiz-.epee
111110111

N1PARTS
2 1 t
POST'.,

for constructing
an all steel Chassis double linen diaphragm Speaker

with adjustable damping attachment.
Size 20 insenuire 24 5 Ens. wine

Built in iti,an-nour ..... nne i5555s,55.
oe sine.

GREEN & FAULCONBRIDGE, LTD.,
11, QUEENS ROAD, COVENTRY

KAY'S CABINETS
This Cabinet soundlyconstruotee of Oak
and equipped with Baseboard Banners.
Pall Front, Binged Top. Polished rich
Jaeobean. 36" -high. For panels AT.
up to 18, wide -2
A Iso.mado to accommodate any 'Popular
Set. Greatest Pane of WirelessOa bineta.

Illustrated Lists Free.
H. KAY, Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.17

'Phone: IVAITTI4MSTOW 1626.

I
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APOLOGY
To The Mullard Wireless
Service Co., Ltd., Mullard
House, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.2.

With reference to the recent advertisements
appearing under my name in Wireless Journals
wherein I have used the words " Mullard
Master 3* Circuit (Simplified)" I regret that I
have caused such advertisements to appear
and appreciate that such advertisements would
lead the public to believe that these sets were
manufactured by you, which is contrary to
the fact.

I undertake that I will not in future repeat
these advertisement, or any similar adver-
tisements, nor sell any goods under
name, unless they are manufactured by you,
and I apologise to you and to the public for
having published advertisements which I now
realise were entirely nli,deading.

X. Raymond.

Trading as RAYMOND'S
27028,LisIe Street, London,

W.C.2.

I WARNING
All Goods manufactured by the Mullard

Company are clearly marked Mullard," and
the Trade and the Public generally are warned
that proceedings will be taken against anyone
attempting to pass off other goods as being of
" Mullard " manufacture.

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre
'Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 11-1

AMAZING VALUE IN 3 - VALVE
LOUDSPEAKER RECEIVERS
RECEIVES

LOCAL
BROOK -

MAN'S
PARK,
NEW

ALTER.
NATIVE,

5 G B,
AND MANY

CON-
TINENTAL
STATIONS.

DE LUXE MODEL atEDITAiloCiantL

A WONDERFUL SET
FOR DISTANCE,
SPEECH AND MUSIC.
RECEIVER (as shown) with
3 D.E. Valves, (one Power),
Dual Range Coil 200,2000,
Battery Leads, and 9 volt

Grid Bias.
ALL PARTS ENCLOSED.
TRANSFORMER COUPLED
NETT CASH NO COILS

TO CHANGE

BATTERIES
and

NOT C.O.D. SPEAKER
Carriage 5, - EXTRA

6916

SEND
YOUR DETAILED
LIST OF PARTS
YOU REQUIRE

SPECIAL
QUOTATION
IF OVER

(Where possible).

MAGIC H.F. UNIT P.W,,,
DEC, 21

0005 Variable, S.M. Dial, L.T. Switch, 2 Sockets, 001
Fixed, 1 V/Holder, P.W. Screen, B.B. Coil Socket, Ray-
mond Special Choke (as used in set, 6/-), B.B. 20/.
Neutralising Two 1 mfd.' 600 -ohm Resistance, v.,
Strip. Terminals. Wire, Clip, Screws, Panel, etc. Post1/3

DARIO VALVES
2 or 4 volts.

Universal, 11.0., or Super
11.F.. each Mt; Super
Power, 7/8; Hyper Power,

9/6. (Postage, please.)

fRIOTRON VALVES
New Dark Emitters.

Power, 7 6; ILO.,
each 81-, 2 volt. Post 3d.

WHY PAY MORE? EVERY

STATION
OUR LATEST ON THE

DE LUXE "SUPER" 3 -VALVE MAP NOT

LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER GUARAN-

IS JUST WHAT YOU WANT TEED, BU I

IT GETS
THOSE
THAT

MATTER.

CASH PRICE

95, -
Carr. ex. 5,-.

READY TO FIX TO -YOUR AERIAL. or12 monthly
ASSEMBLED IN CABINET. Payments of

Built for Tone, Power and Selectivity. 9
todc supplied, giving marvellous results.
Extremely efficient. Lissen Power Pen- 11
New type of dual wave panel mounting
coil incorporated with switch, 2 tine ..,, .,,
Tuning Dials, Telsen and Super o.a.,,eties andTrans-
formers, H.F., L.F., Dull Emitter Vita
with Lissen Pentode (only 100 volts H.P. included.

v.T!ttatan Speaker NOT
needed), Grid Bias, Coloured Battery
Leads. Range 200 to 2,000 metres. N.P. FORM

SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL! FREE.

MAGIC TWO
KIT OF PARTS.

Panel 14 x 7, 0005 S.M.
Condenser. Differential Re-
action, e/o Switch, 2 Sprung
V.A., 2 B.B. Coil Holders,
A.F. Choke, Lotus or
Telsen Radiogrand 12/6
(add balance ally other
make), 400 -ohm B.B. Pot.,
Neutralising Condenser,
-0003 and 0005 Fixed,
2-meg. and Holder. Strip,
10 Terminals, Wire, Screws,
Clips, Flex, Plugs
and Baseboard . 55/.

Post V-.

WAVETRAPS
WATMEL 8/6, I. D. S.

10;6, ELITE 4,6.

LISSEN PARTS
60-v. II.T., 7/11; 108-v.,
12/11; etc. Latest 4 -pole
Unit, 12/6. S.O. Envelope,
10/-. Coils for 8.0.3, 6/6.
R.C.C. Units, 4/.. 0005
Var., 6/6. Vernier Dials,
3/6. Postage, Please.
LISSEN POWER PEN-
TODE. Output 7 in/a.
100-v. H.T. only 4 7/6
required.

TUNEWELL
COILS

Clarion, 10/6 each; Dual
6 -pin, 7/9. Wearito Talis-
man, 7/6. Sovereign Latest
Dual Panel Coi1,8/13 (Switch
incorporated).

BUILD THE
MULLARD MASTER 3*

WITH MULLARD PARTS
3 Spring V. Holders. Combined Wave Coil, Perma-
core L.F. Climax L.F., H.F. Choke, Battery Switch,
J.B. -0005, J.B. -00035, Mullard -0003 and 2
meg., Holder, .0001 Fixed, Panel Brackets, Spades,
8 Plugs, Flex, Links. 4 Engraved Terminals, Base-
board, all Screws, Aluminium Panel ready drilled
(or ebonite, if preferred), Grid Bias,
Above Parts for Home
Assembly. PRICE £6 2 6Cabinet and Valves Extra

"MAGIC" 3
KIT OF APPROVED
PARTS. See P.W.
previous
is sue

torfree.) 79%
40, 60X, 100, 250X
COILS 113/- SET.
ULTRA SHORT as
WAVE COILS 2, Kr
4, 6, 9. POST 6d. SET.

TITAN THREE
EASY TERMS

Kit of approved pacts,
CABINET, MULLARD
S.G. Valve, 2 D.E. Valves,

Wiring Diagram.
1 2 monthly

1011payments of

OAK
SPEAKER
CABINET

nails 6
Cone on baffle board,
Aluminium chassis,
complete with unit :
Blue Spot 66K - 32/6
Latest Tefag - 24'-
Lissen 4 -pole - 20;' -
The above prices are for the
cabinet, chassis. cone and

unit.
Assembled ion tow ate,s1,.

Carr. and Packing 2.'-.

WE STOCK
.T.B.Condensers,R.I.Chokos.
Transformers and all usual
products, Lcwcos Coils,
Chokes, etc., Eke° Mains
Units, Ainplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti L.F. Transformers,
Chokes, Anode Resistances,
Comer; Mullard, Osram,
Ediswan, Marconi Valves,
Varley Chokes and Trans-
formers. Ormond Conden-
sers, Dials, etc.

BROOKMANS
REJECTOR PARTS

IN STOCK.
Compression type 2!.
Cond9nsers " J" Post

Or " 43" extra.

COUPON No. 9.
Illustrated Cata-
logtm 3d. Mention

No. of coupon.
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TAMMY
idaituUniti

WORK YOUR SET WITHOUT
DRY BATTERIES . . . AND

'SWITCH ON' for £2.7.6

Tannoy mains units act
like the electric light. No
moving parts or valves
to break, simply connect

FROM £2-17-6 COMPLETE to your present set and
switch on."

Tannoy units are better,
more constantand cheaper,
they never run down . .

don't buy any more dry
batteries before you have
tried a Tannoy mains
unit.

FROM £2-12-6 COMPLETE

The TULSEMERE MFG. CO.
1-7, Dalton Street, West Norwood, S.E.27.

'Phone : Streatham 6731.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.
Inventions Advice Handbook and Con-
sultations FREE.-B. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,
Regd. Patent Office (G.B.. U.S. and Canada).
146a, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
43 sears' references. 'Phone: Cent. 0682

14,000
SUCCESSES
s the record of

The T.I.O.B.
If you, too. wish to
advance to a well -paid
post in any branch of
engineering T.I.(1.11.
home - study training
otters you the surest
means of achieving the
success you desire.

ENGINEERS
124

PAGES

This 124 -pp. book furnishes the most complete information
ever published about the many professional qualifications
open to engineers, such as A.M.Inst.C.E., A.M.I.Meen.E..
A.M.I.E.B.. A.M.Inst.B.B., etc.: describes nearly 200
Courses, the widest selection of engineering courser in
the world; and is crammed with matters of Interest to
every engineer. If you are ambitious, TheT.I.G.B. can help you-write TONIGHT foryour TREE copy of "The Engineer's Guide toSuccess," stating branch or exam. that in-terests you.
The Technological Institute o. Great Britain,

Established 1917
26, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4.

64 KLEEFI KUT "
PLUG-IN COILS FOR
KEENEST SELECTIVITY

See last week's "P.W." for Remarkable Prices.
"The best Coils 1 ever had."

L BRUCE, 99, KIND HENRY'S RD., LONDON, N.W.3.

AGENTS WANTED
Spare time, to sell Wireless Apparatus and

Accessories. Live wires only.
COOPER & CO., CASTOR, PETERBOROUGH.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/- --
Transformers 151-. Loudspeakers 4/.. All repairs
re -magnetised free Tested guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours
Discount for Trade. Cierkentnell 9069E. MASON. 44, East Rd.. City Rd., Ni..

(RELIIADIILIITY
WIIRELES$ GUNN WI -296

.4 Complete List of all
that is best in Radio

dt Keenest Prices.
Trade Enquiries Invited.

a. MI .ITAYIL©it &V?
::adtoHouse.MACAULAY STREET,

;-" ICCERSFIELD. Phone 341.

"CALLED UP."
(continued front page 976.)

breaking the rules, and reply. I sent out
on full power, " Ere bnd east." The reply
was, " Are homeward bnd."

We then exchanged a feW signals, and
both agieed to call later. -No Sootier had I
finished than I was called by Port Nolloth.
" You have committed a serious breach,
request name of ship and operator."

After due consideration I gave the desired
information, and got the reply, " R O.K.,
will report to the Admiralty immediately."

Until the following afternoon I had views
of spending the next 15 years of my life in
a naval prison, when the junior operator
informed me that the ship on the port bow
was no other than he, with a testing buzzer
connected to the emergency aerial on the
bridge ; to represent Port Nolloth he used
a high-toned buzzer. He opened the in-
spection door of the leading -in insulator
case on the bridge and was able to read my
transmission from the spark, which could
be heard quite plainly. After all, it WAS
amusing !

Angus. ROBERT E. THOMSON.

MYSTERIOUS MUSIC.
The Editor.

Dear Sir,-It was in France early in
1916, when wireless telephony was scarcely
out of the laboratory stage and broad-
casting unthought of.

We were keeping a look -out for Jerry's
wireless stations, using a " Round " valve
and circuit and the results we obtained
after our previous crystal experience were
marvellous.

It was the practice for two of us to keep
watch together, but one night my half -
section-a Jock-went over to the canteen,
where a pal was celebrating his promotion.

He apparently bad " one over the eight"
and, on bis return to the station, he put
the phones on and promptly dozed off.

The orderly officer was due on his rounds,
so I endeavoured to wake him. Just as he
was' trying to pull himself together, -I was
amazed to hear the strains of a band playing
" Alciander's Rag -Time Band " in the
earphones.

I listened spellbound, and tried to tune
it in stronger, and my companion sat
upright with a jerk and in an agitated voice
asked : " Did ye hear that ?"

" Hush," I snapped back, carefully
moving the controls, " But did ye no
hear that ? " he entreated, apparently
thinking I was on the track of an elusive
" Jerry."

" Oh, do be quiet ! " I replied.
" For goodness' sake tell me what you

are hearing ? " he begged, tugging at my
sleeve,

When I told him he just managed to
stammer out, " Thank heavens, I thought
I had the D.T.'s' and was hearing things."

I found out afterwards one of our OffiCCF.3
had been making a few experiments.

C. F. GILBERT.

NEXT WEEK
!RADIO WEEK -2

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "

feSMIDOTH
REMIND\

The " Layerbilt "
is unbeatable for

smooth reception. It is
crammed full of electricity

and lasts half as long again as
any other battery of the same size

and weight in the world. This is
assured by the Columbia patented pro-

cess of building
er
layer upo

Duty
n laer of flat

cells. The "Laybilt " Heavy
Battery is the best ari

he
d mostorld. eco-

nomical battery in t w

Use it always. 25,--

a. o. 4721.
60 volts

10,6.
Layerbilt N 0. 4755.
No. 4486, 99 netts.for 1 8 18/,

m/a. N 0. 4780.
25/- 60 volts

201-.

Columbia
RADIO BATTERIES
J. R. MORRIS. Imperial House,15, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Scotland : J. T. Cartwright, 3, Caclogan St., Glasgow.

DON'T BUY ANOTHERRAZOR BLADE!
Money & postage returned if 1(IINIT STROPPER will
not sharpen perfectly one Gillette blade 500 times 1/6
post free.-RAZORS (P1,125,Heathfield Rd., Birmingham.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Repairs " Dept..

214, High Street. Colliers Wood London, S W.19.

Something you
really want

AND now, a new and welcome addition
to the popular range of " Sovereign"
Products-the Sovereign Compres-

sion -Type Condenser, suitable for use
in the Brookman's Rejector and wherever
this type of condenser is specified In
beautifully manufactured Bakelite case,
baseboard mounting, heavily nickel -plated
metal parts, locking nut, best

Type Vi (0001 mid.), G22fw
ruby mica, nickel -silver plates.

(-001 mid.), .13 (-0003 MM.)
From all dealers. rf any difficulty in °Notable.
apply direct to us. Requirements by return of post.

f 11111111111M 044f4't.-0 TIGN,,, III1119111111111111111

(JFA

Produced by I.R. WIRELESS CO.
6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London E.C.1

' S. IHMI11111111111111111

Baldry Ad I It.

;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111h- - WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 950.)

No doubt you could arrange the pro-
grammes better ; we all could ! No doubt
" Your Proaramme " would be the best
ever. Goodman ! But for the moment it
is their job.- They may call you in one day.
Meanwhile give them a fair chance, They
will take it, anyhow !

* *

" I will not gobble ! " Don't vex yourself
by listening to what von don't want to
hear. You needn't. The switch moves
both ways.

Be a good boy, like Jack Homer, and
pull ant your, own plums. It's a big pie.
Every now and then, however, pick out a
plum that you don't quite recognise, and
nibble it ; for there may be rare and
refreshing fruit that you haven't heard of,
and will like.

But for the land's sake don't switch on
for the sake of hearing what to you may be
only noise or tommy-rot ! That will only
make you angry, and it isn't worth it.
Wireless was made for man, not man for
wireless.

* *

" I will remember that I'm not the only
pebble on the beach ! " Everybody is some-
body's darling, and everything is some-
body's favourite.

One of our contemporaries, the " Radio
Times," asked its readers fOr postcards
'2111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111k;

:NEXT WEEK!
IS

RADIO MEEK
711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111T

giving their favourite item in the pro-
grammes last year ; and adroitly printed a
selection of the postcards so that every
blessed item in the pack, including the joker,
got a pat on the back.

I am sure that if the editor had asked
for postcards giving our pet aversion,
every item -Would also have received a
nasty huff in the eye !
' The world is. like that. It's made up of

all sorts. You hate Chamber music ; some-
body adores it. Poetry bores you stiff ;
somebody languishes for it. And they
haVe all -paid their ten shillings.

* * *

Take it all round, last year was a good
year. I think that solid progress was made
in two of the main branches of entertain-
ment orchestral music, and the plays.

I also recall with much pleasure the
" Points of View " -a very promising idea
which should be further exploited. Natur-
ally, certain items in the programmes tend
to become stereotyped ; we get tired per-
haps -of the sight of a concert with orchestra
and two singers ; in pre -Wireless days, if
we got a concert once a week we were lucky,
and now we get one, two if we like, every
night ; so there's bound to be a sameness.

Considering thee enormous amount of
detail required, what. amazes me is that
there is any freshness -at all. Why ! here
is scarcely a night but what there is
sorriething new and piquant. And 1930
will go one better! That's a certainty!

You
can take it

from us-secure
in the knowledge that

you get a good job for your
money. It's compact. That

means simplified assembly and wiring.
It's efficient. It does its work properly

because of its special core, the silver wire
of the primary, and the nickel - wound

secondary. Hear its performance and
you'll remember its name-the

Mullard "PERMACORE"
L.F. Transformer. It

has a step - up
ratio of

3 : 1.
PRICE 25".ul ard1

MASTER0RoADIO
Advt. The Mallard Wireless Service Co., Lid., Mullard HOuse, Charing Cross Road, London, W .0 .2.
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BUILD WITH THIS
HASSIS

Sold in all radio
shops. If out of stock
send dealer's name
and address to us.

Ideal acoustic conditions for the natural repro.
duction of broadcast music, speech and song
exclusive to factory -made Double Linen fa-
phrag la Speaker. Small diaphragm for high,
large diaphragm for low audible frequencies.
Accurately balanced for area, juxtaposition and

. mutual tension. Hear the chassis form at your
dealer's, Available in four sizes from 4.21-.

ULTRA ELECTRIC LIMITED
661-663, Harrow Road, London, N.W le

Baldry Ad. U 131,

,

#+ By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P. t
0 I
I TECHNICAL
f NOTES. I
* ..- -4-..--4,- .4.-..-...---.---4.----..--..- 44 4. 4-4- *

Quiet Mains Reception.

T HAVE lately been carrying out a numberI of comparative experiments with vari.
ous types of all -electric receivers. .I have

already mentioned in these notes a number
of general observations for the guidance of
any of you who may be thinking of going in
for a set of this kind, and in view of the
interest shoun in this subject, I should like
to refer to one or two further points which
may be useful.

First of all, I have been asked whether
the A.C. hum has now really been eliminated
in the modern type of all -electric set. My
view on this is that, with any really good
type of all -mains receiver, the answer is
decidedly in the affirmative.

There are still sets on the market in which
the A.C. hum is decidedly irritating, but on
the other hand there are now several sets
by the best makers in which this effect is
quite imperceptible. The use of the in-
directly -heated A.C. valve has, of course,
largely contributed to this very desirable
result.

Many of the better types of all -electric
receiver are now extremely simple to
operate and are ideal for those who are only
interested in listening to broadcast pro-
grammes from stations comparatively near.

At the same time, it is easily possible, with
just a little extra care in manipulation, to
receive a variety of European stations,
since the selectivity of these sets is as a
rule excellent.

A Simple Precaution.
I would just like to repeat, however, a

word of warning with regard to the sen-
sitivity. The all -electric sets, owing to
their necessary connection with the electric -
light mains, are much more liable to pick up
interference than the battery -operated sets,
and consequently if you are aiming at
distant reception and, therefore, have to use
a fairly sensitive receiver you must take
care that your local conditions are such that
it is possible to operate the sensitive re-
ceiver to proper advantage.

Otherwise, you may find yourself with a
wonderful receiver, quite eapable of doing
all you requite, but placed under conditions
which do not give it a fair chance of proving
its mettle. It is like bringing home a
beautiful new ear, only to discover, when
you get it home, that it is too big to go in
the garage!

Anode -Bend Hint.

When using anode -bend rectification it is
generally a good plan to put a bypass con-
denser hi the anode circuit of the detector,
the effect being not only to implode the
signal strength but also, as a rule, to In-
crease the selectivity 'of the set..

If the reaction condenser and this by-
pass condenser are removed and a fixed
condenser of, say, 0001 mfd. is con-
nected, between .the filament and anode,
generally an improvement in the signal
strength will be obtained.

(Cant nued on next page.)"

PUT

HYDRA
for safety

BETWEEN YOUR
MAINS AND SET
Build an eliminator with
HYDRA Condensers and you
are putting between the high
voltage of your mains and pour
set the surest safeguard that

science can provide.

HYDRA Condensers arc
built to stand up to higher
pressures than your maim
sappy-and every one is
tested before it leaves the
factory --tested far beyond
as .dated working voltage.

In all
the best

ELIMINATORS
you'll Find

HYDRA
CONDENSERS

Fit HYDRA for
safety

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37, Newman St.,
W.1. telephone: .1Ito,eum 2641.

'-EASY TERMS -
We SPECIALISE in the supply of all Goof
Quality Radio Sets, Components and access
odes on Easy Terms. ,We will give you ell
dent service: Send Ira your list of require-
ments and' a quotation will be sent by return
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
1 1,0ot Lane, Noble St., London, E.C.2

NATIONAL ,977.

London,

WET II T. BATTERIES
Solves all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCINC, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS, (waxed) 21- x sc. 1/3 doz.
ZINGS, new type led.doz SACS 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. lit volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 411, post. Id.
Sample unit, Sd. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30,-. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL. LONDON

GRAMOPHONES. Latest Horns and
parts. Catalogue free. Cash or terms.
Build £12 model for £3. Instructions 3d.
V. BURT. 185. High St., London, S.E.8

IT "STAYS
PUT"

()nee in and it stays In. The secret
lies in the special spring metal, from
which the prongs are made. Entire
flex-copper, rubber, and braiding-
individually gripped without use of
tools. It's the plug for every. Bat-
tery Socket, the plug that ensures
good contact, and, thanks to its
neatly engraved top, ease of con-
nection. Ask your dealer, or send
to us for Belling -Lee Handbook,

Radio Connections."

Advertisement of Belling it Lee, Ltd..
,Ileeasway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
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TECHNICAL,- NOTES.
(Continsal front previous page.)

Now the capacity of the condenser
be increased' (by removing the first con-
denser and substituting a fixed condenser
of larger capacity or putting a second
condenser in parallel) and again it will most

likrobably be found that there is still further
*increase in signal strength. In this way you

,can continue trying higher capacities until
 you get the best results.

These remarks apply, of course, as I
mentioned, to the anode -bend type of recti-
fier and in order to carry out your tests
with certainty it is preferable to tune -in
a fairly weak signal. If the signal is very
strong the effect may be masked and in
any case it is on weak signals that you re-
quire any increase of sensitivity which may
be obtainable in this way.

Mierophonic Troubles.
In the early days of valves we were

greatly troubled by microphonic effects, and
in -some cases valves were so bad that it was
impossible even to touch the table upon
which the set was standing without pro-
ducing a loud ringing from the speaker.

Then came the anti-microphonic valve -
holders, which certainly made a great
improvement. But at the same time valve
manufacturers were seeking, quite rightly,
so to design the electrodes that the valve
should be inherently non-microphonic. even
when used with an ordinary rigid holder.

NEXT- WEEK
IS

RADIO WEEK
-7111111111111111111111111111111111MMININIMIIIIIIIIMMI111110.

Most of the better types of valves to -day
are scarcely microphonic at all. The re-
silient mounting of the electrodes has a
further advantage in that the electrodes,
particularly the filaments, are protected and
so are less liable to damage -when the valve
is in transit. Broken filaments caused in
transit are much less common to -day than
they were four or five years ago.

Outside Disturbances.
1114 There is another type of microphonic
interference, however, which is still liable
to arise in certain circumstances, and this is
due" to sound-waves-usually from the
loud speaker, but sometimes from other
sources-impinging upon the valves them-
selves.

For instance, if the loud speaker is facing
the valves and close to them, there is the
danger of the valves being set into minute
vibration, according to the sound -waves
impressed upon them, and this effect,
particularly in the case of the detector, will
be picked up and magnified by the usual
regenerative process.

This type of interference, however, is
very easy to overcome by simply having the
loud speaker and the valves in such relative
positions that the sound -waves are pre-
vented front reaching the valves or are, at
any rate, very much weakened by the
time they reach the interior of the receiver,

(Continued on next page.)

for Radio on Easy rams
with Service afier Sales

Two splendid " P, W." Sets for National Radio Week.

THE MAGIC THREE" and THE "MAGIC FOUR"
COMPLETE KITS OR FINISHED INSTRUMENTS.

Complete Kit of Components, including cabinet, panel, coils and valves.
The "Magic Three" The " Magic Four "

Cash £9.8 1, or 12 monthly instalments Cash £13 11 0, or send only 30,- and
of 17j3. balance in 11 monthly instalments of 24-.
Finished Instruments, aerial tested and guaranteed, Valves. Coils and Royalty included.

In Table model Cabinet of polished mahogany.
The "Magic Three " The " Magic Four "

Cash £10 17 6, or send only 37;6 and Cash £15.15 0, or 55/- down and balance
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18:- in 12 monthly payments of 26'-.

In handsome Oak Console Cabinet with
Air Chrome sp

The " Magic Three"
Cash £15 15 0, or 55;'- down and balance
in 12 monthly payments of 26'-.

ULTRA double -linen diaphragm and
eaker.

The "Magic Four "-
Cash £21 0 0, or send only 60"- and
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 34;-.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Double linen -diaphragm Air Chrome speakers in oak or mahogany table model cabinets
of handsome appearance.
These speakers have been specially made for us and the cabinets are so designed that
they ensure the utmost purity and depth of tone from the ULTRA type K chassis
which is incorporated.
SPECIAL PRICE £4 4 0 or send only 7 6 and balance by

11 monthly instalments of 7,6.

THIS WEEK'S " P.W." SET, TalE TWIN -WAVE. THREE. Complete kit of components
including panel, cabinet and valves., Send only 174, balance in easy instalments.

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9. or 12
monthly payments of 16/6, Valves included.
REGENTONE W.1.B. S.G. (A.C. Mains). For
S.G. and Pentode Sets. Cash £4 19s. 6d., or 12
monthly payments of 9/2.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type
W.J., 2,500 m/a. In Crates. Cash f3 15s., or 12
monthly payments of 6/11. Type W.H., 120 volts,
5,000 m/a. In Crates. Cash £4 13s., or 12 monthly
payments of 8/6.
CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in Oak

Cash £5 12s. 6d., or
12 monthly payments
of 10'4 ; in Mahog-
ny, £5 17s.

12 monthly payments PHILIPS CONE SPEAKER, type 2016. Cash
of 10 9. £2 10s., or 9 monthly payments of 6/-.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified Engineers at our shops
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 9406-7-8
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Telephone : Chancery 8266
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool

Telephone Central 2134
33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-Cum-Hardy, Manchester

Telephone : Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028

1930 MULLARD " ORGOLA " KIT, including
Cabinet and Valves. Cash £10 15s. Ild., or /2
monthly payments of 20/..

EKCO 3 F.20 (A.C. Mains). Also for S.G. and
Pentode Sets. Cash £3 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly
payments of 7/4.

-STAND/00 WET, H.T. 144 -volt Battery. 10.000 -
mia, absolutely complete. Cash £4 0 0, or 12
monthly payments of 714. All parts for these bat-

- available.

Vail coupon in unsealed envelope under id. stamp.

mogimesM 11
couporr.

Please send me your 48 -page Illustrated 
Catalogue, describing the 1929/30 products
of all the leading makers.

ADDRESS

NAME

se

P.W , 11,1in  ismmdl
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ELECTRADIX
CLEARANCE
We want the space these goods take,
and offer at scrap prices to dear

during January only.
RECEIVERS, by Leading Makers. Crystal

Cabinets, with phones, 15/6. The Marconi -
phone R.B.I0 1 -Valve and Crystal Reflex ysets,
with Valve and Headphones in Cabinet, with
lid. List "price £5. Sale 17/.. COntains 15 '-
transf. 2 -Valve ditto, all range, B2L, compact
set, with DE Valves, 35/-. Sterling Three
Receivers in Cabinets. List, £25. Sale 60!-.
New R.A.F. 3 -Valve semi -portable, Remote

Control, Variable Condenser and Rheostat,
tested on Broadcast, cost £15. Sale with
Headphones, 27/6, or with Cabinet Hornless
Loud -Speaker, 42/6 ; R.A.F. 5 -Valve ditto,
with Valves. Cost £20. £3 10s. ; or less
Condenser Control Unit but suitable for fitting
in cabinet with '0005 mfd. A.T.C. Sale of
few at absurd low price of 351. to clear. L.F.
Amplifiers. 1 -Valve Sterling metal case with
Transformer, 19/6.

4 -VALVE POLAR SET. Listed £28. 1 H.F.
Det. and 2 L.F. with Polar Coil Holder and

Coils for B.B.C. and 5 X X. In Vert. Pol.
Mahog. Cabinet, £4 10s. Carriage, 4/-. A
Bargain.

STERLING Anodeon, Desk Type, one holder
Varia and Vernier Condenser Rhes. Wave
switch, and unused in Walnut cabinet. Room for
coils and 2 holders to convert to 3 -valve set.
Listed £9. Few available at 25/-.

SUPERSONIC HETERODYNES. For Sten-
ode Experiments. The cheapest is the R.A.F.
7 -valve, 600/5,000 metre H.F. Tranaf. and 3
L.F. Plug switching, beautiful mahogany
cabinet. These Sets cost £40 and area snip.
At Sale price of £9 10s. Carriage, 4/6.

3 -VALVE POWER AMPLIFIERS for Gramos.
W.D. Portable type to fit in small Gram°.
cabinets, transformer for Pick-up, cost £15.
Sale 40/, D.C. Mains Panatrope model, 65;-.

GRAMO. PICK-UPS. Magnetic Earpiece Units
for making your own 40/- reproducer. Adapted
with a little work. Only 1/2 each. Adapted
Brown A Pick-ups, 10/6.

TRANSMITTERS. R.A.F. 1 in. Spark with
A.T.I. and all fittings, in case, long or short wave.
Cost £15. Sale, 12/6 each. 2 -Valve Aircraft
ditto, with Osram valves. Speech or Morse,
90/. each. No. I Tapping Keys, open type, with
massive contacts, 6/. each. Transmitting No.
51 KD, with aluminium cover, double contact,
fine work, 7/6 each. Morse Practice Sets, with
Buzzer and Key on Mahogany panel, 8/6 each.

WAVEMETERS. Townsend, Gambrell, or
Heterodyne, less Charts, 15/.

25/- OSRAM POWER AMPLIF. VALVES. In
cartons. 50 to 500 volts. Unused. Guaranteed.
Sale, 4/6. Charging Valve Bargains. B.T.H.,
Cossor, etc., A.C. to D.C. 50 m 'a at 200 volts to
1,200 volts, cost 25/-; Sale, 4:6, guaranteed.
All 6 -volts B.E.

ELECTRIC Blowers. 30/-. Flat Irons. 220 v.,
6.-. Two -Plate Cooker, 12/, Single Hot-
plates, 7/6. Immersion Heaters' for 3/6, 5/,
with plugs and cord. Electric Soldering
Irons, 4/6.

LOUD SPEAKERS. Horn type, all sizes from
4'6. Amplion A.R. 58 fitted large Magnavox
Horn, 35/-. Western 2,000 ohms Table Talker.
Cost 35/-. Sale 121, New Mahogany Violinas
with Hegra Units are a £5 speaker for 25/- only.

MICROPHONES. Service, inset type, 10d.
each. Wonderful little units for amplifying
speech magnification, sound detection. Micro -
Stethoscope fitting, 5/-. Reed Micro Receiver,
8/-. Transformers, 3/6.

MISCELLANEOUS. Geared Condenser Dials,
1/6 : Shock Coils, 6/6 and 8/6. Voltmeter, 0-6
v. and 0-120 v., 9/6 only. Loud Speaker
Magnets. 1/8 each. H.T. Batteries, 60 v., 5/6.
Gramophone Pick-ups, 14/.. Valve Boxes, 3 -
Cell padded, 1/4. Double Protractors in
Leather Case, 5/.. Instrument Cases, mahogany,
with Handle, Lid and Drop Front, 7 x B x 54 in.,
each 2/6. Plated Angle Terminals. 10 C.A., 19.
each. Mahogany Cases, with Lid and Ebonite
Panel, with 5 Brass Sockets for H.T. 8 x I x 34 in.,
2/, Earth Spikes with Terminal, 1/2. Tons
of other goods unclassified. Send cash with
order plus postage or your enquiries.

Latest Edition of our Surplus Bargains in Radio and
Electrical Goods ready. Send addressed envelops

for Bargain List

SAVES RADIO USERS POUNDS.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218UpperThamesSt.,E.C.4
Blackfriars Stn., Underground Rly. City 0191.

emsse.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
.(Continued .front previous page.)

The type of interference set pp in this
way is generally in the form of a howl, very
similar to that which you can make by
placing the receiver of an ordinary Post
Office telephone against' the transmitter.
Valve Specifications. -

A reader refers to the charts or speci-
fication sheets supplied by valve makers,
and wants to know whether the H.T. vol-
tage as, being necessary for the valves refers
tothe voltage actually reaching the anode or
-hi the' case- of an H.T. supply unit -the
voltage delivered, or stated to be delivered-,
from the terminals of the unit.

The answer to this, I think, is fairly,
obvious. It is clearly impossible for the
makers of the valve to know what loss of
voltage there may be between the output
terminals of the H.T. unit and the H.T.
terminals of the set and they can only
specify the voltage which is intended to be
applied actually to the anodes of the valves.

As a matter of fact, there is often a con-
siderable loss of voltage before the H.T.
circuit is reached -much more than is
commonly supposed. This is why it is a
good plan to check up the actual applied
voltages by means of a fairly reliable
voltmeter -which must, of course, be of the
high -resistance variety, otherwise it will
give spurious readings.

SUPER -MICROPHONES
New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a
vast improvement over all other types; will pick up

whispered words from a distance of several
yards, also strongly amplify and transmit
speech and music over a distance, through
Lend -speaker or Headphones. Splendid
instruments for making Detectaphone,
DEAF AID, LOUD -SPEAKING TELEPHONE,
Announcements through Load -speaker,
Amplifier for Crystal or Valve Sets. Elec-

tric Sound Detector, BABY ALARM or INVALID CALL
from bedroom through distant Loud -speaker, Experi-
ments, etc. NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL SENSI-
TIVENESS KNOWN; each instrument finely black enam-
elled and Ltted with a 31t. Despatched by 0 /6
silk fiexibld.connecting cord. return post IlP/
SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting Super -Microphone to Radio Head- gt /
phones, Loud -speaker, Valve Set,or Valve Amplifier vvl

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
for use with Super -Microphone as a HIGHLY EFFICIENT
DEAF AID, or Detectaphoae, etc.; thin 3ft. silk eon.- gg // -necting cord fitted Earpiece Pine Black Enamelled u
Full directions for use of Super -Microphone for
many purposes soil Diagrams of connections free.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker, 'Phoneuseum27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.
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MADE BY
BELLING -LEE

-your Guarantee
Insulated -fire - proof
-engraved name on
both parts -ease of
connection -ample
contact s -excellent
appearance -complete
safety for any set.

The first plug and socket
in which both parts are

engraved and
entirely insu-lated when
connected or
disconnected.

Ask your dealer, or
send to us, rot Belling -
Lee Handbook," Radio

Connections." imin
Advt. of Belling .5 Lee, Ltd., Queensway

Ponders End. Max.

Plug di Socket, 9d.

Panel Portion, 3d.

Flex Portion. 6d.

Make 1930 :14

s A YEAR OF aa

PERFECT RADIO
 You CAN afford to have an up -to- W date set the P.D.P. Way. For a

small monthly payment you may
enjoy the very best Radio can offer 

immediately.

P. 14-.2. P.

&611 t741114
a . NIILLARD ORGOLA KIT.

Supplied from Stock. a
1111

M CASH
Cabinet.

1 Os.e1.24.11, including Valves and la
Ili

Dulyof
9/5.

19/5, bal. by 11I monthly payments U
a COSSOR 1930 KIT. CASH £5.15.0.a

atlindtsenolfY11661./.., bal. by 11 monthly pay -

MI NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. M
payments tame', 16/6.36

III

IN by 11 montay.0p.
IllriccO MODEL 3 F.20 (A.C.) CASEIN

.Epa3y..19eg; olcVs.nly 7/3, bal. by 11 monthly

 Besides the above we can offer kits for the U

. bal.

-CARRIAGE PAID.
Cal! or send a list of your requirement,

Quotations by return of post.
Catalogue on request.

IN The P.D.P. Co. Ltd.
(D e p t. P. W.), 121, CHEAPS ID E, 

LONDON, E.C.2.a TELEPHONE: NATIONAL 9846

*TIVRIEIRIT.RitEtAeltIOefudIVW,.."
Climax H.T. Units, Accumulators, Moving -coil a

Speakers, Portables -in fact,

EVERYTHING WIRELESS' QUICKEST DELIVERY in LONDON?.
eit

U

Good 1

Reception!1

Weil

Housed!

RADIO FURNITURE OF QUALITY !
The sort that people desire to possess and keel/ -
Graceful design -sound construction -hand french.
polished (piano finish), snug, compact, adding
to the life of your set.

Over 3,000 delighted clients.
(Coed by Radio Press -by W. James, Percy

Harris, etc.)
For your OWN sett

" Radiola" de luxe, from £5 5 0 to 511 11 0
+ " Popular" Oak Model, from £3 15 0

Cash or easy payments. '

Sent ON APPROVAL -direct from the makers.
If you wish to part with it we will willingly

refund FULL MONEY.
Photographs and fall particulars FREE!

PICKETT'S, RADIO FURNITUREs
MAKE"P.W."

WORKS, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT
Established since the beginning of Broadcasting.* *

AGENTS WANTED to sell Wireless goods, all
popular sets, components and accessories. Liberal
commission. NEW AUTO SUPPLY CO., 241. Park

Road, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres,

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.O. for particulars
and circuits. FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO"
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.
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A RAPID GUIDE TO R
A JUMPING-OFF SERIES FOR

THE NEWANIATELR
OynPentecte

T HAVE described the filament circuit of
1 the valve. It consists merely of the

filament itself, a battery and a switch
for turning the current on and off (Fig. 2).
Current flows from the battery through the
filament, and this gets hot and throws off a
cloud of electrons like boiling water throws
off a cloud of vapour.

The stream of electrons shoots through
the grid of the valve arid impinges on the
plate, as Fig. 1 indicates.

If you connect another battery between
the plate and filament (Fig. 4) the electron
stream will complete the circuit. And as

the electrons -leave the
filament there will be
others flowing in from
the negative terminal
of the battery. On
arrival at the Plate the
electrons will rush to
the positive element of
the battery in an at-
tempt to reduce the
electron instability of
this device.

The electron stream
it the valve acts as a bridge and completes
a circuit, and the bridge is at the same
time made larger by the joining of the
battery across it. Without the battery to
make the filament very negative in regard
to the plate, many of the electrons stray off
in other directions than that of the Plate.
The Grid is liable to accumulate electrons
and even impede the flow between the
Filament -and Plate.

Explaining H.T. and L.T.
But when the new battery is connected up

(Fig. 4) it is the ambition of every electron
released from the filament to get over and

help to make up for the lack of electrons
on the Plate caused by a migration from
here to the positive of the battery.

For a battery to have much effect on
the Plate of a valve it must be of a some-
what high -voltage type. Only a 2-, 4-, or
6 -Volt supply is needed for the heating of
the filament ; thus the. term Low. Tension
(Low Voltage) and, again, thus the term
High Tension as applied to the battery of

comparatively high voltage
that is met with in radio.

Supposing the Grid of the
valve were made negative (overcrowded
with electrons) in respect of the filament
by joining up yet another battery. If a
sufficient charge of electrons were given the
Grid, the electron stream between the
Filament and the Plate would cease alto-
gether (Fig. 3).

The filament electrons would accumu-
late between the Grid and Filament, and
many would be reabsorbed by the Filament.

If you made the Grid very positive
(deficient in electrons) by reversing the
Fig. 3 battery, a stimulus to the electron
flow would be given.

al111111111111111111111111111110111111iiifill1111111111111111111111111111111iu

= Although this series of " how it works " =
articles is in itself quite complete, readers
will find it interesting and instructive to

E examine the " Close-ups for Constructors "
= feature overleaf after reading each week's

instalment. Here they will see the various
component parts referred to and may
frequently trace their circuit connections.

E:-.-14.-MORE ABOUT THE VALVE.
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Thus by varying the potential of the
Grid in respect of the Filament, you can
vary the electron stream between the
Filament and the Plate from a condition
of no stream at all to one of a maximum
width; as it were.

Another way of influencing the Grid is to
feed energy on to it from cur old friend the
oscillating aerial circuit.

Instead of passimg some of the energy
through a crystal -'phones path, you can
take the " taps " to the Grid and Filament
of the Valve (Fig. 4).

The Grid is then made alternately
Positive and Negative in respect of the
Filament in exact time with the swinging
to and fro of the current in the aerial
circuit.

Varying the H.T. Current.
The electron stream is made alternately

larger and smaller. And the current flowing
from the battery marked " H.T." rises and
falls in exact time with these variations.

The alternations of current at high speed
in the aerial are now followed by alterations
in the current flowing through the Plate or
Anode Circuit of the battery. In this way
the valve can be said to act as a relay
rather than a " valve," because the energy
of the form of Anode Circuit current
alterations will be greater than the energy
fed on to the Grid.

Let me remind you that we have now got
four circuits in operation. There is first the
aerial circuit which is tuned to the ether
waves of a broadcasting station and in
which an oscillating current has been
generated by these waves.

Secondly, there is the Grid Circuit of the
Valve comprising the coil, the Grid and the
Filament. Then, thirdly, there is the Fila-
ment Circuit embodying a battery, a
switch and the Filament itself.

The fourth circuit is the Anode Circuit
or Plate Circuit comprising the Plate and
Filament of the Valve and the H.T. battery.

The variations in current occurring in
the Anode Circuit are
of High Frequency, so
that we cannot use
these for working tele-
phone receivers. Even
if telephone receivers
were added (placed in
series in the Anode
Circuit) Fig. 4 would
not be a complete de-
tector or rectifier cir-
cuit. Such a circuit
will be discussed next
week.

In the meantime, here are a few general
facts for you to memorise if you feel se
disposed.

81586

/-7/G. 3.

Four Interesting Points.
The Anode Current (Current flowing from

H.T. battery) in ordinary valve sets ranger
from a milliampere or so up to perhaps
20 milliamperes. This current directly
depends upon : 1. The emission of . the
valve, i.e. the electrons emitted by the
valve filament-this ,varies with types of
valves. 2. The sizes, shapes, and relative
positions of all three electrodes. 3. The
potential difference between the Grid and

41387

fli 
H.7

Filament.
battery.

If you want to reconcile your Ohm's Law
with this valve business, you can say that
the Value has a Resista.nce. that depends
upon the first three points. You won't
go far wrong if you grab 110d of Ohm at.
every possible opportunity.

4. The Voltage of the H.T
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CLOSE-UPS FOR CONSTRUCTORS.
THE FOURTEENTH OF A PICTORIAL SERIES FOR SET BUILDERS.
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THIS, for the time being at least, is the last of the Close-up,.
and we have chosen a two -valuer designed especially for all -

wave reception. There are certain items introduced and
the component values are arranged to make the receiver as efficient
as possible on the very short wave -lengths as well as for ordinary
broadcast reception.

For instance, the, grid leak (I) is taken to the potentiometer (2)
instead of direct to L.T. plus, as is usual with a detector valve.
By adjusting the grid voltage with this potentiometer the reaction
can be rendered smooth and free from " ploppiness."

Adding a Potentiometer.

The potentiometer is joined across the L.T. and the grid leak
goes to the slider of the potentiometer. This component should
be of the 300- or 400 -ohm type, and -not the very high -resistance
volume -control variety, -We add these details because any set that
has a rather inferior reaction control -4n any wave -band might,
with advantage, have such a refinement added.

At (3) is a neutrodyne condenser connected between the grid
-of the detector -valve and L.T. Minus. This addition proves

aluable only on the short waves. (4) is the reaction condenser
having a maximum value of .0001 mfd.

Now (5) is the ordinary H.F. choke figuring in the detector valve
anode circuit, Obviously a good make must be used if the set is
to operate over such a wide wave -band.

Minimising "Hand -Capacity " Effects.
At (6) you can see the L.F. transformer, (7) and (8) are an H.F.

choke and a 001-mfd. fixed condenser respectively, and these two
items comprise a sort of H.F. filter in the -anode circuit of the last
valve. These are the connections : Plate of valve to one side of H.V.
choke and one side of fixed condenser, remaining terminal of fixed
condenser to L.T. minus. Remaining H.F. choke terminal to
'phones (or loud speaker), loud speaker to H.T. plus.

The object of this filter is to exclude H.F. currents from the
'phone leads in order to minimise those nasty " hand -capacity"
effects on the short -waves.

The grid condenser (detector circuit) is made small (.0001 mfd.)
and the neutralising condenser at (3) figures in the outfit for a
similar reason.
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Complete Speaker in
Cabinet

OAK - - £4 - 0 - 0
MAHOGANY - £4 - 6 - 0

WATES STAR UNIT
12 poles. Double Magnets.
4 coils. Upper adjustment
for magnets, lower f
for armature 1040

No other reproducer
can give you such magnificent
fidelity, reality and purity of tone.
Listen to the fascinating rhythm of
dance music-the stentorious roar
of the crowd, the bewitching note
of the 'cello, or the human voice-
nothing is missed, nothing is exag-
gerated, you hear only the truth !
Hear it at your dealer's. Fully
descriptive literature sent free on
request.

WATES
STAR(

LOUD SPEAKERS
THE SHAFTESBURY RADIO CO. (Dept. P.W.)
184/188, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2

WAT1 S STAR
Dcubk Cone Chass'.s

(Patent No. 309214)
v,mll brackets, specially

signed far
the Watcs Star 12f.
Unit .. .
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MADRIGAL
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Here at last is a musical instru-
ment so near to perfection that
reproduction, whether of a full
orchestra or individual soloist, is so
faithful that it is difficult to realise
that the invisible ae the r alone is
the sole medium between the
" Madrigal " and the source of
transmission. Eminent musicians
and scientists agree that the
" Madrigal " will be standard
radio for many years, and they are
safe in their decision.

The moving coil loud speaker has been
selected for its reproduction with perfect
fidelity of all sounds within the frequency
range ,of Broadcast transmission. The
absence of any aerial or earth, or even a
frame aerial for the local station and
Daventry, makes the instrument non -
directional. ' The rubber tyred 'castors
enable it to be wheeled into any room at
will, and a single connection to any lamp -
holder provides all the power. There are
no batteries dry or wet.

The consumption of current is ridicu-
lously low : less than a 50 -watt lamp for
both speaker and set. The cabinet work
is a delight to the eye.

It is impossible here to give more than a
brief survey of the many points which are
of interest to every Radio listener, but you
can learn all about the instrument by
asking your dealer for one of the artistic
coloured folders of the " Madrigal," That
you will ask for a demonstration after
reading it, is inevitable.

MADRIGAL
7Aelastrument tvitk the golden Voice

The " Madrigal " Receiver only, in walnut or mahogany,
handsomely figured and polished. Price, including all valves
and royalties, for A.C. or D.C. Mains £30 : 0 : 0
Pedestal only, with moving coil loud
speaker for D.C. g15 : 15 : 0
Pedestal only, with moving coil loud
speaker and rectifying equipment for A.C. £18 18 :

12 HYDE STREET,
LONDON, W.C.1
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